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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION 

December 2S , 1927 

The first session of the Executive Board 

Meeting of the American Library Association held at the 

Drake Hotel, Chicago, Illinois , convened at ten o 'c+ock , 

Mr . Carl B. Roden, President, presiding . 

PRESIDENT RODEN : I suppose the Executive 

Board starts off every meeting with the determination to be 

expeditious and get through ahead of time and it never does, 

so we will break no precedent . 

The approval of the minutes of the meeting 

of June 20 and 25 . Do any desire to have the minutes read? 

1' 

Is there anything in those proceedings that needsto be revised? 

SECRETARY MILAM : We have had no comments 

for revision. 

PRESIDE T RODEN: A motion is in order . 

MR . MATTHEWS. DUDGEON (Milwaukee) : I move the 

minutes be approved • 

• • • The motion was seconded a.nd carried • • • 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Correspondence votes . 

SECRETARY MILAM : There have been several 

correspondence votes since the last meeting . I will simply 

call attention to what they are • 

· Transfer of War Funds from one bank to 

another, which was approved in August . The Secretary's letter 
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of July 28 authorized the various banks to honor the 

Assistant Secretary's signature, Miss Bogle, in place of 

1

• Miss Ford. 

Resolution eliminating the attendance regis

tration from the conference p roceedings. 

A resolution proposing the elimination of the 

accession numbers in the handbook was lost by a vote of ten. 

Ten voted yes, one voted no, and one did not vote, which was 

considered as negative vote since it was a correspondence vote. 

A resolution the same date calling for the 

mid-winter conference to be held in Chicago. 

September 1. Resolution approving the editorial 

committee's recommendation concerning the publication a 
circulation work in libraries. 

October g_ Executive Board passed a resolution 

recommending the continuation of the Louisiana Library Experi

ment, and further that a small appropriation be allocated to 

small ~ibraries in Arkansas and other washed out places, the 

latter chiefly for the purpose of books. 

The following persqns to be elected by the 

Executive trustees in Paris: Reverend Beekman, George Blumentha~, 

A. K. Macomber, Anne Morgan and Theodore Rousseau. 

Letter of November 3 approving my proposed 

letter to Mr. Vincenzo Fago with regard to the Italian Library 

School, expressing thanks to the trustees and officers of the 
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Carnegie Corporation of New York for the appropriation of 

$25 ,000 for the relief of the libraries in the flooded sections 

and also pleasure at learning of the appropriation to the 

British Columbia Library Commission and League of Library 

Commissions. 

Vote authorizing the Committee on Library 

Extension to prepare a plan for $25,000 for the relief of 

small libraries in the flooded section. 

Those resolutions have all been adopted and 

they are read simply to incorporate them in the minutes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Next we have the budgets. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. President, I might say 

while these are being passed in accordance with the instruc

tions of the Executive Board the budgets are this year pre

pared on a straight calendar basis. The attempt will be 

by the time these budgets are completed to have every special 

fund included here on the full year of 1928 or such portion 

of that year as may be still appropriated as in the case of 

the Paris Library School where we have funds for six months, 

it will be a six months' budget from January first. 

I ought also to say these budgets are not 

submitted for action but for discussion, with the expectation 

or assumption that the Board will probably wish to do what it 

did last year, appoint a small committee to examine into the 

budgets in detail and to make recommendations to the Executive 
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Board after they have been revised in accordance with your · 

suggestions here and to include the actual balances and over-. 

drafts rather than estimated figures which are now included. 

Shall we explain these tables which come 

. before you, Mr. Roden, so you will know what they mean? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes, will you explain the 

different schedules? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. Dooley and I together, 

if you please. 

On the first page, the page numbered one, you 

will find a summary of the estimated receipts. Under the 

special activities such as Adult Education, Board of Educa

tion and so forth you have balances and overdrafts only. 

These you understand are estimated because the report for the 

year will not be completed until the fifteenth of the next 

month. On the next page you will find the summary of the 

estimated receipts. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Those are chiefly appropria

tions of the Carnegie Corporation ~1d other bodies like the 

Laura Spellman Foundation. 

SECRETARY MILAM: No, you have the whole thing 

there. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Booklist advertising, sale 

of review copies. Are there .any questions about that? 

Then the donors come next. 
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MR. DOOLEY: The revenue from the Carnegie 

Corporation of New York and the Carnegie Corporation Endowment 

Fund are listed there as two items. The item of $90,000 is 

listed as annual income since it covers the annual rate of 

$90,000 received from the Carnegie Corporation of New York; 

so we are working on $25,000 for the first three quarters 

and $15,000 for the fourth quarter, making $90,000 for the 

calendar year. 

MISS TOBITT (Omaha): I am not quite getting 

it. Do you have $15,000 for the fourth quarter? That won't 

cover your expenses? 

MR. DOOLEY: We have $15,000 for the fourth 

quarter and $25,000 for the first three quarters, making 

that $90,000. 

SECRETARY MILAM : We are lumping that. 

MISS TOBITT: What is left over from the 

$25,000 you can apply on the fourth quarter? This isn't hard 

and fast. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The total won't be over 

$90,000. 

MISS TOBITT: I was wondering how they would 

get along on $15,000. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is the $90,000 for? 

What is the distribution of it, or is it the whole? Is it 

for office maintenance or adult education or library extension 
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or for everything? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Everything would come 

nearerm the truth than an~ of the others. The Board sub

mitted last spring a budget to the Carnegie Corporation cover

ing the $100,000 which was appropriated for the year beginning 

October 1, 1927 in some detail. That budget covered most 

of what we call the special activities. Then the Carnegie 

Corporation Endowment Income which you will find near to the 

bottom of this page, covered the balance of the special ac

tivities, including headquarters, rents and so on. 

As a matter of fact the money which will be 

received after October 1, 192S has been authorized subject 

to the approval of budgets submitted by the Executive Board, 

so that during the course of the year we shall have to submit 

a new proposal to the Carnegie Corporation as we do every , 

year, on the basis of which they actually turn over the 

money. It is already set aside and it is labeled A. L. A. 

but they go through the form of approving our request each 

year in the Executive Committee. 

MR. DUDGEON: On this page are sort of pooled 

all your receipts and on the next page your expenditures and 

later you detail them on all. 

SECRETARY MILAM: That's right. 

MISS SMITH (Pittsburgh): What is the differ-

. 

ence between Corporation Endowment Income and Endowment Income? 
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SECRETARY MILAM: The Carnegie Endowment 

of $100,000 was given about 1902 for publication. That's 

the original fund. The other we call Corporation Endowment 

Fund to keep it · separate from the general endowment. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Tuition. The last item 

has no figures. 

MR. DOOLEY: The Paris Library School budget 

refers to that. It is not incor~rated here on a twelve 

months • basis. It is pract_ically impossible to spread it over 

a twelve months' basis so the items of receipts and expendi

tures are not in the receipts at all for the Paris Library 

School although the Paris Library School budget from July 1 

to June 30, 192S is shown on page lS as a matter of information4 

SECRETARY MILAM: You haven't shown it in the 

balance. I think we should incorporate it later in the 

balance or somewhere so as to make this comprehensive even 

though the Paris Library budget is for six months. 

MR. DOOLEY: I think we can do that easily 

after the first of the year when we have received reports 

from Miss Parsons. At present any given monthly balance is a 

bit misleading because it covers Chicago for the end of the 

~onth and perhaps the Paris report is for the next month. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Our balances for Paris show 

until we receive their report, which means that the Paris 

Library School balances always look much bigger than they are. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Page 3. 

SECRET RY MILAM : Any questions about that 

before we go into detail? 

MR. DUDGEON: Here you say there are no expend

itures for the Paris School. The two accounts balance. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any questions on Pa~e 3? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think such questions as 

occur will be more likely to occur in the detail consideration. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Sure. Page 4. 

SECRETARY MILAM : I would suggest, Mr. Chair

man, that we pass the adult education page for a little time. 

Mr. Dickerson was preparing a statement of explanation as to 

what the work of the adult education board was to be next 

year and misunderstood the fact that we wanted it this morning. 

He thought we wanted it this afternoon. He said he could get 

it up in an hour or so. Perhaps we can discuss that later. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: All right. 

~ECRETARY MILAM : The Board of Education is 

ready. Miss Bogle has a statement which you may wish her . 

to read. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Program of the Board of 

Education for Librarianship - 192S • 

••• Miss Bogle read the Program of the Wdrk 

of the Board of Education for Librarianship - 192S with the 

following interpolations: 
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No. 1: Preceding the words, "The difference 

between the different grades of schools," (Item 0, Page 3) 

Miss Bogle said: 

For instance, the Board has invited the 

Association of Library Schools to meet with it for the dis

cussion of the standards. The standards have been outlined 

and adopted as their measures, but we have just gotten to the 

place where we are really ready to begin. Those standards 

seem the best for the moment but the Board wants to be quite 

sure whether they are meeting the needs •••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: This is read, I presume, for 

the information of the Board and not with a view to examining 

or. criticizing the program of the Board of Education. It 

only comes up here in connection with the budget. 

In view of that program, the budget of the 

Board of Education on page 5 projects the different expendi

tures. Are there any comments? 

ffi. DUDGEON: In view of that last paragraoh 

then I understand that the expense of the personnel division 

is in this Board of Education budget. 

SECRETA~Y MILAM : That 1 s right. 

MR. FRANK K. WALT~R (Minneapolis): May I 

ask what is meant on the third age under E, the geographical 

determination .of schools to determine wha~ section of the 

country they are in. Is that with a view to getting funds 
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or with a view to encouraging or discouraging their establish

ment, or what? 

MISS BOGLE: It was primarily started to show 

the need for library schools in certain localities. 

MR . WALTER : To influence the institutions 

to establish libraries themselves. 

MISS BOGLE: To show the need. 

For instance, we take one section of the 

country and it.has so many students enrolled in library school~ 

a good number. 

MR . riALTER : You can take our section for 

example. 

MISS BOGLE: They may have students in prac

tically all of the library schools. There have been inquiries 

as to why there isn't a school in that district. There may 

be inquiries from . other parts of the country and it will 

have a very small enrollment in library schools. 

SECRETARY MI.LAM: I think, Mr. Walter, it would 

be hard to answer your specific questions except with an 

affirmative answer to all of them. In Texas, for example, the 

school was discontinued by the university. The Board has 

carried on a more or less persistent correspondence with them 

in that section both high and low, in an attempt to get them 

to understand the need for some kind of training in that 

section. There has been no effort in that particular case to 

' 
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get money for it, on the assumption that if the university 

wants it, it . can find a way to get it • . 

There is the request from the Rocky Mountain 

section. Here is a great stretch of country with a good 

many libraries where there is no agency for training other 

than small training classes, and the Board in that case as 

jar as I know, has hardly got beyond the stage of assembling 

information, though it has worked at the library school at 

Missoula wondering whether that school could be made good 

enough to serve that section of the country instead of being 

a rather weak school serving only its own state for the most 

part. In other cases it has helped in getting funds. 

11~ 

MISS BOGLE: It is very helpful in considering 

the status of the schools to know whether the students are 

for local use only and come only from the definite locality. 

MR. DUDGEON: The question arises in consider

ing the very interesting work they do, what is the nearest 

to parallel to this sort of a board in other fields of educa

tion. 

MISS BOGLE: Madison. In Madison the Council 

of Education of the American Medical Association I think is 

the nearest parallel. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Engineering is getting 

along -pretty well. 

MISS BOGLE: Engineering is suggestive, but 
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started on a newer b asia. 

MR . DUDGEON: Most of these concerns maintain 

an organization and enter in these questions. 

MISS BOGLE: The Nurses Association and the 

Pharmacists and nearly all the professions are doing more 

or·less· of it now. The committee for the improvement of the 

law, I forget the technical name, every profession of any 

importance, architecture and so on seems to be studying in 

some way and having some committee or some board analogous 

to this. 

MR. DUDGEON: And those boar~ are independent 

of any organization or union of the schools themselves, ·a 

standard profession. 

MR. WALTER: I don 1t think that is true of 

the law school. The more definite work is being done by the 

law school than the American Bar Association. 

MISS BOGLE: The society for the board was 

appointed in that way . 

MR. WALTER : The reason I am asking is for a 

definite reason. There is a good deal said based on the 

opinion that the board first got it and then started to 

control other schools and made the profession. It is heard 

again and again and some method should be taken to correct 

the fmpression. 

The answer is in the Carnegie Corporation 
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there · are no more funds available. That's an angle you 

have to consider very definitely if you are doing this work • 

Another thing, I think it is a little unfor

tunate that the Association of College Professors is.not 

much more in evidence in plans than any administrative offi

cers. The Association of American College Professors is 

ve~y influential but · only a small portion of its recommenda

tions are adopted by the board, and sometimes the American 

Association of College Professors are more harmful than 

helpful. That, I think, is shown in the definitions of 

technical terms which are based on what the professors woUld 

like rather tha~ what _the universities are actually ~oing. 

I have a very definite reason for hoping 

these things will go through, and that's the reason I am 

pointing out things which are hindering it. 

MISS BOGLE: The Board is very glad to have 

any suggestions. I think as the Board has gone along in its 

work probably the affiliation or contacts with other associa

tions has been the result of a definite need at the time and 

the Board hasn't gone as far as it will in its contacts. 

SECRETARY MILAM: From what sources do those 

comments on the Board's activities come, from the universities 

or from the libraries? 

MR. WALTER: Usually from the people who are 

i nterested in the establishment of courses. I get it in many 

' 
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letters in the course of a year from students who come in 

who want to _go elsewhe-re. I get it· from the faculty. I 

get it from visiting librarians. I don't pretend to know 

much about it. I have but a fraction of the information you 

have here. The fact is I get some in a casual way which 

makes me think there must be quite a little out among persons 

who are in a better position to get it. 

We have a peculiar local situation which has 

to be handled with great care. I can think just now of four 

distinct places where the ·criticism regarding funds has been 

made, one from the teachers' college, one from the university 

and the other two · I would rather not specify because you 

would guess right away. They think it is all right for the 

Board to furnish funds but they doubt whether you should 

take control of the curricula. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Do you mean control the 

curricula of other schools that don't get funds from this 

board? 

MR. WALTER: That is right, being blunt. 

They contribute the active c ontrol to the fact the schools 

are getting money . 

SECRETARY MILAM : What I am trying to get at 

is, what can we do about it? 

MR. ALTER: I don't know. That's not my 

business. I am simply passing on the statements I get . 
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SECRETARY MILAM: I am not so sure it is 

not your bus.iness as well as it is ours • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It is only a question of 

whetherthis matter is being brought up properly now in connec

tion with the budget. 

MR . WALTER : It is a matter which is going 

to become increasingly acute. 

menta? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I have that same suspicion. 

MR. WALTER : You have heard those same state-

PRESIDENT RODEN : I have heard it once or 

twice. I tnink there are elements in the program that might 

be subjects for discussion . I don't see why the library 

board has to do the educating. They are for local consumption 

and they are constituted to meet local needs , but that's only 

one item. If we are going to discuss the whole urogram, I f 

think we ought to do it in connection with the board itself. 

MR. WALTER : All right, I shall subside. 

That is a matter that is becoming increasingly difficult 

because of the peculiar situation up in the University of 

Michigan. 

MR. DUDGEON: The question I asked, is there 

a feeling that here is a board with a limited number of 

peopl·e who want to control everything that has to do with 

schools which are ·independent and some of them supported by 
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private funds , ·endowment funds , and the question arises , is 

that a good situation • 

MISS TOBITT : How can · you alter a situation 

of that kind? That situation exists and those are all schools 

not having state support . Now the schools which are going on , 

it seems to me , are to have state support , are they _not? 

Merely because these other schools received an endowment earlie: 

in the time of the existence of the schools it seems to me 

shouldn 1t influence them now. They are not expecting funds 

from the American Library Association endowments to endow 

further library schools, are they? 

MR . WALTER : I guess not . 

MISS TOBITT : I am off . I should be called 

to time . 

ISS BOGLE : I wonder if the feeling which 

has been expressed would be eliminated or eased were it 

distinctly understood that as far as I see it, at least, the 

Board is not seeking to impose anything on any institution. 

I t visits no school except when the school wishes to be 

visited . 

MR . WALTER : I think it is an extremely 

important point . 

MISS BOGLE : It_ asks carefully always whether 

a school is seeking accreditment . The accreditment in no 

case has been connected with a grant of funds . In every case 
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whether the school is supported by a grant from the Carnegie 

Corporation or whether ·it is supported locally, consideration 

is given as to whether the support is adequate . The same 

consideration is given to financial resources of a.school 

not receiving a grant as to one receiving a gran~ . 

MISS SMITH: You said that schools are visited 

only at the wish of the school , but isn't it essential for a 

school that it be accredited if it is to have any standing? 

Doesn't that in itself necessitate it? 

MR. DUDGEON : There is no question that there 

is a moral coercion that is just as definite that you shall 

.. not exist unless you submit to this . 

MISS BOGLE : It is the same thing that the 

American Medical board went through . The had a board of 

five members of the schools represented but two of those 

members were not accredited . There was an earnest seeking to 

establish standards and measures by them. I suppose the 

same force would obtain in all professions whether they were 

criteria. 

MR . DUDGEON : That ' s the reason I asked the 

question . I wondered whether this was exactly parallel in 

these other cases . I think it might hurt some people's 

feelings a little bit if they thought all professions were 

assuming their examinations . 

MISS BOGLE : I would gather from the discussion, 

• 
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Mr . Chairman, that the thing needed is more publicity of the 

real pur~ose · of the Board • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think that is quite true . 

I think the Executive Board ought to have more information . 

I don ' t know how it is going to get it . 

SECRETARY MILAM: We welcome suggestions as 

to how we can give you more that you can swallow. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I have felt and I am not 

surprised exactly but interested to see that I am not alone 

in the suspicion that there is considerable difference of 

opinion about the function of this Board and its usefulness , 

as about some other activities . I am a little bit undecided 

on the whole program. I might as well confess right no • 

That is immaterial, irrelevant and whatever the other legal 

term is , but that is where I hap9en to be . 

MR . HOPPER : Does the Board do the accrediting 

of schools? 

MISS BOGLE: Yes . 

MR . HOPPER : Who did it before? 

MISS SMITH: The association . 

MR . HOPPER : How was the change made? Was 

it taken out of the hands of the association voluntarily? 

Did they agree to it? 

MISS BOGL~ : Shall I answer? 

The way the Board came to this was on the 
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motion of some of the members ·of the American Library 

· Association to the Council and the Council authorized the 

accrediting. This thing goes back to way before 1900, if you 

trace it through the history of the Association. There was 

at that time an investigation that the schools should be known 

as meeting standards. 

SECRET.t\RY MILAM: 

we are now through this project. 

Specifically we got where 

In 1923 the Committee on 

Library Training recommended the appointment of a tem~orary 

library training board. The Council appr9ved this recommenda

tion, authorizing and instructing the Executive Board to 

appoint such a temuorary library training board. This tempo

rary library training board made a recommend at the following 

year to the Council embodying those recommendations which 

Miss Bogle read first and which occupy the first page of the 

statement you have before you. Those recommendations were 

adopted by the Council. I don't recall whether there were 

any amendments at the time or whether there have been any 

since, but in any case the charter as it stands is the product 

of an investigation by a special board appointed and authorized 

at the request of a preliminary, temporary committee which 

had been in existence for a long time, and also with the 

approval o·f the Council • 

Perhaps I ought to add, after stating that, 

that obviously the · document can be amended, . the charter can 

' 
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be amended at any time if the membership of the profession 

generally feel that after two or three or f Jur years of try 

out too much responsibility is placed in the hands of five 

persons or that those five oersons should be chosen by some 

other body, by this body, the Executive Board, or if they 

20. 

want to change the functions of the Board all that is necessary 

is an amendment to the charter in the Council, and of course 

if they wish to eliminate it, it would require the same 

action by the Oounc 1. 

MR. WALTER:. I wish to make a very brief 

comment on this. I think in the second page the section regard

ing school library work is perhaps the most important thing 

in the whole business. Unless I am mistaken, in twenty years 

with the Association of Teachers Colleges that is where your 

trouble is going to come. It is the economic situation. 

Schools are beginning to overcrowd the· field. The graduates 

can't get jobs. Lots of them are swinging into potential 

librarians and they are not inclined to take standards from 

anybody but themselves, and I am inclined to think that the 

result of that is going to have a lot to do with the success 

of your board, because if you get two or three hundred 

teachers colleges doing as they please, they will snap their 

fingers at your board and will do as they nlease and the 

teachers will apuoint the colleges against any accredited 

school you p·ut up. I think that is what the peculiar situation 
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is. 

MR. CHARLES H. OOMPTO (St. Louis): I think 

Mr. Walter is quite right. I would like to ask about the 

projected nation-wide study of the field. I probably have 

been informed about that but I don't recollect it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Miss Bogle, will you answer 

that? 

MISS BOGLE: It is the project which is con

tained in the Secretary's report as desirable and for which 

funds have been sought. 

MR. COMPTON: There is nothing definite in 

regard to that. There are no definite funds. 

SECRETARY MILAM : It is a project which was 

submitted a year or so ago, just about a year ago, to the 

General Education Board, considered by them and finally turned 

down for reasons which I remember to have written to the 

Board at that time, that in the first place it didn't fit in 

with their own very definite program and it looked like 

Carnegie's job and they needed Carnegie. 

Two or three efforts have been made to revive 

that matter and it is very much revived, but it hasn 1t been 

financed. The project has been restated by the Dean of the 

School of Education at the University of Chicago with our 

collaboration and approval and it iS to be presented again to 

the General Education Board• 
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Dr. Koeppel has indicated that he is willing 

to finance it fifty-fifty with the General Education Board, 

22· 

but we are trying to use this as a lever to break into the 

General Educati ~n Board to get that Board to take some interest 

in libraries and it has gone so far as this, that one or two 

efforts have been made to get a group of people interested, 

including representatives of the different foundations and 

Mr. Rosenwald and others, as well as representative libraries 

interested in school 'libraries to go to New York at the call 

of Dean Russell who made the call at Dr. Koeppel's request but 

that meeting was found impossible because certain people 

couldn't attend, but it is still on the boards and we are 

hoping it will be coming through. 

It is in the proposal to study the whole school 

library question, particularly in rela.ti on to the newer ten

dencies in education. They are demanding greater use of 

libraries; just what is the place of the library service in 

the school of the future, is the subject we want to study. · 

MR. DUDGEON: I suspect this uneasiness that 

we all seem to have heard of is due to a feeling that the 

function and purnose of that board has been shifting. I think 

a g~od many peonle felt it was a research board to investigate 

what constituted the best methods and the best courses and 

what was necessary and that it has been shifting to a sort of 

a censorship ··board to superv~se and by moral persuasion and 
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otherwise compel compliance with their standards. I think 

that is probably a little at the back of this uneasiness • 

23. 

MR. CHARLES E. RUSH (Indianapolis): I haven't 

heard or felt an~thing of that sort. I think that sort of 

tning ought to be traced down. 

MR. DUDGEON: There was no objection as long 

as they felt we were simply investigating. I don't mean that 

I have heard objection. I heard no objection as long as 

they were investigating. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The question before us is 

the approval of the budget or rather the consideration of it. 

I don't think we are approving this budget. Are we? 

SECRETARY MILAM: No. We ask that you con-

sider it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Under these different items 

there are three columns here on page flve -- Budget 1926-27, 

Receipts and Disbursements 1926-27, and Proposed Budget 192g. 

Take the item of salaries which is the largest described. 

There seems to be a very large increase in the salary budget. 

Is that correct or is that a matter of bookkeeping? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Those are general office 

salaries. There are three items charged against salaries. 

r~. DOOLEY: It is partly a matter of book

keeping. In .f~ct it is largely due to the fact that last year 

contingent funds which ·you will find on page eight, contributed 
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to salaries in the amount of about $6,100. That has been 

cut down this year and is shown here .as about $2,200. That 

contingent fund is a fund deriving its revenue from the 

Carnegie Corporation of New York and the Carnegie Corporation 

Endowment Funds, and as such is part of the special activities. 

The difference then in that one item alone is to be redis

tributed and set up against special budget rather than have it 

all in the contingent fund. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Where are . the salary figures, 

Mr. Dooley? 

MR. DOOLEY: Page thirty-one. 

SECRETARY MILAM : : Those are the general 

office salaries? 

MR. DOOLEY: Yes •. 

MR. DUDGEON: That means then that salaries 

which heretofore have been carried on the contingent fund 

are shifted to the funds that are in this department only. 

MR. DOOLEY: Well, shifted to two or three 

of the special activities. 

MR. DUDGEON: Oh yes. 

MR. DOOLEY: That d.oesn 1t account for the 

entire thing. Do you wish to go into the general salaries 

group as a whole or special salary? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't want to go into 

any salaries. I just wanted to know the reason for the appar-
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ent large increase on page five between 1926-27 and 192g. 

If it is just a matter of distribution, which I suppose it 

is,--. 

SECRET~~Y MILAM: It is largely a matter of 

distribution but there are additional salaries under general 

office which had to be added to the number that were dis

tributed. One of them is for an assistant file clerk at 

$1,100, figures for eleven months, and the other is an assistan~ 

in the accounting department also fi gured at eleven months. 

Those are the only two new items in the general office salaries 

and there are slight increases. The general office salaries 

come up later on, but the answer in general is distribution 

of what we had last year, which was not distributed, and the 

addition of two small salaries and a few slight increases. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You are including some 

increases, are you? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, they appear on page 

thirty-one for the general office and on preceding pages, 

twenty-eight for the departmental salaries. You will notice 

under these salary .budgets the salaries are under two items -

salaries general and salaries departmental. 

MR. COMPTON: In the departmental salaries 

there is a reduction of about $3,000 • 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any further questions on 

. 
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page five? 

SEORET~~y MILAM: It ought to be stated 

before you pass any of these budgets that it is what we 

state every year, but some of the members are new; while that 

looks like a budget of $30,350 and while that is an actual 

cost of the Board of Education activities, including the 

personnel work according to our best calculations, ·as a 

matter of fact the so-called net budget of the Board of 

Education for libraryianship over which it has complete con

trol relatively is about what Mr. Dooley shows, $9,000 less. 

MR. DOOLEY: About $21,000 total. 

SEORETARY MILAM: The other is made up, the 

rest of that is made up by the salaries, general office, 

and travel -- Executive Board and Secretary. You will 

remember, those of you who have been on the board before, 

that we started out with these special activities assuming 

that if they covered their o\vn expenses that was all that 

was necessary, but we found that we had to employ a mimeograph 

operator and later another one and we had to employ two or 

three additional bookkeepers. We had to employ a telephone 

operator and office boys and so on, and so finally e came 

to a basis where we distribute all the general salaries from 

my own down to the office boy throughout the whole department, 

all the different activities, making each one sh~re a part of 
... 

general office expense. That does not include rent, which 
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would normally be distributed because that is carried in a 

special budget called the A. L. A. Headquarters Budget • 

If you wish to go back and make it a clean 

slate, I have adult education, which was not here when we · 

began. · 

PRESIDENT RODEN: .There is before you the 

statement as to present and proposed work of the Board on 

the Library and Adult Education. Do you consider it necessary 

to have that read in part or as a whole, or since . Mr. Dudgeon 

is here," who is chairman of that board, are we satisfied with 

asking some questions. I haven't the slightest intention of 

restricting debate, but I would like to keep to the items 

of the docket and this item happens to be the consideration 

of figures, budget, not of function of the diff erent boarde, 

which is very interesting but a little bit outside of the 

present topic. 

SECRETARY MILAM : Mr. President, the reason 

why they are brought in here is because you yourself in a 

luncheon the other day said, "How are· the members of the 

Executive Board to know what this money is to be used for? 

Will there be any sort of a statement from the Board on 

the Library a.nd Adult Education as to· what they propose to do 

next year so we will know what they are driving at, 11 and these 

statements are an effort to get before you as much as you 

can take of matters Which are on the slate for these 

27 
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separate boards. Now it is a long program_, but if the 

Executive Board is going to consider the apportionment of funds 

to these several boards, which is really what it does when it 

makes the budgets, it ought to know what the boards are going 

to do, and that's the reason these statements are brought 

from these three principal boards. Of course, most of this 

information you have had before or you have had a chance to 

see before in some form. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: . The budgets that are included, 

are they included with the approval of the boards themselves? 

SECRETARY MILAM: These budgets will be sub

mitted to the boards and committees, all of which meet during 

this week, but they could not be approved i .n advance because 

the boards have not had a meeting for several months. They 

may come in from the board in revised form or with changes 

which will involve changes before the board is asked to approve 

them finally. As a matter of fact most of the budgets vary 

so little from last year or provide for such little variation 

in the work that there is not much likelihood that ther~ lrlll 

be any considerable revisions except in the small details. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That .is assuming all the 

boards are prepared to say their ·work ought to continue on 

the same scale • 

SEORETARY MILAM: Yes. 

PRESIDENT ROD~N: Without being either enlarged 
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or reduced. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They would all like to be 

enlarged. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: They are all living up to 

their income now? 

SECRET.ARY MILAM: The Board on the Library 

and Adult Education has accumulated a balance of $5,000 that 

has gone into the general fund this year. It is because of 

their inability to get people to do the work that they had 

outlined. They have had to take a half time Chicago person 

when they wanted a full time assistant. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is :tour ·pleasure? 

The budget on the Board of Library and Adult Education. 

29 

MR. DUDGEON: I would like to ask this question. 

Of how much interest is it to the Carnegie Corporation? 

SECRETARY MILAM: As I understand there are 

funds that are more or less allocated by the Carnegie people 

themselves. More or less, but rather less than more. 

MR. DUDGEON: What I mean is this, about the 

proportion that they thought the boards were justified in 

spending. 

SECRET~ttY ILAM: I don't think you can put 

that responsibility on them. They have approved it, yee, 

but we recommended it, the Executive Board recommended it in 

past years. · The last recommendation made by this Board to 
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the Carnegie Corporation was about last April, I think, when 

the request budgets, so-called, were submitted for the year 

beginning October first. It is true that these funds are 

30. 

more or less allocated by reason of those request budgets 

through October but I don 1 t think this Board should rest on 

that if there is any variation, if there should be any changes. 

They have got to be started some time, and even though they 

don't go into effect until ·next October, you can 1t put them 

o-ff for the new board because next spring you Will be pre

senting new request bU4gets. If there ought to be ·radical or 

even minor changes, the sooner we get at them, the better. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is your pleasure, 

Mr. Dudgeon? Are the members of the Board of Library and 

Adult Education contemplating a recommendation of any changes 

either radical or minor? 

MR. DUDGEON: No, I think not. I don't think 

there will be a shift or any changes will be made. 

MR. HOPPER: Is it correct that the board 

is contemnl ating employing-Mr. Dana as secretary? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I will leave it to the 

board to answer that. 

Any further questi 8ns on this item? If not, 

we had better pa.ss on to the next • 

SECRETARY MILAM: I hope you will read that 

statement even though you do. not have it read to you now, 
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and while you are considering the Carnegie budgets, may we 

depart from the alphabetical arrangement and turn to library 

extension which is coordinated with these two which you ~ave 

just considered on page fifteen. You have also a statement 

from Miss· Merrill which is much briefer, and inasmuch as you 

do not have a representative of the Library Extension Com

mittee here, I wonder whether you would like to hear that or 

any portion of it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we have that statement 

read? Apparently not. Are you willing to pass this over 

without question? 

MR. WALTER: Are there any material changes 

in what they plan to do? 

SECRETARY MILAM: No material changes. 

MISS SMITH: Is there any overlapping of 

this library extension on the adult education? Do they do 

more or less the same sort of work? 

SECRETARY MILAM: They. touch at different 

points. · I don't think there is any ov·erlapping. The nearest 

approach to any overlapping that I am conscious of is in 

Michigan where there is a plan for special adult education 

in two counties to be ca.rried on by the Michigan Agricultural 

College under the American Association for Adult Education • 

As soon as tha,t was proposed, we had a req11;est 

from the Association for adult education to have a look at 

. 
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the situation and advise them what should be done in the 

matter of the provision of library service during their year or 

two of experiment. Mr. Dickerson made the visit and saw the 

people there and investigated the library situat.ion and the 

state library possibilities and so on and has kept in touch 

with Mr. Merrill as an expert. Of course, they are not inter

ested in general library work but are interested in those 

aspects which would have to do with education. 

It is therefore an adult education problem 

ratt er than a general library extension problem, but there 

has been close contacts. That is the only place where I can 

think of that they might be considered to be overlapping. 

MR. DUDGEON: It is true that the adult 

education board is interested in seeing every state establish 

a central commission or state library or thing of that sort 

that will furnish books for the Whole region in adult educa

tion work, and I suppose the extension commission going on in 

Louisiana are doing somewhat of the same work. They are trying 

to establish a central body. They are both interested in 

that project. 

SECRETARY MILAM: And yet it can't be said 

that the adult education board is spending any money in that 

direction, but it looks to the library extension to bring the 

new agencies ~nto existence. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don't recall their spending 
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any money. 

SECRETARY MILAM: No, I ·don't recall that • 

llR. DUDGEON: I don 1t quite get all these 

distinctions between departmental and general. You take 

page fifteen, travel - departmental, travel - general, 

$3,300. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Travel - general is for the 

travel of the Executive Board for meeting purposes and for 

certain traveling expenses of the Secretary or other general 

officers of the Association made in the interest of all the 

A. L. A. activitie-s. 

MR. DUDGEON: That might be termed the 

contribution· from these special funds to pay the general I 

traveling expenses. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. For example you have 

spent an hour and a half this morning and you haven't said 

a thing about membership activities. All of your expenses 

·so far would have been chargeable to adult education, library 

extension and education for librarians. That's the theory 

on which this budget is prepared. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions on the 

budget for library extension? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Those are the three main 

budgets in tbe Carnegie fund. 

MR. RUSH: On what page is departmental 

33' 
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salary? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Twenty-eight • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Continued on page twenty-

nine. 

MR. DUDGEON: I suppose it is true that the 

departmental work more or less parallels the general work 

34 . 

of the office. I not ice departmental salary there is $5,800 

and the general is $5,000. I suppose it is almost impossible 

to differentiate, is it not? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What 4o you mean by general? 

~illR. DUDGEON: On page fifteen on the last 

column there is the departmental sala.ry of $5,800, · salaries 

general $5,000. There is a nearer equality there between 

the department& and general than there is in most of the 

departmental work. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The general office salary 

chargeable to the several special activities budgets is figured 

out on a rough percentage basis with variati ons to meet the 

conditions that Mr. Dooley and I estimate to exist, in order 

to make it just as fair as possible. It isn't figured in 

relation to the salary item of the special budget, but to the 

whole budget. You will find a very much smaller amount. If 

you will turn to page thirty-two you will see the distribution 

of the so-caJ.led general office salaries.. You will find 

curriculum study, for example, c ontributing a relatively small 
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amount. That is because the curriculum study doesn't ork . 

through headquarters. The only kind of t hing we do is what 

you do in preparing budgets, but the regular activities are 

outside of A. L. A., t herefore they carry a very small part 

of the office expense. Others carry a relatively high 

percent age. 

MR. DUDGEON: I as thinking library extension 

would carry a high part. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. If anybody knows of 

a precise way to figure overhead or administration in any 

kind of institution which could be taken over by our A. L. A., 

we would like very much to know about it. We have studied 

accounting systems of universities and studied accounting 

systems of libraries and that doesn't help us very much, and 

we have studied accounting systems of businesses, but to 

find out how you ought to get a fair distribution, how you 

can find out how much of my salary ought to be charged to 

library extension or how much of the expenses of the Executive 

Board ought to be charged up to adult education, I don't know. 

We have made the best estimates we can. 

MR. DUDGEON: It seems to me the plan you 

suggested of comparing the curriculum study with the adult 

education seems to be a fair one • 

PP~SIDENT RODEN: Any other questions on 

life extension? If not, shall we go back to page six, the 
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booklist, questions on the booklist budget? 

MR. WALTER : Is that $6,500 based on any 

contracts in sight? 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Advertising. 

MR . DOOLEY: That is based partly on con

tracts in sight and experience in the last three months and 

Mr. Fontaine has that in hand and we have already advertising 

in the booklist in October and November numbers and .have made 

some collections . In _one issue there were ten pages of adver

tising. In the last issue there were six full pages of adver

tising. This is based on a smaller avenage, however, than 

that. 

MISS SMITH: I think that advertising is 

going to balance the budget. Has it exceeded the amount 

appropriated? 

SECRETARY MILAM : We hope it is. We don't 

know yet. Supplementing Mr. Dooley's figures, my recollection 

is that we arrived at that $6,500 by estimating seven pages 

of advertising, and we have contracts for six, I think, for 

nine months or for the first period .. of the year, and about 

eight or nine for the last three months, assuming a reasonable 

growth with effort. It balances the budget so far as the 

budget shows for next year. How accurate a guess that is, 

I don't know • . We didn't quite balance the budget for last 

year and it does not include.here a fair payment of the booklisi 

for the effort of soliciting advertising. That is being 
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carried as yet in the publishing budget. In other words, 

Mr. Fontaine and his secretary and assistant have handled 

all the work of soliciting the advertising and they are not 

being paid specially for it. We think that in the long run 

we will get enough advertising to make the booklist able to 

pay for what it gets. 

MR. DUDGEON: Are there some individuals, 

if we divide the budget up, who are divided between the two 

departments as to salaries? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Two or three only? The 

rest are put into general office and the general office is 

divided up rather than the individual. Miss Bogle's salary· 

is divided into three portions. Do you recall an1 other? 

MR. DOOLEY: One assistant to the librarian 

and the boo~list office. Her time is divided fifty-fifty. 

MR. DUDGEON: Where you give the salaries 

later on, she would appear under two salaries. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There is a note at the 

bottom of the salary page. 

MR. DOOLEY: On page t wenty-eight Miss Bright 

is shown in 192S for extra services in 1927, $600. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I meant page thirty-one, 

Mr. Dudgeon • 

MR. DOOLEY: Miss Bright, about fifth from 

the last librarian assistant is shoWn in general office. 
. ' 

3T 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Any further questions on 

the booklist? 

SECRETARY MILAM: They might be interested 

to know the subscriptions are about 5,700. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If not, we will turn to 

page seven, books for Europe. That is a very brief statement 

and won't delay us long. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There isn't much of a budget 

here. The committee has always controlled its funds. It 

gets its money, it handles it fr om the A. L. A. and the Board 

says amen. 

MR. DOOLEY: We haven't received the figures 

eo this hasn 1t a third column. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Page eight. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don't believe I quite under

stand. Do you mean if we get from the various sources a cash 

balance, what we get from contingent funds is not used for 

any other thing? 

MR. DOOLEY: $2,100. The contingent was set 

up as a separate fund out of the Oarnegie Corporation and 

Endowment money, not that any specific fund might be charged 

against it except last year's salaries, but financially is 

more or less the same as a contingent item within a budget 

with its relation to the other budgets as a whole • . 

MR. WALTER: As a general safety valve? 
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MR. DOOLEY: I suppose a contingent should 

not be budgeted at all, and no particular thing charged to it • 

The $1,700 labeled deficits, transferred from 

the budgets, is a carry over from the Fiftieth Anniversary 

Conference, primarily a bill for lighting that the Board 

considered last year , which was paid and not~ charged against 

any special budget. It is set up here as against the contin

gent· item. 

SECRETARY MILAM : That was a bill that the 

committee in charge of the exhibit overlooked, and for a long 

time was not delivered. They didn't get it until months 

after the show was over. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You don't say. 

MR . DOOLEY: In reality the net contingent 

item is less than $1 ,000. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I guess we are all unanimous 

in not understanding this page , so we might pass it up. 

(Laughter) 

Now comes the curriculum study. 

MR . ALTER: Does this include Mr. ·Charters 1 

salary as well as the A. L. A •. ? 

SECRETARY MILAM : Mr. Charters does not 

receive a salary but the university bureau ~f which he is the 

head received $4 ,000. We are budgeting $3,000 for next year 

but I haven •t· asked Mr." Charters whether he is willing. 
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MISS SMITH: May I ask if this collecting of 

material for this 11urpose is not duplicating to a certain 

extent the work that was done for the survey? 

SECRETARY MILAM : To a certain extent yes, but 

not to any considerable extent. fuen Mr . Charters first 

started, when r. Brigham started, almost his first visit was 

to go down to St. Louis and check up what they had so as n~ 

to duplicate. Their method of getting a commission is almost 

wholly by personal interview. 

MISS SMITH: I know. 

SECRET~qy MILAM : Against the questionnaires 

which they found inadequate for their purposes. 

MISS SMITH: It seemed to me eo much of the 

information was very much the same. 

MR. WALTER: When they interviewed me, I 

turned them loose on the department heads thinking they would 

get some con arguments that I would put in. There was no 

necessity for any duplication. That depends on the field · 

workers, .the neople you select. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The study was very much 

applied to the education of the given problem they were trying 

to work out . 

Any questions on page nine? 

MR. WALTER : May I ask how long this is 

expected to run? I may be out of the office when it does • 

. 
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SECRETA.;.t:tY MILAM': I have been wondering about 

that myself. I don't know the answer. Mr. Charters and his 

advisory board have a list of five books which they think 

ought to be done. 

MISS SMITH: May I ask who decides on what is 

to be done? Is that left to the curriculum study? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The advisory committee of 

curriculum study composed of nine or ten people appointed by 

the Board of Education for Librarianship on the authority 

41· 

of the Executive Board, _I mean the original instructions given 

them to make the appointment, makes the recommendation that 

the editorial committee has the final authority to say whether 

it will or will not publish a given book, and it may say in 

advance of receiving the manuscript or after receiving the 

manuscript, and the funds under the control of the editorial 

committee for · textbooks are joined with this, so that the 

editorial committee has control, final control above the 

_advisory committee of the curriculum study. The -advisory 

committee consists of Miss Bogle, Miss Tyler, Mr. Knapp, 

J; I. Wyre, Mr. Hadley, Mr. Sidney Mitchell, Miss Rankin of 

the Special Libraries Association,. Miss Harriet ood, 

Mr. Hirshberg and Mr. Carson. 

MR. COMPTON: May I ask if the departmental 

salaries include the salaries for writing textbooks? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Salaries departmental. 
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MR. DOOLEY: Page twenty-eight. 

SECRETARY ~ILAM : Yes, staff members in the 

office. It includes the two offices. You see, when we 

reduced the staff on study, it was necessary to drop one 

person. We therefore dropped Mr. Brigham and kept 

Miss Hostetter. Then we took in Miss Fargo to make her own 

investigations as well as write her book and Miss Power is 

coming in the first of January to assist in making her own 

investigations and writing the book, Miss Hostetter serving 

as the go-between of the continuation of the general office 

and the investigation, she also making investigations. 

MR. COMPTON: That includes the increase of 

$3,000. 

SECRETARY MILAM: That includes the $6,000 

from textbooks. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions . on 

curriculum study? 

Page ten, editor and proofreader. 

SECRETARY 1\[ILAM : These are the salaries of · 

Miss Miller, the editor, her stenographer and proofreader. 

This is in a sense a contribution to the publishing fund budget. 

Roughly one-half of the proofreader's time could legitimately 

be charged against booklist. All the rest should be charged 

against general publication. 

MR. DUDGEON:· Is there any crossing of 
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personnel between the booklist and the editor? Are there 

peoule that work in both capacities? 

SECRETARY MILAM: None except the proofreader. 

Of course that isn't strictly so, Mr. Dudgeon. 

If a letter is referred to Miss Killer as editor which involves 

library work of children, Miss Cline would do it, but in 

general, no. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Educational adviser, meaning 

Dr. William F. Russell and secretary• Any comment on that? 

SECRETARY MILAM: We have no budget yet from 

the committee. We simply set it up to show it should be 

included. Mr. Gerald is the chairman of that committee and 

is the one who secured the grant of $25,000 from the 

Lauxa.Spellman Foundation for t his work. We have asked him 

for a budget. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Page thirteen, International 

Library Cooperation. 

SECRETARY MILAM: This _is a budget which was 

requested by the Committee of International Relations and 

later by the Executive Board a year ago and the money was 

actually received in April or May. This, therefore, is a 

budget to about April 30, 192S, simply a continuation of the 

money in hand • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: ·Vfuat is it used for? What 

do you do with it? 
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SECRETARY MILAM: It was asked for. It 

includes one item which is the payment for A. L. A. publications 

which are sent free of charge to libraries of other countries 

in response to requests. It includes an occasional extra 

assistant, for example, as will come up later. .We have been 

t~king a good deal of interest for different reasons in Mexico 

and South America recently. To assemble t ·hat information we 

hired somebody to spend a few extra hours on it. There is a 

little bit of travel in this in the interest of international 

relations. 

Mr. Dooley, do you remember the other items? 

PRESIDENT RODEN : I got t .he impression, for 

instance .Ferguson 1s travel to Europe, would come in there. 

SECRETARY MILAM :· Mr. Ferguson 1 s trip to 

Europe was not through the A. L. A. in any sense. I didn't 

know he had the money until somebody told me about it on the 

outside. That was a direct grant, presumably made at the r~ques1 

of Mr . Mitchell, to the Carnegie Endowment for international 

peace, I suppose, to Mr . Ferguson. 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Any other questions on page 

thirteen? 

Page fourteen. Headquarters. Any questions 

there? How long is the lease? How muoh longer? 

SECRETARY MILAM : Until May 1929, a year from 

next May. The last lease was . taken on a thre·e year basis. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Any questions on this page? 

Page fifteen we have considered. Page sixteen • 

Membership and Conference. 

SECRET~~Y MILAM: That is what used to be the 

general budget, the general expenses. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The annual dues now can 

safely be figured at $33,000. 

SECRETARY MILAM~· There are 10,356 by the 

last count. I think it is a conservative estimate to figure 

that the income will be $30,000 next year from that source. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Ha s this Board heard about 

the contributing and sustaining membership idea? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is on the docket. They 

heard about it. They talked -about it at the first meeting, 

but there is a report that has been sent to them and it is on 

the docket for discussion. How many of the members of the 

Executive Board got a letter that I sent out Friday? 

MR. DUDGEON: Do you mean enclosing a letter 

from Dr. Koeppel? 

• • • Mr. Hopper and Miss Tobitt indicated they 

didn't get the letter ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any questions on page 

sixteen? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I would like to call Mr. 

Compton's attention to the fact that we are just about going 
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to make the budget for this year. He was on the committee 

and I know we sweated blood; both of us were afraid of the 

receipts from the membership but as you see for eleven months 

it is $21,000. 

MR. DUDGEON: This doesn't include the 

estimate of the increased membership for the library_. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What became of that? 

SECRETARY MILAM: That is in his hands. He 

has a recommendation on it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions on page 

sixteen, or s eventeen, which is a continuation? 

· Page eighteen, Paris Library School. The 

budget from July 1, 1927 to June 30, 192S. I don't think we 

have to stop over that now. 

Page nineteen, publishing. Publishing is 

making some money. 

46 . 

SECRETARY MILAM: N~ it isn't making any 

money, not yet. It is coming out even~ It still isn't paying 

for its editor and proofreader. It is still receiving $2,000 

from the endowment fund. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I know, but that is what 

the Carnegie Endowment Fund is for, isn't it? That's part of 

its legitimate income • 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is just a question of 

de-finition in considering whether it is making money. You will 
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find detailed estimates on the following page, page twenty, 

as to how we arrive at our figure of estimated sales. I may 

say that those items .on page twenty have been very carefully 

estimated. They- can only be e-stimated, of course, by Mr. 

Fontaine, Miss Miller, Mr. Dooley and myself on the basis of 

experience and actual ·sales in the past. 

~. DUDGEON: Now what is that group in the 

last column? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Those are estimated rece ipts 

from larger items which are not new. You see the first group 

are reprints or new editi ons or new publications. The second 

group continued sales. 

MR. COMPTON: The cost of actual printing. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Not the overhead. So,metimes 

it includes a little editorial cost, but generally it is just 

the manufacturing cost. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Are the reading fees in 

the authors? 

SECP~TARY MILAM: They are in the reading 

course budget. 

MR. DUDGEON: How do you carry the stock left 

over? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The stock in the warehouse? 

It doesn't show on our financial reports at all. We estimate 

so mewhere between $50,000 an~ $75,000 worth of stock in the 

stockroom is salable stuff. There is very little salable stuff 
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there that will have to be discarded. That has accumulated 

over a period of ten years. Probably no publication is over 

ten years old. It has grown up rather gradually . I was asking 

Mr. Dooley the other day whether we couldn't get out some sort 

of statement that would give an accurate estimate of costs 

rather than selling prices of our warehouse stock, include 

that in some sort of balance sheet and then do the same thing 

a year later and see whether we have increased our stock by 

enough to cover say the contributions which come into publish

ing from the Carnegie Fund, $7,200 for editor and oroof-

reader and $2 ,000 for endowment. 

MR. DUDGEON: I was thinking Qf Mr. Roden's 

comment that it is paying for itself. 

SECRETARY MILAM : I would like to see the 

money which comes from the Carnegie Endowment and the money 

which comes from the Carnegie Corporation, $7,200, freed and 

made available to use for publication , and of course $2,000 

would have to be used on publication. I would like to see it 

used in new ventures. I would like for the Board or editorial 

committee to say, "Here is $2 ,000. How can we spend it to 

best advantage in getting something done,nrather than simply 

have it absorbed in the budget, because I think the function 

itself ought to be made self-supporting as a whole. I think 

it probably ·a now if we take into account the actual increase 

of the stock. 
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MR. DUDGEON: That is what I was thinking. It 

doesn't appear on the budget • 

SECRETARY MILAM : Against that stock we have 

$15 ,000 on a revolving fund. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Page twenty-one, reading 

courses . 

SECRETARY MILMJ : I should ·have said that the 

publishing budget is made up with the assumption that there 

will probably be ten reading courses issued next year instead 

of twelve. There is no list ready for January arid there will 

probably be a gap somewhere in the year. On the other hand 

the course is made up for twelve months because twelve people 

have been .engaged and their manuscrips promised for 192g, 

whether they are published in that year or not. 

for themselves? 

on that? 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Do the reading courses pay . 

SECRET~~y MILAM : Mr . Dooley, do you know? 

MR. DUDGEON: You don 1 t keep a ledger account 

MR . DOOLEY: We have publication costs and 

receipts. It would be a question of allocating to reading 

that part of publishing that belongs to it. That would be a 

difficult matter • 

SECRETARY ~ILAM : We al locate the printing and 

binding charges but an actu~ allocation of Mr . Fontaine's 
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time and the biller's time and the bookkeeper's time is far 

from easy. I think they pay for their cost not including 

this budget that you see before you on page t wenty-one. The 

only way one could be sure~ I think, of knowing whether they 

were uaying themselves, would be to set up an entirely separate 

staff to handle that work or to handle it on an entirely _ 

different time from everything else. 

MR. DUDGEON: You would have to have a cost 

accounting system. 

SECRETARY MIL We have often thought about 

it but so far it has seemed more expensive than would be jus-

tified. 

MR. COMPTON: On page twenty it says for the 

reading courses $11,200. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Reading with a purpose cost; 

that means for printing and binding. The estimate of receipts 

is the total money which we estimate will be received from 

all reading courses next ye ar. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Including those already in 

stock. 

MR. DOOLEY: I might mention that in the first 

column under 20,000, it should be 20,000 each printed under 

each title • 

SECRETARY MILAM: That would be just about 

right or perhaps a little too low if we were selling out the 

~ -

\ 

' 

.• 
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entire edition printed next year for $23 ,000. It would 

probably a little less than pay the overhead; the cost of dis

tribution is greater than the cost of manufacture. 

PRESIDENT ROD~N: Is it proDosed as far as 

you know to continue the reading .with a purpose more ar less 

indefinitely? 

SECRETARY MILAM : That would be a matter for 

both the board of education for librarianship as a matter of 

experiment and the editorial committee as responsible for 

publications to consider. The Executive Board would have to 

call off the adult education if they thought it had gone far 

enough. 

MISS TOBITT: There c~rtainly is no thought 

that it is advisable to stop it yet, is there? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No, I think not. 

MR. DUDGEON: I would like to see it put on 

a self-sustaining basis. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That's my point . If it is 

not self-sustaining, how much longer is it going to eat ita 

head off? 

MR. DUDGEON: That's my point . It is getting 

bigger. 

. PRESIDENT RODEN : If it has to continue on 

that basis, is it actually valuable and important enough in 

library economy to continue on that basis? 
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MR. VIALTER: It might be interesting to watch 

the success of those Oxford courses • They are selling at 

one dollar each. I am told they are selling heavily. I don 't 

know whether it is true or not . Two of them are out. They 

simply advertise the world's classics series, but if that 

should be commercially successful, it might indicate that it 

would be ~ossible to raise the prices of these a little bit. 

Take for example in selling quantity sales, they are actually 

losses to you. You sell at such a reduction it cuts off the 

sale of individual copies. 

SECRETARY MILAM : le spent fifteen minutes in · 

the Editorial Committee yesterday listening to complaints from • 

peo·)le who think they ought to be sold cheaper. If we could 

only sell them cheaper we would have a bigger use for them·. 

quantity? 

MR. COMPTON: Was that from people buying in 

SECRETARY MILAM : Mr. Wellman. 

MR. DUDGEON : What ~ate does he get? 

SEORETARY MILAM : I thin~ his library is 

large enough to get it lower. 

MISS TOBITT: Does he want to sell it at a 

lo er rate? 

SECRETAHY MILAM : He ants to see it cheap 

enough so he oan give it away. 

MISS TO BITT: . No. 
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MISS SMITH: Peoole aupreciate things more 

when they pay for them • 

MR. DUDGEON: As shown by this one dollar 

course. 

MR . A~TER: You know that the Oxford Universit~ 

Press is not doing it absolutely for gratuitous educational 

services. The courses are a luttle bit more extended, but the 

difference in them is not justified unless it is commercially 

successful. 

SECRETARY MIL · : What do they sell for in 

~ngland~ 

MR. WA1TER : I think it is three shillings. 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Are there any other questions 

on the reading courses? 

SECRETARY MILAM : While you are talking about 

that, may I ask this question and leP you answer it later 

individually , .perhaps, at your convenience. To what extent 

to you think we are justified in going to discover whether 

an i~dividual item is self-supoorting? It would cost something 

as you all know, to introduce a system of cost accounting which 

wou.ld "Jrovide for all facts. It would involve the keeping of 

time records and assignment of duties which would be rather 

complicated, but it would give us information which would enable 

me to answer questions such as those you have asked . 

MR . DUDGEON: . Could a substantial accuracy 
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be obtained by investigation or examination of your·accounting 

items? 

.m. DOOLEY: I think we c.ould go back over a 

period and come to a reasonable estimate on some major item 

such as reading courses, but the fact of uncertainty might 

be too great to arrive at any definite figure. 

The readin~ courses $22,000 estimated receipts 

from sales is almost a oounterfeit total . I hesitate to present 

estimates on anything but the bigger items. 

MR. DUDGEON: It seems to me an item like 

that would be pretty helpful to have estimated. 

MR. DOOLEY: We keep a special record ~n the 

office for our use on reading courses. I have columnar sheets 

that cover half the table s howing the sales by months and by 

quarters, wrappers and cloth bindings for every title from 

the beginning. That I can probably use as a basis for 

special information on reading courses. There would still be 

t he difficulty of allocating the various items in the publishing 

budget such as salaries of the people in the departments. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any further questions on 

reading courses? 

Page twenty-two, special membership and 

endowment on a six months' basis, 192g. Also on page twenty

three. 

SECR~TARY MILAM: Tha t really ought to be 

considered after the report which · has been sent to you ·ith 
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my last letter. If you have seen the report and had time to 

read it, you will understand the situation better than those 

who have not. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: This report of endowment 

and special membership. The report discusses the following 

developments: ·The Julia Rosenwald presentation which 

55• 
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describes the information that Julius Rosenwald asked for and 

which he received thus far without any definite results. The 

International Harvester project "desc.ribing how through Mr. 

Holden.of that organization it seems likely that Cyrus McCormick 

will be interested sooner or later in making some large provi

sion for library extension in the rural districts. 

You have heard the matter of the sustaining 

memberships being particularly nromoted by Mr. Harry A. Wheeler, 

one of the A. L. A. trustees. Ten or fifteen prominent business 

men will be invited to the first luncheon and asked as their 

contribution to take a sustaining membership in the A. L. A. 

In New York there is promise of some sustaining 

memberships. Miss ~ause secured the membership of r. 

John J. O'Brein, head of the Byllesby Company. Dr. Bostwick 

secured the ap?lication of George D. Markham. Mr. Belden 

has secured the application of one of his trustees, 

Then there is the matter of the memorial funds, 

or perpetual membership, or as it is sometimes called in honor 

of a deceased member of the A.. L. A., and 1 t was nroposed 

, ... _ 
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that William F. Gould should be the first one to be thus 

honored. I undertook to make an effort t.o raise that fund and 

thus far I haven't paid very much direct attention to it. 

I think there will be no que stion about raising it. I have 

one contribution from a former member of our own staff, 

·Mrs. Lyman. I think after the fi r st of the year that will get 

a start. 

MISS TOBITT: Mr. Chairm~n, is Mr. Wheeler 

well known throughout the country? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: He has been President of the 

United States Chamber of Commerce and he is well known in 

financial circles all over the country. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Very prominent. 

MISS TOBITT: The fact that his name was on 

the ballot for election attracted some slight attention in 

Omaha. I wondered if Mr. Wheeler could do something outside 

of Chicago possibly. 

MR. •ALT~R: Trainer was in the American 

Magazine. 

MR. DUDGEON: I suppose among bankers and 

trust companies ifueeler is one of the b.es t ltnown men in the 

United States. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: He has only been a banker 

about ten years. He was drafted into the Union Trust Bank 

and made vice president. 

' 
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Then there is on pa.ge three this paragraph 

on special publicity which I haven't gone into • 

SECRETARY MILAM: That is a reuort largely 

of the two meetings held in Chicago. You had reports of our 

first dinner meeting? 

MEMBERS! . Yes. 

PRESIDENT ROSEN: Is there any discussion on 

that renort or on the budget on page twenty-two? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The largest increase in 

salary proposed in the entire salary list is here. · We hav.e 

been paying Mrs~ Dickson $100 for half time. I don't knew 

whether that paid her ca.r fare or not. I rather doubt it. 

We propose to pay her $150 for half time next year. 

MR. DUDGEON: Did you say half time? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is why this is called 

a six months' basis. 

57. 

SECRETARY MILAM: No, half time for six months. 

It didn 1t seem to us that the Board would wish to commit the 

board under another president or the board in the future to a 

very long period of time, particularly this question of 

estimate of receipts. This budget can only be set up on the 

assumption that the money is going to come to pay for it 

some .here, and it is easier to imagine that you are going to 

get $4,000 than it is that you are going to get $8,000, when 

it is largely a matter of imagination anybow. 
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~ffi. COMPTON: I would like to raise a question. 

It seems to me that we can't e4pect very much in six month's • 

It seems to me if we accomplish anything in this it has to 

be a continued program. I wonder whether it is wise to 

recommend that for six months. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think I sympathize vdth 

Mr. Milam's petition. Here we have engaged in a fund proposi

tion with a pretty high percentage of cost in proportion 

with the amount that he would like to receive. That is what 

is bo~hering you, isn't it, Carl? 

SECRETARY MILAM : Yes, and yet I haven't any 

convictions against its being set up for a year. It wouldn't 

take any great effort to change it from six months to a year. 

MISS KRAUSE: You can '.t really say that the 

expense of-getting the board members to meetings this year 

will apply next year . Supposing Mr . O'Brien is a member for 

the next five years. It may take all your first year's 

expenses to land him, but you can'~ tell because you can't 

tell how long these men are going to remain sustaining members 

and you can't amortize your expenses in getting men who may 

pay in ten or twenty-five year memberships. You have to carry 

the amortization over the life of the membership. Of course, 

you can't figure those • 

SECP~TARY MIL~J : What we are doing is to 

turn into membership sustaining memberships as of January 
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first, and we are estimating that all new sustaining member

ships with funds or contributions will go into this budget, 

special membership budget. That's only one way in which it 

might be done. Last year it was possible to say and we did 

say that we will tentatively set aside out of future income 

enough to underwrite this budget in case e don 1 t make it, and 

that was what we had to do for the most part. We made a little 

but not much. This year e can do the same thing. We can 

say that funds collectible after January 1, 1929 we now reserve 

to. pay any deficits accruing. We . have enough endowment and 

assured income to make that a perfectly safe thing if we want to 

do it. 

MR. COMPTON: I supnose that the Associ ation is 

going to continue efforts to obtain the endowments, so that 

we could be in positi on to pay these extra few dollars fr om 

the Carnegie Endowment. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I hope so. 

MR. COMPTON: It seems to me when we out it on 

a six months' basis, there is the thought we might be able to 

do something in six months. It doesn't seem rell. That isn't 

ha.t you had in mind, but I think the anpearance is that way. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I didn 1t have any t hought 

t ,hat we would get all the money in the next six months and 

stop, but it .may lo ok like that. I hadn't t hought of it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, is it the sense of the 
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Board this should be changed to a twelve months budget? 

MR . COMPTON: I will make that motion • 

PRESIDE T RODEN : It has been moved that this 

budget be extended to a year • 

in salary? 

••• The motion was seconded and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Any further questions? 

MISS S ,{ITH: That carries with it the increase 

SECRETARY J.~ILAM: Yes. Of course, e haven't 

adopted the budget yet. This is simply instructions to revise 

it and make it twelve months . 

PRESIDENT RODEN : The next page is a continua~ 

ti on, overdraft of $6,100 to be carried. 

SECRETARY MILAM: That has been charged out 

of the Carnegie Endowment income before the endowment income 

was apporti ~Jned to the special activities . That was in accord

ance with instructions last year. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Page twenty-four, twenty-five~ 

twenty-six. 

MR . WALTER : Page t wenty-four • . Nhat institute 

is that? 

SECRETARY MI~AM : It is a balance of $1 , 500 

left over from previous institutes not yet appropriated, subject 

to the Board of Education for Librarianship. It is turned over 

to the Board . · That has not b.een apportioned.. It was appor-
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tioned last year ~-ut they ran under budget. 

MR. WALT~R : You have no definite institute 

in mind? 

MISS BOGLE: Some of it is committed to 

Drexel, subject to approval. 

SECRETARY MILAM : Some of it was appropriated 

to Drexel but they decided to hold it during the coming spring. 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Textbooks. 

SECRETARY MILAM: That is a recapitulation of 

a budget which includes many balances unpaid. The textbooks 

started three or four years ago that are not yet committed. 

The new money there is comparatively slight. It is simply a 

resetting up of the old budget. 

MR . COMPTON: What has this to do with studi~s? 

SECRETARY MILAM: All of the textbook authors 

are paid thr~ugh the curriculum study and work under the r 

direction of the,curriculum study. The details at the -bottom 

will show the balances still payable. 

MR. COMPTON: This includes curriculum study · 

and some others. 

SECRETARY MILAM : This includes only $6,000; 

that is as compared with the curriculum study budget, there 

is $6,000 duplication here. There is, of course, a lot to the 

textbooks, more than anybody would believe, besides simply the 

writing of them. Mr. Walter .can testify to the meetings of 
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the Editorial Committee that have been held. Some of these 

textbooks were started so far as the E~itorial Committee are 

concerned, probably four years ago, and the expenses of those 

meetings have been charged up in some manner to the textbooks, 

and so on down through a period of years, also the mimeographine 

of the advance copy. 

MR. DUDGEON: Didn't Chicago establish $5 ,000 

as a standard price for textbooks? (Laughter} 

SECRETARY MILAM : These are not 100 per cent 

American. (Laughter) 

PRESIDENT RODEN : ·There is a very much larger 

market for those textbooks than these. 

Is there anything else to be asked about that 

or the war fund? It is almost time to adjourn. 

SECRETA~Y MILAM : ·no you Want to look at the 

salaries for a moment? 

PRE IDENT RODEN : Page twenty-eight. 

SEORET~~Y MILAM : Those are continuations in 

all the important places. 

they are new? 

Mr. Dooley, can you tell us where 

MR . DOOLEY: In the Library Education that 

$1 ,600 item is a proposed ne one. 

SECRETARY MILAM : That is an appropriation 

by the Board on Adult Education to the sub-com~ittee for 

readable books for an assistant to compile a list of readable 
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books and prepare a list for discussion and publication . 

MR. DOOLEY: There is one addition under 

booklist, a $500 item, advertising and promotion assistance 

that is really a transfer to publishing to help pay them for 

the time they spend on advertising. 

SECRETARY MILAM : Mr . Fontaine's assistant is 

to receive out of her sa+ary the amount of $500 from the 

booklist, thus receiving a smaller proportion from the nublish

ing in general. 

MR. DOOLEY: A small item set up under 

library extension labeled temporary assistant of $250. 

salaries. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: On page twenty-nine? 

MR . DOOLEY: Yes sir. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The last item, Chicago 

What does it cost the Chicago office to carry 

the Paris Library School? If this administration could. 

finally dispose of the Paris Library School, I think we would 

not have lived in vain. 

On Page ~thirty there is a double column for 

publishing indicating some changes. 

MISS TOBITT: Just little changes that will 

be governed by a period of time? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Those people have nearly 

all been in the service for a considerable length of time. 
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When we went over these, Mr·. Dooley and I, 

with Mr. Fontaine, I was first inclinedm say, "Well, nobody 

else is g etting increases; why should your people get them?" 

64· 

He assured me that they deserved them and then I remembered tha 

whereas with one or two exceptions Mr. Fontaine had been able 

to keep his people for three or f::>ur or five years by giving 

them five and ten dollar increases, some of our other depart

menta have broken in a new stenographer every three or four 

months probably because they didn't do it, and I think it is 

an economy to hold on to the bill clerks and his secretary, 

who is an excellent person, ·Miss Shipley, by these relatively 

slight increases. I think it is better to hold them than to 

break in new people. You can imagine the errors and incon

venience that might be caused you if you had a bunch of new 

employees. 

MR. WALT~R: I know what it means to shift 

students every year. 

1lR. DOOLEY: Mr. Fontaine had special services 

$750, but actually it has been necessary to keep an additional 

stenographer an entire year and also the assistance of an addi-

tional person for a few mo~ths in the fall of this year, so ,_ 

the $1,500 is actually a continuation of 1927 as far as these 

expenditures show • 

MR. DUDGEON: If you had in the first column 

the ·actual expenditure, there would be no increase. 
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MR. DOOLEY: The fi~st column ·is merely 

budgeting • 

SECRETLqy MILAM: It ought to be s omewhere 

around $1,200 that we actually spent. 

MR. DOOLEY: It would amount to nearly 

·1,500 ith the other person for the few months. 

MISS TOBITT: Just for information. Educa

tional advisor $3,300. Of course that is in addition to her 

other occupation, but I would like to have that cleared up 

so I might know what are the duties . 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is for· Dr. Russell's 

part time service. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Dr. Russell is the educa

tional expert who is called upon by any of our board or com

mittees or the headquarters office for such advice as an 

educational expert can presumably give. He is coming on 

this week to attend meetings of the Board of E~ucation for 

Librarianship and he is consulted I don't know how ofte~, 

but freq~ently, in matters pertaining to school library 

affirs. For example when v e :prepared our proje.ct for school 

library study, he went over it once or twice in detail. 

Inasmuch as Mr. Loe~'s book has not been written under the 

supervision of the curricula group, Dr. Russell has read two 

or three different editions, made extensive criticisms, he 

made· the uroposa.l for the last comnlete revision in the order 
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in which it was presented; he has advised with the Board on 

Library and Adult Education on the educational aspect of its 

work, and is called upon almost weekly for comment and advice 

by headquarters. 

66· 

Incidentally, he has made a few investigations 

which we couldn't make . For instance; he has made an investi

gation of the attitude of school superintendents. They would 

have answered us perfunctorily . They answered him presumably 

more honestly. 

MR. DUDGEON : That item is broken up. 

SECRETARY MILAM : $3 ,000 to Dr . Russell and 

$300 to Dr. Russell's secretary. 

MISS TOBITT: I am glad you gave that point . 

SECRETARY ~ILAM : He presented a paper on that 

at the mid-winter meeting abo~t two years ago and the summary 

was published·. You have · the complete file. 

MISS BOGLE : We have a basis of · service for 

follow up under the same subject. 

MISS S ITH: ~ ve should have a statement each 

year on the different projects-upon which he has been consulted. 

MR . JALTER: It might be a little embarrassing; t

I think we would have to use discretion. 

SECRETARY MILAM : You are quite right. A good 

many things he does are more or less confidential. For exa~ple, 

it is through his influence that we have a place at the 
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National Conference of Teachers' . Colleges in Boston next 

'ebruary. The Board of Education said, nwe would like to have 

a place , 11 and they said to Dean Russell, 11 Get us a place on 

the program." That came up and he manipulated it so he was 

invited to give a speech on the program and he said, "I will 

share my time with a representa.ti ve of the A. L. A.," and so 

we are going to have a chance to present there our attitude 

toward training for school librarians in teachers' colleges 

as a result of his initiative. We wouldn't want to report 

th.at .• 

MISS SMITH: It seems to me the general 

committee should know that. 

MISS TOBITT: That is a nice thing for the 

membership to know, not t~ know what he has done, but to use 

his name a little, to have this im9ortant person discussed. 

MR . WALTER : We have to be extremely care-ful 

in all our positions with the N. E. A. · Dr . Rus·sell is a 

person who can give us position on the inside. 

luncheon? 

o'clock . ... 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we adjourn now for 

. . . 

. . . 
Announcement of luncheon at Hotel Seneca •• 

The meeting adjourned at twelve-thirty 
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WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION 

December 2g, 1927 

The meeting convened at three-thirty o'clook, 

President Roden presiding. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we resume considera

tion of the budget? 

As I understand it, this is the status. 

Tliis is a tentative budget together with ·tentative estimates 

of receipts and the final budget cannot be made until after 

the close of this year, and it w.ill have to be approved by 

the Executive Board by corr·espondence vote. That is the 

usual practice, ian' ·t 1 t? 

SECRETARY MILAM: That has been the practice 

since the budgets became very large. 

-tentatively. 

MR. WALTER: I . move the budget be approved 

• • • The motion was seconded • • • 

MR. DUDGEON: That commits us on principle. 

MR. WALTER: That 1 s all. 

MR. DUDGEON: · In a general way we are committed 

to this proportion of the expenditure and the policy. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There was a special committee 

appointed last year as I remember it. I have forgotten whether 

it consisted of one member or two or t .hree members · who made 

a detailed examination of the budget after the actual balances 
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were incorporated, and the necessary changes made, and then 

submitted recommendations to the Finance Committee with regard 

to estimate of receipts and to the Executive Board with regard 

to the entire thing. I don 1t recall who was on that oo~ittee. 

·no you remember, Mr. Compton? 

MR. COMPTON: Mr. Oridell and myself. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Treasurer and the members 

of· the Finance Committee were appointed as the Budget Com- . 

mittee. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: A motion has been made and 

seconded to approve this budget tentatively. 

MR. DUDGEON: What does that imply? It implie1 , 

does it not, an endorsement on principle of the whole thing, 

of the general proportion of expenditure subject only to the 

minor amendments that will have to be made in view of the 

later developments of balances and so on. 

MR. WALTER: If you want to properly word 

that, I move ~hat the budget be approved in principle, subject 

to any modifications which may seem desirable after t .he report 

of the special committee on each individual item. 

MR. DUDGEON: I am just trying to face what 

we are voting on. 

MISS TOBITT: May I ask why we have a special 

committee when we have a finance committee?" Is it necessary? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, because the Finance 
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Committee does not function until after this meeting and 

has no duty except to determine that the receipts are as 

they have been predicted, but it has no duty in allotting or 

in appropriating, and it therefore is not of very much use 

in this connection. 

MR. WALTER:· That special committee of this 

board can act as the representatives of this board? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes. 

Then does the motion include the appointment 

of a special committee? 

MR. WALTER:· All right, if you want it that 

way. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The motion is that the 

budget be approved in principle subject to final approval or 

amendment by a special committee to be appointed. 

MR. WALTER: Mr. President, it would be sub

ject to such modifications as might seem desirable after 

a report of the special committee of the Board appointed. by 

the President to pass on each individual item. 

MR. OOl~TON: · To be approved by the Board. 
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MR. -WALTER: Oh yes, subject to finSl approval. , 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You have heard the motion. 

All in favor say aye. . 

• •• The motion was carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: A special committee will 
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have to be appointed. Did you say that was the chairman of 

the Finance Committee? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Executive Board member 

of the Finance Committee and the Treasurer, were the people . 

appointed last year. 

mittee. 

MR. DUDGEON: Wasn't the President on that too? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't think so. 

MR. DUDGEON: Of course he was in Toronto. 

I should think he ought to be on that com-

PRESIDENT RODEN: All right, make it .a com

mittee of three consisting of the President, the me.mber of 

the Finance Committee and the Tl"easurer. If that is approved, 

we will record it as action. 

Now the item A under three, annuities. To what 

does that refer? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Executive. Board at its 

meeting in Toronto instructed the Secretary to continue Miss 

Ford's salary through August, I believe, at the full rate, 

and until April 1, 192g at half rate. This Board may not have 

another meeting bef ore the end of that period. I want to ask 

the Board whether e should continue to pay some amount to 

Miss Ford beyond that date • 

• •• Secretary Milam re~d the recommendation 

previously sent to the Board members ••• 
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SECRETARY MILAM: I .put down the general 

question of annuities because this more or less inevitably 

forces to our attention the recommendations which are before 

th~ Board and on which it has acted in a general way, approv

ing, providing for a retirement annuity plan for the head

quarter~ staff, which has not yet been put into effect because 

we have not been able to budget the increased expenditure of 

· -$5, ooo or $6,000 made necessary by the plan. ~ 

MR. COMPTON: There is very little prospect 

of Miss Ford coming back. 

SECRETARY MILAM: So far as we can learn, 

there isn't very muoh hope for her coming back. She still 

hopes that she may come back, and Mr. and Mrs. Uppley who 

see her frequently, feel ·that one of the best therapeutic 

measures would be to do something that would make her feel 

that she could come back. I don't know. Miss Bogle or 

Mrs • . White may have seen her · somewhat recently and know her 

present condition. 

MISS BOGLE: I saw her on ~onday and she said 

she was improving but she was · amazed herself to find herself so 

unable to do anything. She was hoping to come back. She 

didn't know just when that would be. April first or March 

first had seemed her goal, but that was receding and she didn't 

know how she was going to be. 

I talked with both her physicians and they 

are equally uncertain. She has gained somewhat. 
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MISS TOBITT: Would it be proper to extend 

,, this time from April first for another six months and notify 

-

, .. 

Miss Ford? Is that something which the Association can 

afford 1 I don 1 t mean just the money. It would seem to me 

right and never have it apply to another employee. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The half time salary amounts 

to $125 a month, doesn't it? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

MISS KRAUSE: Could we carry it up to the 

first of July say, and see how conditions are in three months? 

We will have a Board meeting in July. 

MISS SMITH: The next Board meeting would 

depend upon the place and time of meeting, would it not? 

SEORETARY MILAM: Probably. There may be one 

in between. I hope there may be. I h.ope there will be a 

meeting in Apri .l or May. I think six months is a little too 

long between meetings. I am purpos~ly not pre~enting any 

recommendation on that because it is a mat.ter with which 

you are just as familiar as I am •. · It is a matter on which I 

have no inside information or ·reason for good judgment than 

anyone else here. It isn't primarily a thing on which the 

Secretary can express his opinion other than .as a member of 

this group, and it is the first time since the problem has 

come up. It is for the Board to decide. 

MR. DUDGEON: Is it improper to ask what her 
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financial resources are? 

SEORETARY MILAM: -I can't answer that. She 

lives with her sister who is a school teacher. I have the 

impression t~at Miss Ford has been somewhat more frugal than 

others in similar positions often are, but that is only an 

impression. Have you anything to add to that, Miss Bogle? 

MISS BOGLE: I think she has had certain 

responsibilities for several years prior "to this, which would 

explain · the frugality -- a long, continued-=illness of a member 

of the family, of a brother, where she did give a great deal, 

was obliged to give help. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mrs .• White, of course, has 

been intimately associated with Miss Ford for a good many 

years but Miss Ford isn't one who discloses facts of that 

kind easily, and it would be difficult to find out, I think, 

what the situation about her is. 

MR. WALTER: Mr. President, wouldn't Mise 

Krause's suggesti on be a good one? This Board is already com

mitted to some help. If we extend to July, we are not com

mitting the incoming board, and the expenditure ie not great. 

MISS KRAUSE: Only three more months for what , 

we are committed now. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is the financial considera

tion the only t hing· involved? It is v.ery easy to dispose of 

the matter in that way. However, it does not take into 
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. consideration the principle or s·ever.al elements that enter 

into my mind • 

75 . 

In the first place the precedent which may 

never be invoked under similar circumstances for that matter. 

· secondly,-- well, in the first place the precedent of extend

ing financial relief in the way of part salary for as much as 

a year. ~econdly, establishing some basis for rewarding a 

faithful employee on the basis of the length of her employment. 

I imagine the average library board would 

cheerfully carry a liability like that at least for a year. 

MR. WALTER: · Mr. Presidnet, I think you 

brought up a good point. It seems to me those elements should 

be put into whatever motion is made, that is, it should be 

conditioned on her length of service, and if you like, with the 

hope that she might be able to resume her duties, whether you 

put it in for its therapeutic value. I don't think it should 

be a principle applicable to everybody, but I do think it can 

apply to Miss Ford where it cannot apply to others. 

MI SS KRAUSE: I think the length of servic e 

with her would make it individual. Miss Ford has served for 

many years. 

MISS TOBITT: I believe all public library 

boards would extend that privilege • 

MR. WALTER: Even universities carry the 

faculty members. I know they are. carried on payrolls even 
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when state rules do not permit it. They are carried on·pay

rolls and the colleagues in the department make up the time • 

MISS TOBITT: The Association at large would 

approve of this, too, the genera~ membership. 

PRESIDENT-RODEN: I suppose so. 
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Speaking of the point of the associates making 

up the time, as a matter of fact her position has not been 

filled, has it? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, Mrs. Johannsen is 

taking her place. It was not possible to carry on the work 

without. 

MR. WALTER: Is she full time? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Oh yes, and two full time 

assistants and one part time assistant. They are keeping up 

the record of the membership staff. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, a good deal of that, 

of course, is due to enlargedresponsibilities • . The job has 

become very much bigger anyhow. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Oh yes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: A motion is in order. 

MISS TOBITT: If Miss Krause will make that 

motion, I will second it • 

. MISS KRAUSE: I don't know how to word the 

length of service. We may have to grab something up. My 

motion was that we continue to carry Miss Ford on the same 
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basis that we are now, up until the first of July, extending 

the term from the first of April up to the first of July on 

a half salary due to consideration of her very long, fai~hful 

services to the American Library Association. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Would you enter anything 

about the prospective return? 

MISS KRAUSE: Don't you think that might be 

implied without stating it? 

MR. WALTER: And yet, if you put it in, you 

will cut out a lot of cases that really are different. I 

think the psychological. value wi 11 chee~ up Miss Ford very 

much and 1 t would give a real basis that you wouldn 1 t get if 

you omitted it. It doesn't look quite so much like charity. 

MISS TOBITT: Another thing, I think it would 

77• 

be very nice to leave with the incoming board something to the 

effect that it will be considered again or will be taken up agaip 

in July, not that July is absolutely the end of -it. 

MISS KRAUSE: There is some debating th.e 

question, hoping that Miss Ford's condition will show the way 

in the future as to whether she will come back. Mr. alter, 

you make that motion. · :-

MR. WALTER: I think your motion is all right. 

In view of Miss Ford's long and faithful service, and in the 

hope that she may in a reasonable time be able to resume her 

duty, the Board will extend the half pay until the first of 
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July. 

If Miss Krause permits, I should rather not 

put the other t h ing in. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Let me inject one disagree-

able thought. 

With the present extended organization and 

with all of the changes that have been made in that organiza

tion since Miss Ford ha.s left it, would there really b.e a 

place of equal value for her in that organization? Or is that 

mere_ly rhetorical? Are the chances so slight that we don't 

have to worry about that? 

MISS KRAUSE: We don't· say to what duties 

she might return. 

MR. WALTER: That she may resume service with 

the Association. That doesn't mem the same posi ti·on necessaril~ .. 

MR. OOMPTON: How does that original \resolution 

read? Will you read that again? 

MRS. WHITE: "Voted that the Secretary be 

authorized to make a half time arrangement with Miss Ford 

from August 1, 1927 to April 1·, 192S." 

The previous board did make a recommendation, -

though. Mr. Milam, do you want that read? 

"In view of Miss Ford's long and faithful 

service, I recommend she be paid full salary until August 

first." That is par t of the vote. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Then we don 1 t have to 

repeat that. We can simply extend the period for an addition~ 

three months. 
I 

MR. 00 1~TON: That is the simplest way. 

MR. WALTER: I t hink so myself. If that is 

the case, the repetition is useless. 

MR. COMPTON: There is no new issue. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think if ·we say at this time 

we extend,--

PRESIDENT RODEN (Interrupting): The motion 

at this time is the period ·of the half time arrangement with 

Miss Ford be extended to July first. 

MR. WALTER: Would you say, let the Secretary 

be authorized to extend t he half time arrangement with 

Miss Ford to July first, 192g1 

MISS TO BITT: If that 1 s the motion, I second ' 

it. 

• •• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: We now oome to a long and· 

serious matter. Shall we have the names of the different 

places in this country read? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Chattanooga, Dallas, 

Chicago, Des Moines, Gulf Coast, Biloxi, Memphis, Nashville, 

New Orleans, West Baden. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: · These are actual applica

tions. These are people or places that have filed requests, 

communications asking for the convention for 1928. Am I 

correct in asstlming that the sentiment of the A. L. A. and 

so 

of the Executive Board is for a convention in the Middle West? 

That seemedto be the frame of mind last year. 

MISS TOBITT: Is it between the Rockies and 

the Alleghanies? Wasn't that the motion? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Between the Rockies and 

the ~lleghanies and between the Canadian boundary and the 

Gulf of Mexico. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don't think it would be 

adroit to mention Canada and Chicago in a motion of this 

kind. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think probably some of 

those places can be eliminated. Would that get us anywhere? 

MR. DUDGEON: Read them again. · 

MR. HOPPER: Aren•t Nashville and Chattanooga 

similar in locality? 

MR. WALTER: _Chattanooga, Nashville and Memphis 

could be considered at the same time. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There are certain things 

that seem necessary for a convention hotel or city. One of 

them is that a considerable number of people attending the 

convention be able to get their rooms in one hotel which will 
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serve as headquarters and wh1oh ·will have a large lobeyso 

that it may be in fact a headquarters for the convention • 

Another is the accessibility of suitable meeting rooms for 

the general sessions and the sections and round table groups. 

Third is space for an adequate exhibit which will be conven.i

ently situated so far as the members are concerned, and avail

able at no expense. And fourth would be reasonable rates. 

·· Those seem to us to be the essential conditions of a successful 

convention place. 

Chattanooga has one hotel with 400 rooms and 

another w.ith 450 .rooms. 

MR. HOPPER: What kind of hotels? I mean the 

quality. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Presumably first class 

hotels. I haven't seen either. 

MR. DUDGEON: Have you any statement as to 

how many rooms will be available? 

SECRETARY MILAM: We have not been able to 

get that statement in the case of Chattanooga. It is reason

ably safe to assume we couldn't get them a+l or at least 

half, and with out at least half of them, we couldn.'t take 

care of our people even with the two hotels; so if you wish 

to insist ·on that condition Chattanooga would be eliminated, 

although we have very urgent invitations, and I believe the 

other accommodations would be fairly satisfactory. 

. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN:· What did they say . about 

the convention hall in the hotel? 

SECRETARY MILAM: They have a memorial 

auditorium of 550 capacity and a little theate·r. 

safety omitted. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Those are impossible. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think Chattanooga can be 

MR. DUDGEON: I so move, if it is necessary. 
I 

SECRETARY MILAM: You don't need to. 

Colorado Springs. We know that situation 

plenty of hotels,· no very large hotels. At the convention 

in Colorado Springs ·in 1920 the at.tendance was I think less 

tha.n 600, which would indicate t~t ·it isn't a very easy 

place to get to for most of our members. I think that can 

be eliminated. 

Dallas, Texas was included not because of 

their invitation to us, though it is easy to obt&in an invi

tation, but at the suggestion of Mr. Boeker who felt it was 

time we went to the Southwest, t~at 1 t would encourage -the 

library development in that section of the country. It would 

be a section of the country to which we have not gone, at 

least a state which has never h84 a meeting, and 1 t would 

make possible friendly cooperation with Mexico whic~ is 

showing a very lively interest in the .library movement. 

There are excellent hotels there. The depart-
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ment of superintendents met there last spring and I have 

heard very excellent reports of the accommodations from 

Miss Fargo and Dr. Russell who said that the meeting conditions 

were pretty nearly ideal. Howe.ver, the assembly room which 

they used is, I believe, .a long way from the hotels; however; 

there are meeting rooms in the hotels Which are said to accommo· 

date 1, 400 in one hotel and the other is larger.. We haven't 

any exact figt1re on that. We have not seen this situation. 

The largest hotel has g25 rooms. We have not succeeded in 

obtaining a statement as to how many would be set aside for 

our use. Another hotel has ·700, either adjacent or across . 

the street. The rates are from two dollars up, European plan. 

Of course there are many ~her hotels not 

far away. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It seems to me Dr. Russell 

said the convention hall was a mile away • 
. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think that was true, but 

we probably wouldn't have to use that. If we had a convention 

there, I believe an auditorium seating 1,500 would take care 

of our genera~ sessions, and such meeting rooms are available 

in the hotel. ,, 

MISS SMITH: What about Nashville and Memphis? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Nashville has one hotel that 

will take care of 700 people. There again I believe we do not 

have areoord of the people they would be willing to take care 
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of. The capacity is 700 people ·in one hotel. Their hotels 

are comparatively small • 

The War Memorial Building is 250 feet from 

the hotels Andrew Jackson and the Hermitage, with an assembly 

room seating 2,500. Adequate meeting rooms are said to be 

available within a block. The War Memorial Building lobby 

is said to be ample for exhibit space. 

The library people, and particularly Mr. 

Brigham, will be very glad to see us come to Nashville, and 

there are some reasons why that would be a rather useful 

place for a meeting. There· is a lively interest in library 

· affairs there now. The .Peabody College for Teachers is 

trying desperately to find the right man for the head of its . . 

librarian school and Mr. Brigham has easily gone to Nashville 

as the head and remarked upon a policy of expansion and 

improvement. 

MR. COMPTON: As far as meaning a great deal 

to the communities, it undoUbtedly would to Nashville. 

MR. DUDGEON: How does that compare with 

Memphis as to local conditions? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Not quite so good. Memphis 1

• 

has the Peabody Hotel with 625 rooms, 450 of which would be 

assigned to the A. L. A. There are eight other hotels Which 

would take care of 900 people, and the·n several smaller 

hotels not so very small either, that would take care of 
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additional numbers of our people if they came. The hall in 

the Peabody Hotel, which would be the headquarters, is said 

to be large enough to seat 1,200 to 1,500. I think the hotel 

gave us 1,500 and Mr. Cunningham gave us 1,200. Ample commit

tee rooms are said to be available and splendid exhibit space, 

10,000 square feet adjoining the a.ssembly room. 

As to dates, they suggest the week of May 14, 

or May 21., or June 25, or July 2. Mr. Cunningham says, "Do not 

come after June 25." Mrs. Cunningham says, "You would be 

taki~g no more chance on hot weather during. the last two 

weeks of June than the first· two." 

MR. WALTER: We will compromise on Mrs. 

Cunningham's suggestion. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I agree with Mrs. Cunningham 

that it may be hotter the first of June. 

MISS KRAUSE: It is hot in the first part of 

May. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. Cunningham is here and 

a representative of the Chamber of Commerce has been sitting 

in the lobby all day, though I did not give him any assurance 

the Board woul.d see him. 

While we are in the South we may consider 

New Orleans. ·we have had very urgent invitations from two 

or three sources. There are two or three large hotels. The 

Bienville and the Roosevelt are said to have 1,000 rooms 
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together, I believe. Here is a general statement. The manager 

feels certain they could take care of the needs -of the 

convention fully, but he doesn't say how many rooms would be 

assigned to us. They are fairly close together, though not 

so well situated as in Memphis or Nashville. You know the 

situation there, Miss Krause. 

MISS KRAUSE: · If you want me to make a 

comment, [was there in the middle of November. The librarians 

down there are the best supporters : of the American Library 

Association but they rather feel it isn't justified to come 

to New Orlean-s although they don't want to say so. I don't 

think "this is the year to go to New Orleans for a general 

A. L. A. I don't think they are .quite ready there. I say 

that just unofficially in the Board, but the invitations that ·hav~ 

come, have not been from the thoughtful people who have the 

best interests of the A. L. A. at heart. They don't think 192g 

is just the time for New Orleans. That was the feeling in t~e 

middle of November. 

MISS SMITH: I can taJ.k something about the 

situation there and what they have told me would corroborate 

what Miss Krause has said, that this did not seem the time to 

go to New Orleans. The library situation there would noo 

warrant having the general A • . L. A. meeting there • 

SECRETARY MILAM: You should bear in mind that 

if we go as .far south as New Orleans, we would certainly have 
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to go in April or May, rather than in June. 

MISS KRAUSE: Even in April, Mr. Milam, it is 

very hot. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There is to be, as you all 

know, a meeting of the Southwestern Library Association 

at Baton Rouge about the middle of April. This would conflict 

rather seriously with that meeting if we were to go to 

New Orleans. They of course had to make their plans without 

waiting for the A. L.A. because the A. L • . A. was rather late 

this year in coming to its conclusions. 

Going on to the other cities, in Chicago there 

is, as you know, a new Stevens Hotel with 3,000 rooms, .which 

is planned largely for conventions, which is not extravagantly 

expensive and which offers all the facilities, practically, 

t r~t one could wish for a convention under one roof. They 

will definitely contract to take care of 3,000 delegates of 

the A. L.A. in that one building if that . number wish reserva

tions. Their rates are $2.50 and up. 

MR. DUDGEON:· That is doubling up. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Oh yes, $3.50 up for single 

and $2.50 up for double rooms. 

The ballroom would seat I think 3, 000 people. 

It is a magnificent place. There is ample exhibit space in 

the first basement, which would probably not be so attractive 

to the exhibitors, but which is used again and again at con-
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vent ions • 

. · The so-called Cleveland Conference Group of 

Educators met there this last month and I talked with Mr. 

Koeppel and Dr. Russell and one or two others who were there 

for the first time and they said the service in the hotel was 

excellent • . They were very pleased. Of course theirs was a 

comparatively small group. 

Des Moines seems to have taken exceedingly 

good care of the National Conference of Social Workers which 

met there last summer. I have had a letter from John Lapp 

gg 

in which he commended the place very highly. He was president 

last yerJ:r. ·We have been in communicat'ion with Mr. Spaulding 

who has given us the facts • . ~hey say they can provide 2,500 

rooms in different hotel·s. We don't seem to have here the 

number of rooms in any one hotel. Their rates are about as 

us~. There are ample facilities within one block of the 

Shrine Temple, which would furnish us with an assembly room 

seating 4,200, ample facilities for other meetings, a ballroom 

in some of the hotels seating goo, and many other small rooms. 

Exhibit space would be in the Shrine Temple, which they use 

as a convention hall. 

MR. DUDGEON: You haven 1t the figures for the 

largest hotel? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The largest hotel is the 

Fort Des Moines with 400 rooms, Hotel . Savery 350 room~, and 
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then they drop down to 225 and so on. 

MR.· DUDGEON: There would be no central hotel • 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Fort Des Moines would 

have to be the central hotel, but it isn't large enough to 

provide for half the delegates. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Not the number that would 

come to a central meeting like that. 

MISS KRAUSE: What is your estimate, Mt>. · 

Milam, of an ·attendance at a Middle West place like Des Moines. 

Don't you think we have a large conference? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think we would have to 

count on· at least 2,000. 

MISS KRAUSE: We would have a large meeting. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes, indeed. 

MR. DUDGEON: If you had half of that largest 

hotel, you would have 200 rooms. 

MR. WALTER: I haven't thought of it, but if 

you get hard put, ~ we can take care of you at Minneapolis, 

You know they have a new municipal auditorium, and the Curtis 

and Leamington Hotels are across the street with 1,500 rooms 

between them~ There are probably ten or twelve other hotels 

within very easy reach,. within ten minutes' ride on the 

street car, -but I hadn't thought of the thing • 

SECRETARY MILAM: What about assembly ~ooms? 

MR. WALTER: Both the Leamington and Curtis 
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have fine lobbies for headquarters and they are accustomed 

to having conventions. The American Medical convention is 

meeting there this year. 

SECRETARY MILAM: How big assembly rooms have 

the hotels? 

MR. WALTER: I think possibly their ballrooms 

would take care of SOO to 1,000. You can use the auditorium. 

How far away? SECRETARY MILAM: 

1m. WALTER: I should say five minutes' walk. 

The committee of the N. E. A. seem to think the auditorium is 

the best adapted for anything in the country. 
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I am not authorized, but it might be a 

possibility to think of. It is certainly better than Minnetonka, 

if any of you happened to be there. 

SECRETARY MILAM: One needs to keep in mind . 

in checking up on other conventions, the tradition of the 

A. L. A. which is against scattering in hotels throughout the 

city aqd against going out to a convention hall which is very 

far away. I think as we get larger, we will have to do that 

more often. 

MR. WALTER: We had to do it in Toronto. If 

the weather had been bad, we would have realized what we hit 

up there • 

You wouldn't have to go as far as most of us 

had to go in Toronto, but I am in doubt as to whether the 
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auditorium is open to dates. I hadn't even thought of it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: hat others have we? 

SECRETARY MILAM: You have the Gulf Coast, 

but it seems to me that is entirely out of the question. 

There are several small hotels not so very far from each 

other, but I think it would be a division and I think because 

of the fact the ~outhwestern .Library Association is having 

a meeting in April, eliminates the A. L.A • . 

MISS KRAUSE: I think it eliminates Dallas. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think I must add that the 

·meeting of the American Association of Law Libraries incor

porated this item in its proceedings: 

"Alice M. McGee's invitation to New Orleans 

for the next convention won the entire audience to her idea 

of the desirability of New Orleans as a convention city. It 

was the consensus of opinion that the American Library Asso-

ciation authorities be urged to consider it • 11 

Miss McGee has been flooding us with tele-

grams, letters, and is sitting in the lobby. 

Here is a telegram from John T. Fitzpatrick. 

I think he is one of the officers. 

MR. WALTER: He is. on the New York State 

Library • 

SECRETARY MILAM: Here is a telegram from 

John T. Fitzpatrick to myself: 
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Arrange for a hearing before 
Executive Board for Miss 
Alice McGee as representative 
of the American Association 
of Law Libraries Which favors 
New Orleans for next confer
ence of American Library 
Association. 
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Miss McGee has sent in two or three telegrams. 

••• Secretary Milam read telegram from Mayor 

of New Orleans • • • 

SECRETARY MILAM: As I say, Miss McGee is 

waiting outside. I told the others that the Executive Board 

oust oma.rily does not invite the represent at i vee of the several 

cities, but if she is here and you want any other information, 

I will let her know. 

MR. DUDGEON: What else have you? 

SECRETARY MILAM: That is all. 

MR. DUDGEON: Yo~ didn't go into West Baden. 

SECRETARY MILAM: You know West Baden is 

a resort hotel about one mile from French Lick. West Baden 

caters to conventions. It has a large hotel with a ca,paci ty 

for taking care of 900 people in the one building. 

French Lick is a mile away and would- take care 

of perhaps an equal number. There are other smaller hotels, 

one particularly in the immediate vicinity of est Baden • 

They would offer us rooms at $7 to $10 American plan, and we 

might shave that down a little. 
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The convention hall in the West Baden Hotel 

will seat about 1100 or 1200 people, but we can accommodate 

more in the large atrium lobby up to _ any number that we would 

want. It would probably be a very difficult place in which 

to speak, in the atrium, but I think we could force them to 

put in amplifiers for us so that speakers coulbe heard. There 

is ample space in the atrium for exhibits and all we conceiv

ably might have and still leave room enough .for all the 2,000 

people to dance at one time and hold the convention at the 

same time. It is an enormous,central place. One of the chief 

objections in the eyes of Mr. Utley when he was secretary, 

was that slightly less than half ·Of the rooms open into the 

atrium rather than out side into the Indiana air and the noise 

from the late dancers and the conversation is said to be 

considerable in those inside rooms, and there have been reports 

that they are not so comfortably cool or get so much fresh 

air as the outside rooms. 

On the other hand, one of the assistant mana

gers assured us that he could live anywhere he wanted to in 

that hotel and that he chose the inside room bec~use of the 

moderate and regular temperature. Here is a picture of the 

atrium. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I am not pa~sing those 

around as an advocate for West Baden, but I was there a few 

weeks agp. I spent a day and I have gone carefully over the 
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whole ground. That atrium is an immense affair. I think the 

diameter must be ove~ 200 feet, and the hotel rises around 

that. Every corridor is a circle. The whole thing is built 

on a circular plan. There are rooms on both sides af the 

corridors, and I saw out of the goo rooms 795 or something 

like that. In any case, this was two weeks ago and in this 

kind of weather the contrast in temperature between the outside 

air rooms and the inside air rooms was extremely marked. I 

don't know that it would be so extreme when the weather per

mitted of more outside ventilation into that interior court, 

which is probably possible. 

They have elaborate ventilating machinery. 

The rooms are pleasant and comfortable. xt is a hotel that 

has considerable reputation in this part of the country. It 

has a patronage of a very large, all year round nature, partly 

attracted by the sulphur springs, and it has a convention hall 

on the third floor of the circUlar building which holds a 

possible 1,000 or 1,200, to which there is no elevator service 

except one little affair, and the staircases to which are, I 

don't think I exaggerate when I say, not over four feet wide. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Five would be the outside 

limit. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: They are in different points 

around the circle, but the nearest one which would be the 

one everybody would use, is certainly not over five feet wide, 
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and you would have to make your way down to the ground floor. 

The argument which the manager gives you in 

reply to that is that most people after a convention session 

don't go down to the ground floor, they hurry up to their 

rooms, and they would scatter in all directions. I don't 

quite get that. The diningroom is on the ground floor, a very 

large diningroom. The lobby is large and pleasant. The 

exhibit space around that atrium is magnificent. There is 

nothing in the country to beat it fo.r that, am as Mr. Milam 

said, you can put exhibits in there and probably a general 

session and still have plenty of promenade space. 

I am not sure that the noise or the conversatioh 

of people late at night would be as serious as the lack of 

ventilation. I tried to observe whether the noises from the 

atrium penetrated into the rooms, and it didn't. It was sur

prisingly quiet. They were renovating, painting, they were 

slamming ladders around and shouting, and you got very little 

of that in the rooms. I think people would get used to that. 

In fact it is endurable for a week under any conditions. 

It . is a beautiful place in a landscape way. 

The hotel is impressive from the outside. The inside court 

is unique and actually an impressive thing. They have had 

enormous conventions there and they pride themselves on such 

feats as that the Rotarians had a banquet mere the· actual 

Rotarian Wheel was carried in on a table from the central hall, 
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and the Ancient Order of Who's Who and all the fraternity 

affairs for which the Mid-West is famous all swear by West 

Baden. They had seventy conventions last year and the manager 

read me seventy-one letters expressing testimonials of regard 

and high approval. for their treatment • 

The hotel has, I think, goo rooms. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They will take care of 

900 people. They have about 500 rooms. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that so? I think they 

could stretch that to 1,000 people in that hotel. There isn't 

another hotel except the French Lick, which is a short mile 

down tbe street with no transportation excepting taxi service, 

which they undertake to provide for a ticket fee of six tickets 

for a dollar. 

In the town of West Baden, which is just 

outside the gates and about two blocks down the driveway, 

there are two small commercial hotels. One is called the 

Homestead; the other is Prospect. The Homestead could take · 

care of another 150 people at a very -small price; the Prospect 

possibly another 100. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Homestead has 125 rooms. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: They wouldn't be able to turn 

over the whole affair • 

MR. WALTER: This would be similar to Hot 

Springs. 
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MR. DUDGEON: Would the convention have the 

hotel at its disposal? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Absolutely. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It would be qul te at our 

disposal. In that season, which is their off season, we would 

practically own the place, and their manager promises· every 

sort of accommodation and service that you can mention. · He is 

a cordial and well meaning soul, and I thin~ he would make good 

on every promise. In· fact, most of the letters he read me 

spoke in a surprising tone about the way in which he did make 

good on all his preliminary promises. 

There are plenty of places in the hotels for 

sectional meetings. There are small dining rooms, and there 

is the writing room which would make a good registration place. 

There is a very charming club called the Hoosier Club about 

two blocks down the street which is controlled by this hotel, 

a very pleasant place which would be excellent for sectional 

meetings, which has accommodations for afternoon refreshments 

and poroh.meetings and all that sort of thing. 

There are many pleasant features about it. 

Unfortunately I have been unable to see either French Lick 

or West Baden as a recreational plac~ all my life, although 

it is the thing from Chicago to go down there. I don't like 

the atmosphere of it all. I don't refer to the sulph~ from 

the springs. I mean the general spirit of the place. I don't 
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know how to describe it, but. I wouldn't spend a week ·there on 

any inducements short of having to go there for a· convention • 

It could be endured and I ·don't mean that it is unpleasant 

in any way. It would be a little inconvenient having to go 

a little distance to your hotel. The .French Lick Hotel is 

a larger place, has a decidedly handsomer convention hall on 

the ground floor, with much easier access, but it is not inter

ested in housing a large convention. They would take 400 to 

600 people. They would probably take more. We could acoommo

date . 2,000 people in that territory and we would get 2,000 

easily. 

MR. DUDGEON: How large are the towns themselves 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The town is merely a little 

huddle of shaoks, all hotel employees; that is about all. 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is a beautiful country 

with many athletic opportunities. 

MISS SMITH: Would it be warm? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I was there two weeks ago 

when it was bitterly cold in Chicago. I came back Sunday 

morning and it was very cold, and out there we were driving 

around in comfort without any thought of its being the middle 

of December. 

They made a point of that to a great extent 

until I told them they were going a little too far because if 

it was 'that warm in December, what would it be in June? 
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MR. DUDGEON: What is the climate of Indiana 

in June? 

MR. RUSH: You mean the climate of West Baden. 

It can't be guaranteed. It might be nice and it might be 

very warm. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Indiana Library Associa-

tion met there this year. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: For a convention -of 500 

it is an ' ideal spot,· but for a 2,000 convention, it is 

burdensome. They have beautiful verandas. 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is a great place to be 

outdoors. 

MR. DUDGEON: How about the rate? Won't 

that seem high? What is it? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Six to ten dollars, possibly 

~ix. to nine. 

SECRETARY .MILAM: Seven to ten, but we think 

we can get it shaved. 

MISS KRAUSE: Isn 1 t ·it a little higher than 

Swampscott? 

SECRETARY MILAM: A little higher • . 
- . 

MR. DUDGEON: If you went into one of the 

leading .hotels you couldn't get off for six dollars with all 

meals. 

SECRETARY MILAM: -No. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: I have a little doubt about 

the railroad facilities down t here. I can't figure them out • 

The road from Chicago is miserable. The Monon branch that 

goes to West Baden fs nowhere similar to the Indianapolis 

trains. 

nine to seven. 

lew York? 

MR. HOPPER: How far is it from here? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It takes ten hours, from 

MR. HOPPER: How do you get there from 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The Pennsylvania. Either 

that or around the southern way. 
' 

MISS SMITH: Memphis would be much easier 

for people to get to. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, I don 1t know that it 

would be much easier from the east. It would probably be 

the same way, through Indianapolis and then that much farther. 

count on 2,000. 

have 2,500 • 

will have 2,500. 

SECRETARY MILAM: .Or go through Cincinnati. 

MR. DUDGEON: It looks like we will have to 

SECRETARY MILAM: You will in West Baden. 

MISS TOBITT: If you come to·Chicago you will 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If you come to Chicago you 
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MR. DUDGEON: How do you feel about Chicago? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I haven't any reason to 

object to Chicago. It would be a little more strenuous for 

me, perhaps, in preparations and that sort of thing. There 

isn't any local condition that would militate against a con

vention here. I-n fact a convention of any sort is just 

swallowed up and is lost sight of in a place like this. 

The Stevens Hotel is a magnificent place. It 

is an interesting place to visit, as I see it. 

On one of our tours in England we stopped for 

luncheon at a place called Buxton, outside of Manchester, a 

watering place, and several of us feeling the need of some 

sort of refr~shment, after a chilly morning, drifted into a 

smaJ.l parlor in the rea.r where there was a firep~ace and 

some other equipment, and there was a gentleman stand1ng in 

front of the fireplace who heard our dialect and said, •Are 

you gentlemen from America?" 

We said; 11 Yes. 11 

Mr. Vance was there. He said, 11 I am from 

Washington. This gentleman is from Chicago." 
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He said, "Ah, Chicago! Stevens Hotel, 3,000 

rooms, 3,000 baths. Ask these gentlemen what they will have." 

(Laughter) 

SECRETARY MILAM: A relatively small rna tter, 

but you may wish to consider it, the fact that it costs the 
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American Library Association some. several hundred dollars a 

year, perhaps a few thousand in railroad transportation to go 

to a convention with all the various activities sending execu

tives and assistants. We have some fifteen to seventeen 

people. You would save the transportation if you came to 

Chicago. 

MR. DUDGEON: . Or relatively less for Des Moines 

and West Baden. 

SECRETARY MILAM: That ought not to be the 

deciding factor. 

MISS KRAUSE: How long is it since we had a 

real resort convention? Not since Saratoga. 

City. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Unless you count Atlantic 

MISS TOBITT: Hot Springs. 

PRESIDENT RCDEN: We were in Saratoga since. 

MISS KRAUSE: I think once in a while if we 

can get housed in resort places where we have nothing to do 

but get acq~ainted with our meetings and get acquainted with 

each other, ~without any side diversions, that's a good thing. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is very true, and the 

time is coming when it will b~ impossible to house the A. L. A. 

in a resort • 

MISS TOBITT: How about West Baden? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I ought to say when Mr. 
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Boeker heard we were considering West Baden, he shuddered. 

He thought it was entirely inappropriate that a convention 

· of an association like the A. L. A. should go to a place 

which was associated with French Lick, which has such a 

reputation for gambling. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: He didn 1 t say what he thought 

of Oh~c a.go, did he? ( Laught.er) 

SECRETARY MILAM: He was going the . other way. 

MISS ·KRAUSE: In regard to the hotel rates 

at West Baden, this occurred to me. If the rates are a little 

bit higher, as a resort place Where people can really feel 

they are getting some out-of-doors· relaxation, I believe 

they will stand for a little higher rate than they will where 

they are simply paying for city accommodations. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't know what it means, 

but we have relatively little complaint at A. L •. A. head

quarters at conventions about rates. I often wonder how they 

can afford to come, the people Who come at their own expense, 

but they do and they d9n • t say much about 1 t. They seem to 

come just as well to Atlantic City where it costs ten dollars 

a day as they do to a place where it costs four or six dollars. 

MISS SMITH: I think you get a very great 

many more people at places where the rates .are not as high • 

MR. DUDGEON: I know people on my staff who 

went to Toronto who would not go to a. ten dollar a day place. 
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PRESIDENT RO.DEN: We can't expect to duplicate 

that anywhere • 

MISS SMITH: What about the consideration of 

the South from the standpo int of stimulation of library work? 

Don't you think that is a point that should be taken into 

consideration? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes, it is. 

MR. DUDGEON: I can 1t make you out. You have 

given us · the detail. · Do you really think that West Baden is 

a suitable place? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't want to recommend it. 

I think it is the ··only place if you are staying in the Middle 

West. I think the only alternative is Chicago or the South. 

MR. DUDGEON: You don't think Des Moines is 

possible? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't think so. In 

Des Moines we have an enormous attendance and the hotels are 

not able to take care of us. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They take care of 5,000 

or 6,000 people and other people don't seem to mind it. 

MR. WALTER: When there are four or five 

coordinated groups rather than unified groups meeting, they 

don't care much about the people outside • 

MR. DUDGEON: I mov.e that we go to West Baden, 

just to get an expression. After we settled that, we can 
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invite in these people. 

MISS TOBITT: How about Memphis and Nashville? 

You don't want to go South as far as that .? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It would mean an earlier 

meeting and we should have started earlier. 

MR. DUDGEON: I heard good reports of Memphis 

from an organization that went down there last year, in May, 

I think, the Kiwanis International. 

PRESIDEl'l'T RODEN: Mr. Cunningham is here. 
-

MR. RUSH: Wouldn't it be more helpful to meet 

in Memphis rather than Nashville, if it ·is comfortable? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It doesn't measure up quite 

as well. The hotels are not quite so large. 

MR. RUSH: The excuse of going South is to 

be helpfUl to that part of the country. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The applications from the 

librarians themselves are all from the South. The application 

from West Baden is from the hotel. 

MISS SMITH: It seems to me the South should 

be considered. 

MISS KRAUSE: Mr. Milam, would it help us in 

. any w~y to have you present, in considering a southern point, 

what you have as item 11, the information you might have in 

regard to the Southwestern? I don't think the Board is 

fully apprised of that situation. That might have some bearing 
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on the topic under discussion. This is just a suggestion. 

If you don't think it is· the proper time to introduce that, just 

say so. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Southwestern Library 

Association comprising Louisiana and points west, including 

Mexico, is holding its meeting, its bi-annual meeting at 

Baton Rouge on April 12 to 14-. The officers and the program 

committee have invited the Executive Board, .the Board of 

Education for Librarianship, the Board on the Library ~d 

Adult Education, and Library Extension Committee to call 

meetings of those boards and committees at that time and at 

that place with a view to being helpful to the southern and 

southwestern library situation. 

You remember we did that in part at least 

at the Chattanooga meeting a couple of years ago. If the 

Library Extension accepts . the invitation, the Program CommitteE 

will presumably work out with that committee one session 

devoted to a discussion of library -extension, the purpose of 

which will be to bring to the attention of the Library 

Extension Committee features of library extension and problems 

of library extensian in the Southwest, which the Committee 

hasn't had a chance to get before. At the same time the 

work of the other committees in similar sessions will be 

brought to the attention of tbe people down there in a more 

direct way than before. · Most of these boards and committees 
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do have meetings, of course, in the spring, not always, and 

the invitation is that we a.ll go down there as a gesture 

and as an actu&means of being helpful to the situation. 

MR. DUDGEON: Would that go a considerable 

distance toward satisfying them as to the interest in the 

Southwestern Library Association? Wouldn't it? It seems 

to me that is an organized movement that might do almost as 

much good as the regular A. L.A. meeting. · What do you think, 

Milam? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is a highly specialized 

meeting with the prob~ems of the South being definitely 

considered at that time. The meeting in the Southeast was 

a very helpful meeting, as those of you who were there know. 

MR. DUDGEON: If these meetings could be 

supported by the boards, wouldn't that accomplish as much 

pro~otional interest in the South as the A. L. A. meeting? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It wouudn 1t reach Tennessee. 

MR. DUDGEON: Tennessee has had its share. 

MISS . KRAUSE: I am inclined to thirik so, 

having been associated with the Southwestern meeting. I do 

. think a picked meeting with our boards and people who are 

especially sympathetic of what is going on, would do much more 

good in that section than an A. L. A. meeting, especially 

that this is a legislative year in Louisiana, with the hope 

that the Carnegie demonstration in that state may find 
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legislative support. I think it is a very important time as 

far as that particular state is concerned • 

MR . DUDGEON : Geograohically it would reach 

Mississippi, of course. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

MR. DUDGEON: They are not members, but they 

would come as freely to that- as an A. L. A. meeting. Don't 

you think Mississippi might, that close? 

suggestion. 

SEC~TARY MILAM: Oh yes, Mississippi. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think that is a very wise 
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MISS KRAUSE: That is the way I felt about it. 

I don't want to s~y much about it because I am frank to say · 

I am partisan on that subject. 

MR. DUDGEON: Mr. Milam, you have talked this 

over some, doubtless, with people at headquarters, with 

extension executives and library board executives. Is it 

practicable to have these boards meet in Louisiana at that 

April meeting without being unduly extravagant or holding 

unnecessary sessions? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It seems to me that it is 

entirely practicable and desirable and not extravagantly 

expensive. Whether that would be true in every case remains 

for decision, but in general that is my feeling. 

MR. DUDGEON: My feelings are rather drifti~ 
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towards a combination, the boards to meet in Baton Rouge 

in April and the A. L.A. meet in West Bade~to accomplish 

all of our purposes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Do you want to hear the 

representatives? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I just want to read a wire 

from Governor Boyd Simpson of. Louisiana: 

Baton Rouge? 

On behalf of the state of Louisiana 
I respectfully request that America's 
most interesting city be considered 
as the place for your 192S meeting. 

MR. DUDGEON: How far is New Orleans from 

MISS KRAUSE: Four hours. I think I can say 

also that our library friends in New Orleans, the A. L. A. 

people, hope to have the bo~rds stop off either a day going 
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or coming, in New Orleans, to see the city for their facilities 

for a conference, a picked lot of people Who might bring some 

bearing on this problem. 

Personally, I am very much opposed to all of 

this political pres~uxe that is being brought upon us by the 

telegrams. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That doesn't mean a thing. 

MR. DUDGEON: That reminds me of a western city 

that spent a lot of money and gave publicity to trying to get 

conventions to come and then did not get them. That was 
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their policy -- to advertise tremendously and show a lot of 

enthusiasm and not do anything with conventions when they 

came. 

MISS KRAUSE: I think we had better stick 

to professional lines this year. 

MR. DUDGEON: Is Miss McGee here? 
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SECRETARY MI~AM: She probably is just outside 

the door. Mr. Cunningham is waiting in the lobby. 

MISS SMITH: I move that we hear Mr. Ounninghaa. 

MR. WALTER : Wouldn't it be well to have an 

understanding that there is a definite limit? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The motion is in order. 

MR. HOPPER: Five minutes each. 

MR. DUDGEON: I amend it that each represen-

tative be limited to ten minutes. 

our young lives. 

MISS KRAUSE: How many have we out there? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Two. 

MR. DUDGEON: Twenty minutes isn't much in 

PRESIPENT RODEN: I will take it for granted 

that that motion is passed. 

MR. RUSH: If those two are heard, I certainly 

want to be heard on another location a little later • 

PRESIDENT RODEN : Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This is Mr. Cunningham of Memphis. 
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MR. CUNNINGHAM: What will you have, ·Mr • 

President? 

MR. DUDGEO : Ten minutes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Mr. Cunningham, we would 

like to know briefly why we ought to come to Memphis ·and why 

Memphis wants us to come. We feel that we are taken at ·pretty 

short notice if we have to pr.epare for a meeting in a climate 

that means an earlier . meeting then usual. ··we have that much 

of a handicap in going south, but we would like to hear from 

you. 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Memphis is a.nxious to have 

the American Library Association meet with us in 192g. We 

think we have the facilities to adequately take care of the 

conference. We know we have. The hotel facilities are 

adequate. Mr. Fontaine was down there recently and he left 

with what seemed to be a very favorable impression of what 

he found. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Correct. 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: The -Peabody Hotel is a new 

hotel and they promised to set aside 400 rooms or more if 

the conference should be set for a late date in June. The 

people in Memphis, the library people, the Southwestern 

University people, are all anxious to have the A. L. A. come 

there. We think it will do a lot of good to the state of 

Tennessee and to the South as a whole. 
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Tennessee as you may know, is internati onally 

known as a famous Christian commonwealth, that 1 s speaking 

facetiously, but we would be glad to have you and we wi 11 

take care of you. 

The Chamber of Commerce, of course, is back 

of the invitation, and the state of Tennessee, ~e feel, is 

coming forward in leaps and b.ound.s in library work~ We think 

it will help us and it may be well for the Association to know 

what is going on down there, if you are not already informed. 

The railroad facilities we are getting in 

Memphis are excellent. 

SECRETARY MILAM: How do you get there from 

. New York? 

MR. OUN~INGHAM: The Southern coming through 

Virginia and eastern Tennessee • 

. SECRETARY MILAM: Through trains? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Through trains. 

It might be better to aSk some questions on 

anything that you wish. 

MR. COMPTON: Do you want to say something 

about the city and t he library ?.Ork 1 

MR. OUNliNGHAM: In Tennessee there has been 

a movement extending over two or three years to get a state 

survey. The governor has a commission appointed which has 

not been able to function very well because of 

' 
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. the lack of funds. President Morgan of the state university 

is deeply interested in that we rk and he has some plans which 

may bring us a portion of the money, if not all that is nec

essary, from some private sources. Nothing has been ·done in 

the way of a survey since the adjournment of the legislature 

in the spring of 1927, but Dr. Morgan is still interested 

and he is the chairman of this commission of eleven, Which 

was appointed by the governor for the purpose of making a 

state survey. · 

The purpose of the survey was to find out what 

the actual library conditions are in the state of Tennessee 

and formulate some program as an Objective toward which the 

library people of the state could work for library extension. 

The four largest libraries in the st.ate are 

in Chattanooga, Knoxville, Nashville and Memphis. The library 

at · Memphis is in a state of reorganization and while at present 

we haven't anything to be particularly proud of, we are making 

progress. It will be a few years and we will be lined up 

with the best of the modern libraries. 

Knoxville and Chattanooga are the t o best 

organized and administered public libraries in the state of 

Tennessee. Nashville will be in a very short time. 
-

MISS KRAUSE: How about the weather conditions, 

Mr. Cunningham? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: We have a reputation of 

/ 
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having a very warm climate and it does get warm. The.re isn't 

any question about that. You might find the climate, the 

temperature in the month of June very favorable to a conference 

You might not suffer from the heat, and you might st~ike a 

warm spell. I will be perfectly honest. In May· there isn't 

much question but that it would be very comfortable. This 

last year during the entire summer we suffered very little, 

if any, from the heat. The year before we did. We had our 

hottest weather in September this year. Last year the 

temperature did not go above ninety-eight any time in the 

· summer. The month of June with us last year was what we call 

very excellent weather, and in a choice of dates I think the 

possibilities for warm weather are just as strong in the 

first part of June a.s they are in the last part. That 1 s 

honest. I am not camouflaging. 

MR. DUDGEON: You would prefer to see us oo~e 

in May rather than June, as a personal friend? 

MR.·. CUNNI GHAM: There would be less dissatis

faction in May on account of very warm weather. If you should 

come to Memphis and come in June, there possibly will be the 

chance of running into some hot weather, that is, what northern 

people would call hot weather. It doesn't get any hotter 

in Memphis than it does in St. Louis, Kansas City or Chicago 

in certain seasons of the year,·but we have it for a longer 

spell. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: The people down there of 

course know how to dress for that climate. 

MR. DUDGEON: If we should have 1,500 or 

upwa.rd in attendance within how large a -radius could you take 

care of us? What would be the distance between the hotels? 

total extent? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: I should say five blocks. 

SECRETARY MILAM : Do you mean radius or 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Total extent of five blocks. 

MR. DUDGEON: That is within five blocks of 

this large hotel you could house the whole thing? 

MR. CUNNINGHMA: The Peabody Hotel is one 

block off the main street. Three other hotels are on that 

main street and they are not more than five blocks from the 

Peabody. The Peabody has 675 rooms and they stated they would 

set aside 400 of those rooms. If the date should be set in 

the latter part of June or should go to the first of July, 

they could accommodate a great many more. 

Across the street from the Peabody Hotel 

is the new Tennessee Hotel of I think 200 rooms. The Chisca 

and Gayoso are very near, and so is the Claridge. 

MR. HOPPER: Are they all pretty fair? 

MR. CUN~INGHAM: The Chisca and the Gayoso 

are very old hotels. They were the hotels before the Peabody 
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was erected. There are people living in Memphis that go to 

the Chisca in preference to going to the Peabody • 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is a fine, old hotel. 

MR. CUN~INGHAM: The meals there are just as 

good as they are at the Peabody. The Cr~sca and the Peabody 

and the Gayoso Hotels are operated by the Memphis Hotel 

Company, all under the same management • 
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MR. DUDGEON: And what is the range of rates? 

SECRETARY MILAM : Three dollars and up. 

MR. DUDGEON: That is, three dollars for a 

single room. 

SECRETARY MILAM : Presumably that is three 

dollars for single although I am not sure. 

MR. HOPPER: Why does Tennessee want us? 

MR. CUNNINGHAM: They had the Southern 

Library Association meeting at Sigrial Mountain. That was 

two years ago. That was four or five of the southern states. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Single rooms would be 

$3.50 at the headquarters hotel; double rooms $5.50 for · two. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions? 

Thank you, Mr. Cunningham. 

This is Miss McGee. 

Miss McGee, can you tell us in ten minutes 

why we ought to come to New Orleans for a convention which 

we have only a short .time to get ready for if we had to go 
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to a place where we have to come early in the season. . We 

hardly have time this year • 

MISS ALICE McGEE (New Orleans): It is not 

necessary to come early. The little I have to say won •t take 

me ten minutes. 

Mr. President and Members of the American 

Library Association: I have been commissioned by the city 

lr of New Orleans to invite you to hold· your next convention in 

New Orleans, the most interesting city in the United States. 

Those of you who have never visited New Orleans have a rare 

and delightful treat in store. It is like going abroad, for 

as you know, New Orleans is the most ~atin city in America. 

The Louisiana State Library Association is 

located on the fourth floor of the marble hall court building 

which stands in the very center of the most LaJtin quarter of 

this quaint and Latin city. 

Although we are very far south, New Orleans 

is not at all extremely warm. You see we are situated in 

the crescent of the Mississippi River on Lake Pontohartrain, 
; 

very near the Gulf of Mexico and enjoy the most delightful 

· breezes throughout the warmest seasons when many inland 

cities are sweltering with the heat. 
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There is more of romance and historical 

interest in the old quarters, in What we call the Vieux Carre: 

than I could possibly describe to you, unless you will come 
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there and let me show you through the old city built 200 

years ago • 

See the Old Union BAnk Building where the 

original Dixie notes were issued and whence the Land of 

Dixie got its name. Let us show you the marvelous antiques. 

From the library building you can look across and see where 

the world's oldest chessplayer sat at his desk and worked out 

the marvelous problems, and without m~Jving from this w1 ndow 

you can turn to the right and there at the very c·orner of the 

building see the old Napoleon House which was built for 

Napoleon when he was .a prisoner at St. Helena. -

You must remember also t bat Louisiana is 

the only state in the Union that is governed by civil law. 

All that remains of the Roman Empire today is the system of 

laws by which our Louisiana courts are guided, and I wr¢t 

you to come to our library and see the great legacy Napoleon 

saved for France and for Louisiana from the musty archives of 

Rome. 

From my library window I can show you the 

Saint Anthony Gardens where the Frenchmen fought their duals, 

the Cabildo which was the capital during the French regime. 

Facing Jackson Square laid out by Bienville, the founder of 

New Orleans 200 years ago, we will show you the buildings 

fashioned after the structures of France and Spain. We will 

show you many other countless places that will inspire and 
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interest you until the end of your time. Then when you tire 

of the romance, history and mystery of New Orleans, we will 

show you the modern city. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: When does the convention 

begin. e would like to know where we are going to meet and 

where we are going to live. 

MISS McGEE: Among the four or five best 
-
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hotels in the country. I doubt if the Roosevelt style can be 

compared with any other hotel in the United States. 

easily take care of you there. 

They can 

SECRETARY MILAM: How many rooms? 

MISS McGEE: They can take care of 2,000 people 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Will they take care of us? 

MISS McGEE: Certainly, easily. 

SECRETA..."qY MILAM: How many rooms would they 

assign to us for the convention? 

MIS~ McGEE: If you wrote ahead of time,-

PRESIDENT RODEN (Interrupting): We want that 

information here. 

MISS McGEE: You can have l,goo rooms. There 

is another hotel just three blocks from the Roosevelt Hotel, 

the Monteleone, that can accommodate another 1,500. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They will have by April 600 

rooms. 

MISS McGEE: Then there is the St. Charles. 

I ~ 
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We have the Monteleone, the Roosevelt, the St. Charles, all 

within two blocks of each other, but the Roosevelt alone 

could take care of the convent! on. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any questions you want to 

ask Miss McGee? 

MISS TOBITT: What of time, Mr. President? 

If we should go there, what would be the best time? 
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MISS McGEE: That would be i~~aterial. It is 

.not very warm until July and August, and our legislature 

will convene in May, and probably a trip to the capitol would 

prove an interesting diversion. You see, we are about 

fifty-eight miles from Baton Rouge. 

We would love to have you • . We think it would 

be a great benefit for the libraries in general. We know it 

would be. 

hall have you? 

Roosevelt Hotel. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What kind of a convention 

MISS McGEE: Well, . the Gold Room in the 

MISS TOBITT: How many would it seat? 

MISS McGEE: About 500. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You ·can't get the A. L. A. 

into a convention hall for 500 people • 

MISS McGEE: That is the Gold Room. I don't 

know about a convention hall. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: That is what we are here 

to find out about • 

SEORET~~y MILAM: The large hall on the top 

floor will seat 1,150. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: At what hotel? 

MISS McGEE: That is the Roos·eve1 t. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Our conventions are 1,500 

or over. If we haven~ one plaqe where as many as 1,500 

people can be seated,-that eliminates the town, that is all, 

because we are going for a convention and we hope for at 

least 1,500 people and we must have a place for 1,500 people 

to meet. 

MISS McGEE: The Monteleone has an annex 

that will be finished at that time. They could take care of 

you. 

capacity? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is their convention 

MISS McGEE: About 2,500. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: On ·what floor? 

MISS McGEE: It is not completed. It will be 

completed before February. I don't know on which floor it 

will be. There is no question of there being able to take 

care of you • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There is considerable in 

my mind. I must be frank and admit so far there is. The 

.e 
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Roosevelt has a convention hall which seats 1,100 people. 

The Monteleone will be finished, and are you speaking with 

authority when you say they will have a convention hall that 

seats 2, 500? 

MISS McGEE: Certainly. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: What is the Monteleone? Is 

that a new hotel? 

MISS McGEE: No, that is an old hotel, but 

they have just added to it. It takes up one entire block. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any other questions? 

MR. DUDGEON: Have you the hotel rates? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, about $2 or $2.50 up 

in the hotels. They have one as low as $2. The rates are rathe~ 

lower than in other cities that are under consideration. 

MISS McGEE: The South needs you. We want you. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Where is the Monteleone 

Hotel from the Roosevelt? 

MISS McGEE: It is about three blocks from it. 

It is the second block from Canal. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Where are these hotels from 

the public and Willard libraries? 

MISS McGEE: There are no hotels near the 

public library. That is further up the street • 

SECRETARY ¥ILAM: That is way out? 

MISS McGEE: Yes air. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: Is the Bienville near the 

Roosevelt? 

MISS McGEE: No, it is not. That is a small 

hotel. The Roosevelt alone could take care of you. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Except for a convention 

hall. 

MISS McGEE: ·Do you think there will be ove:r 

1,000? 

PRESIDEI'J'T RODEN: Of course there will. We 

haven't had a convention as low as 1,000 people for years. 

MISS -McGEE: I hope so. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If I am going to speak, I 

hope there will be. I think there will. (Laughter) 

MISS McGEE: It didn 1 t seem that many to me 

in Toronto. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That was because we were 

scattered over the terri tory. 

MISS McGEE: We wouldn't be so scattered there. 

MR. DUDGEON: What about the audiences at 

Toronto? 

MR.· WALTER: I think that hall held between 

1,200 and 1,300, someone told me, and it was always crowded 

and there were people outside wbocouldn 1 t get in. I was one 

of them. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Are there any other questions 
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to be asked? 
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MISS McGEE: They could go to the ~emple • 

MISS TOBITT: That is near t~e public library. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Way out far from a hotel? 

MISS McGEE: Why not hold it in the convention 

- hall in the Monteleone? 

·-

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't know ·anything about 

that hotel. 

Any further questions? If not, we will considel 

that. Thank you,' Miss McGee. 

MISS McGEE: You are very welcome. I hope 

you will consider that favorably. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I propose a vote, a sort 

of elimination vote. Will that get us anyWhere if each one 

puts down the different preferences in order of his choice, . 

the different places in order of his choice? 

MR. RUSH: Before you take a final vote I 

would like to say a wor-d. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Never mind· the scenery. 

(Laughter) 

MR. RUSH: I Should like to say that it has 

been mentioned here that the invitation in regard to West Baden 

has come from the hotel. That is true. Indiana has not 

presented any special invitation. The reason is, I suppose, 

· because West Baden is off by itself and is a single proposition 
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It is 110 miles from Indianpolis, almost 110 miles from any 

one particular point of interest to you people, and it is 

down in the hills of Orange County, at least fifteen miles 

from any public library. There is a tiny one that you 

wouldn't see unless you drove down by automobile. 

12? 

Bailey and I have been down two or three times 

.to look aver the situation, and if you do consider this 

seriously, we want you to consider it from both points of view, 

the negative as well as the favorable side. 

Mr. Roden has presented the facilities 

very favorably and very honestly. There isn't any question 

but that it would be an unusual place to meet. There isn't 

any question but that Indiana would be happy to have you come, 

but we do wish you to know that because of the peculiar loca

tion and because of the unusual situation down there, some 

people will not be comfortable, and it wouldn't be fair to 

us to allow you to vote favorably on West Baden without knowing 

that. There will be people who are located in the inside 

rooms Who will not be happy. There will be people located at 

the French Lick Hotel and must buy these transportation tickets 

and make the trip at least six times a day, Who will perhaps 

not be as happy as you would like them to be. 

However, on the other side there are unusual 

facilities, particularly the verandas and perches and this 

great atrium where everybody can meet everybody. There can 

J 
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be no local committee. There can be no local atmosphere. 

Nothing can be done there for the convention in the way of 

local entertainment or local pleasures . It will be purely 

that of the meeting and a pleasant place as far as nature is 

concerned, to meet, if it isn't too hot. It is in a pocket. 

The location is in a pocket of hills and if it happens to 
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be a warm week in June, it wl-11 be as hot as 1 t probably will 

be in Memphis. If it happens to be ordinary weather, it will 

be very delightful. · 

I have been there on large conventions and 

have had inside rooms at the West Baden Hotel and have had 

difficulty insl.eeping in June. I have been there in June 

and it was very comfortable. The ventilation sometimes is 

not good and you will be faced with objections, I know; but 

if those are not important with you, we ·would be very happy 

to have you come to our part. 

MR. COMPTON: What time? 

MR. RUSH: Oh, the middle of June. 

MR. ·DUDGEON: How early can we meet and not 

meet with objection? 

SECRETARY MILAM: That is a pretty hard 

question to answer. No meeting time suits everybody and we 

have had excellent conventions as you w.ill recall, in 

Atlantic City in October and Hot Springs in May. 

MISS SMITH: April in Hot Springs. 
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SECRETARY MILAD: Not a very large attendance. 

There are probably as many objections to the second week 

sometimes as to the third week in June in other cases because 

it runs squarely into commencement. What is the date of your 

commencement? 

MR. WALTER: I don't know, but you mean all 

June is getting to be increasingly difficult for university 

librarians. The summer school is playing hob. I think May 

is a better month for the university libraries than June. 

' 

MR. HOPPER: That is hard for school librarians. 

MR. WALTER: If you wait until June, you buck 

into the summer school. 

MISS SMITH: The third week in June is very 

hard for the school librarians. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think the latter part of May 

is very much more inconvenient. 

MR. WALTER: I think almost as many school 

librarians can get leave of absences in May as can get away 

in June. 

MISS SMITH: There is one advantage in June. 

· Many people can combine a convention, going to a convention 

and taking a vacation just following. 

MR. WALTER: They could either go to summer 

schoo~ and stay over the continuation and vacation schools. 

Take for instance where all the schools have half time in 

'-
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June and July. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I ought to present a letter 

fr om the state librarians staying that they always find it 

difficult to attend the A. L. A. conference because they are 

held in June. If it were possible to hold the annual meetings 

some time after the first of July, the writer would guarantee 

at least five librarians who would be able to attend. Another 

letter says: 

"I have had considerable correspondence with 
-

the members of the Law Library Associati on and the State Library 

Association, all of whom are in hearty accord with holding a 

meeting immediately after the end of theftsoal year, and some 

action will probably be had in some meeting of the state 

organization." 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Fiscal yea.r? 

SECRETARY MI LAM: He means the year ending 

July first. I don't know whether that is universal or not. 

MR. WALTER: I think for most oases May is 

getting to be a better month than Jurie. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The location has a bearing 

on that. You can't possibly meet in some parts of the country 

in July. 

MR. WALTER: You wouldn't guarantee Chicago 

in July. 

MR. DUDGEON: Can't we have an informal ballot? 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Mak~ an informal ballot of 

your first three choicee • 

MR . RUSH: How do you wish us to vote? 

1~ 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Make a list of the first three 

choices so that we · can see which way we are tending. 

MISS SMITH: Are we to consider Minneapolis? 

MR. WALTER: I think not. I don't know 

anything about the convention facilities. I merely mentioned 

that. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't think I have done 

quite fair duty to Des Moines. In fact Mr. Spaulding has 

assured us that Des Moines could take care of us. I haven't 

seen him about the hotels so I haven't suggested that he be 

invited in, but he asked for permission to explain matters if 

there were any questions • 

••• The ballot was cast ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: I have it, Mr. President. 

Memphis g, Chicago 6, West Baden 7, Des Moines 1, Nashville 1, 

and Dallas 1. 

MR. DUDGEON: How do the first choices divide, 

. Memphis, Chicago and West Baden? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Three each. 

MR. WALTER: Why can't we take an elimination 

ballot. All three are even. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The first three are Memphis, 
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West Baden and Chicago in their order. 

MISS KRAUSE: Mr. Milam, may I bring up the 

question again that we must take a. vote on the standpoint of 

the business necessity? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I should have stated there 

were two votes of Baton Rouge for the Southwestern Meeting 

which I didn't count •. 

MISS KRAUSE: If we don't go· to Baton Rouge, 

then Memphis. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The Baton 'Rouge meeting 

will be held anyway. 

MR. DUDGEON: I voted on this proposition 

that by going there for this special April meeting, we can 

do some of the missionary influence that Memphis claims it 

needs. 

MR. HOPPER: Then come to Chicago. 

MR~ DUDGEON: Or West Baden. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: Mr. Milam makes a good sug

gestion. We are cownitted to an evening session anyway and 

he suggests postponing a final vote until the evening session 

and take the time to think this thing over. 

MISS KRAUSE: Would it be proper to ask if 

we might know how the President voted? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't know. 

MISS KRAUSE: I think we would all like to give 
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the President the compliment of voting - ~s he does. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I have no choice • 

MR. DUDGEON: If you really have a choice, I 

think it is up to you to tell it. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: I have no choice. If I had, 

I would bring it forward because I . appreciate that attitude, 

but so far as I am concerned .with the places that are in the 

running, it is impossible to express a preference. I voted 

for West Baden first, but I have not changed my feelings 

toward that place, which have been unfavorable always. I think 

Mr. Rush has stated the situation with exact fairness and 

truth to everybody. It is going to be uncomfortable. If 

there is any other place that is more favorable from the 

standpoint of physical comfort, I would eliminate West Baden 

at once. 

Its adyantages, that is for the convention 

alone; it has no attraction, it has no distraction; it is 

hard to get to and hard to get away from. After you are there, 

you are going to devote your time to business, and in a 

place of that sort with no distractions, it may be that the 

discomforts will be reduced. There will be discomforts, 

especially if the weather is warm, and there will be a clamor 

of protest if West Baden is chosen • 

MR. DUDGEON: Do you know anything about May? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't think it is 
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impossible in May. 

MR. RUSH: Unless they have some meetings • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: They di dn 1t tell me about 

any meetings at that end of the year. Their conventions 

are from now on, beginning next week. 

MISS SMITH: It seems to me if we could meet 

at Chicago we would have the same advantages and there would 

~e the greater .comfort for people. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: There isn't any question, 

there isn't any reason why Chicago shouldn't be chosen, I mean 

for any library or local reason at all. There is nothing 

against Chicago. 

MISS SMITH: People won't be unhappy about 

their living conditions. They are not going to get so. much 

out of the meetings or give so much to them. 

·MISS KRAUSE: . I have been told by people who 

have been very active in conventions in the Stevens Hotel 

recently that it is a very ideal place from the point of view 

of housing and comforts, and also of exhibition space. One 

person that I know had charge of exhibits and he said 1 t was 

finer tha.ll any exhibition space that was provided. 

¥R· WALTER: I think it was planned for a 

convention hotel • 

MR • . DUDGEON: I think the only objection is 

a big oi ty. 

-
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MISS TOBITT: There is no objection. · It 

faces the lake. People can walk out through Grant Park and 

rest. I don't think there is any objection at all. 
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MR. DUDGEON: I would like to see how this 

sort of combination would be -- West Baden in May, Baton 

Rouge in April for the April meeting. I mean take West Baden 

·in it~ If it is true, we would go there early. Won't we 

get away from the objections? 

MR. WALTER: You must know the objections are 

against paying high rates. You always feel a lot worse when 

you pay a lot for your discomforts. 

MR. COMPTON: What are the rates of the 

Stevens Hotel? 

SECRETARY MILAM: They couldn't live cheaply 

there -- $3.50 for single rooms and $5 up for double rooms. 

The minimum therefore is $3.50. They do have an excellent 

luncheon for seventy-five cents. I don't know what their 

dinner is. 

MISS BOGLE: You can get all prices, from 

one dollar on. 

MR. WALTER: There are a few good places out-

side the hotel. 

MISS KRAUSE: There are all kinds of places 

for food. You can have any kind of eating places. 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is not as expensive as 
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this hotel. It is not run on the same basis at all. 

MR. WALTER: I feel we haven't aJ.ways taken 

into account the mighty low salaries of the people who come 

to conferences, and I know from paying that (I had to pay my 

own expenses last year because you had two meetings in a year) 

it hit me pretty hard in· spite ·of the fact that I am getting 

a lot more than some people who want to go, and I think we 

ought to take that into consideration. 

MR. DUDGEON: You consider the Stevens con

siderably cheaper than West Baden? 

SECRETARY MILAM: A little cheaper. I wouldn't 

say much cheaper. 

MISS BOGLE: I think it is considerably 

cheaper. There are splendid tea rooms, there are places where 

you can get food at almost any price, and there are cheaper . 

hotels not so far away from there, ·if people want even cheaper 

rates. 

MISS SMITH: At a place like West Baden you 

are ·obliged to pay those rates. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There is nothing else you 

can do. 

MISS KRAUSE: Would we not reach more people 

with lower railroad fares with Chicago as a center? That is, 

people could save in Chicago, a greater number of members 

would be reached more economically. 
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MR. WALTER: There are 1,000 potential 

attendants who could come on electric interurbans and railroade • 

You can cut that rate even by coming on bus lines. 

I should like to go to West Baden, except 

that I would like to sleep a little sometime during the week. 

MISS KRAUSE: You know we don't sleep much 

anyway, so it doesn't make much difference. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we proceed with this 

vote or postpone it until this evening? 

MR. DUDGEON: · Let's think it over. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. President, there is one 

financial matter. May Mr. Dooley present it, Mr. President? 

MR. DOOLEY: It is a document that is rather 

long. Perhaps it is mostly formality • 

•.• Mr. Dooley ~ead the resolution referring 

to the transfer of bondsframthe National Bank of the Republic 

to the First Trust & Savings Bank of Chicago ••• 

MR. DOOLEY: That was passed by a vote of 

twelve yes. They h~e simply sent to us their usual -form 

of trust agreement covering the trust involved in caring · 

for these securities. Shall I read the essential clauses in 

the trust agreement? 

PRESIDENT BODEN: Yes, you might • 

• •• Mr. Dooley read the trust agreement 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is presented for 

• • • 
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adoption, is it? 

MR. DUDGEON: They represent what funds? 

MR. DOOLEY: War funds separate and distinct 

from all funds. 

SECRETARY MILAM: This action was authorized, 

but when it came to the signature of the President and the 

Secretary, I said inasmuch a~ it says that whereas the 

following resolution has been adopted, we had better hold it 

over and let the Executive Board act on it. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move the adoption of the 

resolution. 

• • • The m ti on was seconded and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 5, endowment campaign 

. report of progress. That refers to this mimeographed state

ment. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: . What is to be said on it? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Do you wish to make any 

statements? 

MR. DUDGEON: I move it be received and 

filed. Isn't that all there is to it? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Unless you want to give 

particular attention to the details. This is a responsibility 

that is rather large for the Secretary and the secretarial 

staff to carry alone. We have, as you know, no Finance 
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Committee or no Ways and Means Committee which is concerning 

itself with this. We would like your attention to the 

details and your comments on them. Are we on the right track? 

lf not, a change should be made. 

MR. RUSH: I would like to say it is a better 

showing than I anticipated six months ago. 

MR. COMPTON: Mr. Milam, how do you anticipate 

using the handbook? 

SECRETARY MILAM: We have no new ideas on that 

other than those that have been presented to the Executive 

Board in the past. We are using it in a very restrictive 

way. That is, we are not sending out any large number of 

copies; probably only a few hundred out of 5,000 printed have 

as yet been distributed. What we want to do is to make this 

known to the people who will work with us in soliciting 

contributions and so we will send it to those people, librar

ians, librarian trustees, personal friends who happen to be 

interested for one reason and another and ask them to read it 

and tell· us whether they would like to have us send a copy 

to a friend with a personalletter. 

A few copies have been sent to the members.of 

the headquarters staff and I should like to commend this to 

the members of the executive staff, to lawyers and bankers 

with a very brief letter to the effect that I hope you will 

read the enclosed pamphlet and bear it in mind when you are 

-

~ -
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asked to give advice, or when you are asked to assist in 

drawing up willa or suggesting gifts to your clients • 

I have had some very nice responses from the 

bankers and lawyers, but I find that is conventional practice 

for the universities and oth·ers who are soliciting endowments. 

A letter written today may bring results twenty-five years 

from now in such a way. It may be incorporated in the will 

of a compa.rati vely young man. You may not hear of it far 

a long, long time, but in the long run, it should bring 

results. 

We think the time is coming when Mr. Wheeler 

would be wil_ling to select 100 or maybe 200 names from our 

list of big gift prospects, we call them, and write personal 

letters calling it to their attention, saying this has inter

ested me and I would like to know what _ you think of it. We 

would like to have librarians do that with their trustees and 

with friends whom they can write to personally. We are trying 

to handle the entire list on an individual basis rather than 

on a wholesale basis so far as these -booklets are concerned 

and so far as direct appeals are concerned. We are handling 

them on a wholesale basis from the use of the letter. 

MR. DUDGEON: Do you see how anything can be 

done? It is a matter of sort of continuing interest and 

attention. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, I think al.l I had in 
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mind by that statement was that I should like to know that 

every member of the Executive Board has read that statement 

and that every member of the Executive Board has either sent 

in personally or n some other way his criticisms, his sugges

tions, or improvements, or that he approve it as it stands. 

I don 1t want it to be a rubber stamp affair. 

MR. DUDGEON: · I read it very carefully. I 

suspect all of us did. 

MR. WALTER: The :final approval would come 

before the Executive Board anyway. 

MISS SMITH: May I ask Mr. Milam if any of 

these are sent to any people in a particular place, if some-

one in the library is notified? ~ 

SECRETARY MILAM: We aim always to do that. 

I suspect we slip once in a while. Mrs. Dickson has had 

three or four stenographers in the past year. We found when 

we sent out the invitations to the second library dinner three 

people had been accidentally included on the list. The same 

clerical error may result, but our practice is to keep in 

touch with ' the librarian in the local community always in any 

move we make with individuals in that community. 

MR. COMPTON: What were the results from the 

two dinners you had? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Those dinners were success

ful. We embarked on them with fear and trembling. Mr. Roden 

-
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and I sat and stared at each other. Why should anybody come 

if we invite them to come and talk about the American Library 

Association. We did a lot of hesitating but finally under 

the prodding of Mrs. Dickson we did pull off the first dinner. 

There were three millionaires and multimillionaires 

at that dinner, any one of whom could put us out of our misery. 

One of them sat there and took notes during the whole ~vening · 

as though he were interested . To me, at least half of them 

expressed interest in such a way that one couldn't but believe 

they meant it, and they expressed a hope that other dinners of 

a similar sort would be held. 

MR. DUDGEON: Was your second dinner a success? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The second wasn't quite so 

successful. Mr. Rosenwald accepted and also his ·secretary·. 

They were both prevented from coming by reason of the illness 

of Mrs. Rosenwald. He did, however, send a personal letter 

the next day expressing hie regret at not being able to come. 

Of course that is his usual very cordial, simple style of 

genuine interest. 

At the second meeting we had Mr. Scott of 

Carson, Pirie, Scott & Company, we had a man from the stockyards 

who is one of the big men, we had Mr. Jones, President of the 

John Crerar Library, we had the chairman of the meeting 

Mr ·. Wocxiruff, Vice Chairman of the National Bank of the 

Renublic, who has probably made a half million in the last year. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: He is building an eighteen 

story cooperative building with a bungalow for himself on the 

roof. 

SECRETARY MILAM: At that meeting first 

Dr. Russell spoke about the tendencies in education in librarief 

and then Dr. Koeppel spoke about the interest of the Carnegie 

Corporation in libraries from· the beginning. Why they chose 

libraries. They didn't propose to handicap .the American 

Library Association by giving them all they needed; they gave 

them part of it. 

MR. COMPTON: From whom did the invitation 

come? 

SECRETARY MILAM: From the A. L. A. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move you that this Board 

endorse the methods being used by the staff, and express our 

appreciation of such success as tbey are having, and that 

. they be asked to continue. 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion • 

••• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

MISS KRAUSE: "I think Mrs. Dickson is the 

most admirable woman for the work she is doing. She seems to 

be right on the job. She has wonderful tact. She is quick 

to get ideas and never to offend, and I think she has a 

remarkable persistency and judgment in going after some of 
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these things. 

SEORET~'9.Y MILAM: I am glad to hear you -say 

that. We feel that way about it. Of course, it was a gamble. 

MISS KRAUSE: It is an awfully hard proposi

tion to do, and it is slow work, but I do think Mrs. Dickson 

has done probably more than anybody else could have done 

with the di ffi cult problem of· starting it. 

RRESIDENT RODEN: Are you ready for the next 

item, No. 6? Solicitation of funds for books for the blind, 

and an interesting problem about application of sustaining 

membership fees to that. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Following the meeting at 

Toronto at which I spoke of the needs of the A. L. A. 

finances to the representatives of the more important boards 

and the committees, including the Executive Board, this meeting 

being held on the invitation of the Executive Board, Mrs. 

Davis expressed a desire to help us get some of the money we 

needed and has since followed up with letters proposing that 

the committee on library work with the blind solicit funds for 

the public for the Brailling of books for the blind. 

My first response to that proposal that we 

must do nothing until we get in touch with the American 

Foundation for the Blind. That was impossible for several 

months because of the absence of a director and later my 

absence, but the director was in my office in October, perhaps, 

·' 
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and he said that heeaw little difficulty in making a ·proper 

and appropriate arrangement, that while they were soliciting 

money for the same purpose, they were doi mg. it on a somewhat 

limited basis, not enough was needed, and he thought we 

could avoid duplication without serious difficulty. I was 

inclined to feel the same way. He went to Detroit and talked 

to Mrs. Davis, the chairman of the committee, about it and 

she was rearin 1 to go. We made some suggestions on her 

letter. I think that was after I talked the matter over with 

r. Roden, and she sent out her first letter suggesting to the 

committee that they invite con tri but ions. 

There were two or three questions raised 

perhaps which should ,probably come up a little later, after 

you have considered the general proposition. I may as well 

state it, a question as to whether sustaining memberships of 

$100 per year could be definitely assigned for the Brailling 

of books. In other words whether a gift from the Lions• Club 

in Detraat of $400 could be turned into four sustaining 

memberships, accomplishing two purposes. In the first place 

getting them to consider it as an annual affair by tha:t 

· process, and in the second place, giving us mlney which could 

be capitaized in order to meet the conditions necessary, in 

order to get the second million from the Carnegie Corporation • 

That was the principle. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is the Board clear about 
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that second consideration? Each sustaining membership repre

sents the income on $2,000 and is accepted as such towards 

the million dollars which the A. L. A. has to raise. The 

question is, can it be done, or can a sustaining membership 

indicate the purpose to which the contribution is to be 

applied and yet count as part of that endowment? Nobody else 

who becomes a member of an organization has ever undertaken 

to specify the puxpose for which his particular fee is to 

be employed. 

MISS TOBITT: Excepting community chest 

· collections. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that so? 

·MR. DUDGEON: It doesn't make aparticle of 

difference, for this reason. They budget it all out. Any 

man can tell on what item he wants his money to go, but as 

.they never have enough assigned to exceed that budget, it 

never has any effect. 

MR. RUSH: It pleases him. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that an academic 

question or legal interpretation? 

MR. DUDGEON: This question arises in my mind. 

Doesn't that definitely pledge us to contribute that much 

for ever and ever? Is there any thought that we would not 

want to contribute? 

SECRETARY MILAM: As long as that has been 
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brought up,--

MR. DUDGEON (Interrupting): Will we always 

want to continue? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Always is a long time. I 

can't see the objection; still that membership wouldn't always 

continue. If the time should come we would say it is a waste 

of money. We would be hones~ enough. 

By the way ·I agreed with Mr. Erwin, the 

Di r ector of the Foundation that any money received by us for 

the Brailling of books would probably be expended through the 

Foundation which is spending money that way every year and 

which turns to librarians of the blind, members of the 

company for advice on what should be Brailled. There would 

be no objection to our having direct contact with the 

Brailling of books. 

MR. DUDGEON: They could do it more efficiently 

and economically. 

SECRETA..11.Y MILAM: We could pay it out in a 

lump sum. 

MR. DUDGEON: Is there any question how 

authorities would question that as being general receipts to 

be capitalized? 

SECRETARY MILAM: An annual gift probably 

cannot be capitalized. There is no doubt but that it could 

be changed to sustaining membership • 

. . 
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MR. DUDGEON: They wouldn't object to that. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I can't be sure, but I have 

no reason to believe they should. 

MR. COMPTON: If the Lions' Club joined 

under what name would that sustaining membership be? 

MR. DUDGEON: Is there an unusual information 

to pas~ on here? 

SECRETARY MILAM: The whole -question ought to 

come up. Mr. Weyer has written in criticizing the matter 

entirely. The matter came to his attention probably through 

some member ·of his staff who was asked to raise money for 

this purpose. He thinks all efforts to raise money Should be 

entered in one place in the Executive Board or some special 

finance committee and other committees of the A. L. A. should 

not be authorized to solicit funds. That is a legitimate 

comment and perhaps one which we ought to consider. I asked 

Mrs. Davis whether she had any other comments of the same 

sort and she said only Mrs. Chamberlain, and they probably 

collaborated in arriving at that conc1us1on. 

MR. COMPTON: You have had no comment from 

Koeppel? 

SECRETA.,.-qy MILAM: No. 

MR. WALTER: There is nothing preventing every 

committee starting out to raise funds for its own purpose. 

MR. DUDGEON: It will only be done with the 

14t> 
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approval of this Board. 

SECRETARY 'MILAM: That, Mr. Chair~an; is 

perhaps legally and pe-rhaps theoretically true. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Does this Committee want 

an endorsement of its plan 1 

SECRETARY MILAM: I t hink the Executive Board 

ought to act definitely on tne pro posal of this committee, 

and Mr. Dooley and I have drawn up a communication to that 

committee which you have not had an opportunity to see. I 

sent it first to Mrs. Davis and have only just now had it 

back. 

• •• Secretary Milam read the letter in 

regard to the solicitation of funds for the books for the 

blind ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mrs. Davis comment a on 

this a.s follows: 

••• Secretary Milam read Mrs. Davis's 

letter of response ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: I am prepared to recommend 

the approval of that communication from the Executive Board 

to the committee on library work with the blind. 

PRESIDE~""T RODEN: What is your pleasure? 

You h~e heard this communication • 

MR. COMPTON: I move, Mr. President, the 

approval. 
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MR. RUSH: I second. 

• • • The question was put to . a vote and 

carried ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: Now do you wish to take any 

action on the specific proposal that sutaining memberships may 

be definitely assigned to this work, or do you wish to refer 

that to a committee for further investigation? 

MISS SMITH: It seems to me .that should be 

referred to a committee. I don't feel we have the knowledge 

necessary to make that definite recommendation • 

MR. HOPPER: Is Mrs. Davis advocating that 

very strongly? 

SECRETARY MILAM: She included that in her 

first letter to the committee which she sent to me. I elimi

nated that and sent it back. I told her why. She hasn 1 t 

found any serious fau.lt with my suggestion. 

MR. HOPPER: It seems rathe.r a dangerous 

precedent to make. .The approving of this thing might be 

embarrassing in the future. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don 1t like it. 

MR. HOPPER: It is something we ought to be 

very careful about. It fa hard to analyze what the difficulty 

is. The American Foundation for the Blind is an admirable 

organization to work with as long as Mr. Erwin is in charge 

of it; I should say nothing would go wrong. 

1:-
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MR. COMPTON: There is a possible it might 

interfere with the solicitamn of other sustaining memberships • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There is a possibility, but 

I don 1 t know that it is very acute. 

What disposition shall we make of this? 

MISS TOBITT: We don't have to take action, 

do we, Mr. Roden? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Doesn't Mrs. Davis expect 

a decision? 

SECRETARY MILAM: She hasn't indicated that 

she expects any. I could simply write her that that was not 

approved by the Executive Board, which doesn't mean they would 

never approve it if they brought in strong arguments for it, 

but it was not approved and therefore is not authorized. 

MR. DUDGEON: Why not let the record show 

that it was taken under consideration and no action was taken 

at this time? 

MR. WALTER: No final action taken at this 

time. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that the sense of the 

Board? It is so ordered. 

It is now six o'clock. Have we time for 

two other items, or shall we go? 

The next one I think is not long, the budget 

prepared by the Cataloging Committee. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: We have nothing received 

in the budget • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I see. 

No. S, however, involves a human interest 

story. (Laughter) 

MR. DUDGEON: Don't you think we could stand 

that better after dinner? 

SECRETARY MILAM: May I summarize, Mr. Presiden1 

as briefly as possible the comments received from the members 

of the Executive Board in response to my letter of November 4? 

• • • Secretary Milam read the comments of the 

Board members • • • 

MR. ·wALTER: I wish to add that I left before 

the meeting was over. That is only fair that it should be in. 

SEORETARY MILAM: I don't think I have omitted 

anybody. 

MR. HOPPER.: Is there any comment on the 

amount? One thousand dollars seemed very large to me. I 

didn't .go. 

MR. COMPTON: What was your estimate? 

SECRETARY MILAM: About $750. 

MR. COMPTON: Didn't you say in one letter 

that Mr. Locke did pay his expenses in part? 

SEORET~qy MILAM: He didn 1 t tell me. I think 

I may have said in this letter Dr. Locke told me personally 
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that his board had appropriated lees than it otherwise would 

have appropriated because he told the board he expected 

$1,000 from the A. L. A. He told me in Toronto just before 

he left that his board didn't know he was going and he left 

immediately after the conference. 
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MISS TOBITT: Mr. Chairman, I thought I had 

written to Mr. Milam. I evidently didn't. I may have 

written a latter -and torn it up. I have some feeling in that 

matter. I think that sending a president and secretary and 

others of the A. L. A. definitely and politically, it was 

perfectly proper that we pay their expenses • . I remember 

having the feeling that it was more or less the truth. I 

felt we were not paying his expenses. I was surprised the 

matter came up again. I remember the comment. I think we 

should p~ the expenses of our secretary and president but 

beyond that I scarcely see that we should go. 

SECRETARY MILAM: We didn't pay any portion 

of Mr. Roden's expenses. 

MISS TOBITT: Did the matter ever come up? 

I think we may quote from our minutes at the time Mr. Roden 

was in Edinburgh. 

MR. WALTER : I remember very distinctly 

because I was sitting beside Miss Hickson Who made motion 

that was going to make trouble. I don't mean Miss Hickson 

meant to make trouble but she was getting a motion ready 
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which might have caused a lively discussion at least. I 

.think we three were s~tting together in a row • 
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MR. COMPTON: Have you the exact report? 

SECRETARY MILAM: No, we did not have a 

reporter at that meeting. We had Mrs. White's notes which 

were not so full. Miss Bogle· made a search of those minutes 

while I was still in Edinburgh and didn't succeed in finding 

anything which supplemented the official report, that is, 

which changed the basis of th~ official report. It was 

simply verified but not expended. 

MISS BOGLE: Absolutely that way. 

MR. DUDGEON: I understand he was a delegate 

and what talk there was about the paying of· ~.is expense 

was rather in the negative of the A. L. A. to pay expenses. 

MISS SMITH: The statement was very definitely 

made there was no money available for that purnose. 

MISS KRAUSE: You see I ·was not on the 

Board when this was on. Did the Board designate two members 

of the A. L. A. officially? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It designated four others. · 

·There were six all together. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The matter came up first, 

as I recall it, at a meeting perhaps in November and the 

Executive Board suggested that they would like the advice 

of the Committee on International Relations. I know for a 
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fact that the Committee on International Relations considered 

the matter and Mr. Bishop presented a letter • 

• •• Secretary Milam made further remarks and 

the reporter was requested to omit them 

MISS KRAUSE: Are there any funds in sight 

for suoh expenses? We are voting now to dispose of that 1 

Are there any funds? 

MR. DUDGEON: There are always funds to pay 

our debts. If we regard it as a debt, there are funds to 

pay it. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Next week will be January 

192g and the 1928 budget includes an item of $3,300 

Executive Board and Secretary travel. That is one source 

from which it might come. Of course it depletes that fund 

very considerably but it wouldn 1 t be safe -co say there is 

no money from which it can be paid. 

MISS TOBITT: Oan we put Mr. Locke in a 

different class? 

MR. HOPPER: From other ex-presidents? 

MR. DUDGEON: The point I was making is that 

if we have an obligation we have to meet it. 

MR. HOPPER: Locke wanted to go. 

MR. WALTER: He was the Canadian delegate· • 

I know two delegates would have made trouble if he were not 

appointed as the Canadian president, Hopper and I being presi-

. 
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dent when they came over here. 

MISS TOBITT: Mr. Belden was president. That's 

why it seemed advisable for Belden to go. 

MR. HOPPER: Locke was president at the time 

they made the tour. 

MR. DUDGEON: He had been acting as the 

American president part of the time when this visit was made. 

MR. COMPTON: It seems to me, Mr. President, 

I was very astonished that Mr. Locke should go and take that 

trip without knowing definitely. On the other hand, I do 

think there was some reason for him to think there was at 

least a possibility from the action we took, the Association 

would pay it. 

MR. DUDGEON: I believe he had a right. I 

can't quite see why he did it, but I think it is arguable 

that he understood he was as much an official delegate as 

any of the others. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think that word official 

carries with it a sort of delicate way of saying with expenses 

paid. 

SECRETARY MILAM : That didn't apply, however, 

to the ex-presidents who were also made official delegates. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That was fortunate • 

MR. HOPPER: When was that done? 

SECRETARY MILAM: At the Toronto meeting. 
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MR. DUDGEON: They were authorized as a courtes~ 

to them and to get us a good representation • 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

MR. COMPTON: However, the action we took, 

that the secretary and pr.esident and chairman of this 

committee are all in the same category as far as our action. 

MR. HOPPER: It is an awkward situation. 

MR. DUDGEON:. I believe we would be pretty 

close to doing something, I don't say it would be, but it is 

pretty close to being a little bit dishonorable when a man has 

taken that action and then backsout of it. I am a little 

ashamed of it. 

MR. WALTER : I am too, but on the other hand 

we want to be mighty sure. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think that word official 

ought to be scrutinized every time it goes in. 

MFl •. HOPPER: Yes indeed. 

MI~S KRAUSE: I think the reaction from it 

if we don't do it will be a loss to us. 

MR. WALTER: We will lose a whole lot more 

from personal trouble. 

MR. RUSH: At the same time I want to question 

the method of bringing the sUbject up and pressing it, of 

trying to get it and all. I am surprised that he is still 

interested in getting it. I am just a little bit ashamed of 
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him. 

MISS KRAUSE: Mr. President, it is now six

thirty. Couldn't we adjourn and begin promptly again and 

think a little bit better on these problems? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: A motion to adjourn is always 

in order. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move that we adjourn to meet 

at eight o'clock. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: · Is that the sense of the 

Board? We will take it as such • 

••• The meeting adjourned at six-thirty 

o'clock ••• 
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WEDNESDAY EVENING SESSION 

December 2g, 1927 

The meeting convened at eight forty-five 

o'clock, President Roden presiding. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: The Committee on Hospital 

Librar~es presented a project to the Committee on War Service 

for investigation of the hospital libraries throughout the 

country and a demonstration to follow to be .financed from war 

funds. 

The qtEstion came up without opportunity for 

preliminary consideration and no action was taken. The 

Secretary took it up with the committee by instruction of the 

Board, I think, and made several comments on the project. It 

has just been received wi. thin the past week or so in a 

revised form. -It is a statement of a project addressed to 

the Library War Service Committee. 

• • • Secretary Milam read the statement ••• 

MR. DUDGEON: Is this hospital committee 

separate from the prison committee? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, it has been separate _ 

for some years. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: This is addressed to the 

War Work Committee? 

SECRETARY MILAM: This is a statement prepared 

for the Executive Board which quotes a communication to the 
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War Serfice Committee. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: And the proposition for 

the Executive Board to vote that amount from the war funds? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. I am not sure that 

they expected a vote at this time. In the letter she says, 

nr am enclosing a draft for your criticism and suggestion. 

You will, of cour se, understand the paragraph on page six 

will be changed when I hear from you further.." That was for 

the general office. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that communication to 

the headquarters in the general office? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It isn't clear whether the 

committee has that in mind or whether they expect that person 

to be attached, as Miss Perry Jones. From what I know of 

Miss Jones, she would expect to dominate tha.t herself. I 

don't know her personally. I only know her from correspondence. 

MR. WALTER: I rather think she doesn't care 

particularly about where the person is as long as the work is 

done. I think she would object to a person being at Chicago. 

I think the idea is to have a field secretary where the work 

can be done most . economically. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There is always a quest1on 
• 

when this sort of things comes up as to whether it is better 

to have a person do this independent job for a committee and . 

t hus eliminate the inevitable charge for aerhead which must 
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come if it comes into the headquarters machine, or whether 

because you are accumulating material which will have a 

future usefulness even when this project is completed, if 

assembled at headquarters and understood by headquarters and 

made a part of the organization, it is better to do that 

even at a slightly greater cost. 

MR. DUDGEON: Why should there be really any 

greater cost. The overhead such as it is, must exist, 

clerical w:>rk and all that. 

SECRETARY MILAM: The principle is that when 

a job is done by a committee such as that, headed by 

Mr. Lidenberg, tooks for Europe, the New York Public Library 

contributes fifty to one hundred dollars a month in overhead; 

I haven't the least doubt in the world of time and clerical 

service and general supervision, book knowledge and all that, 

whereas if it comes to headquarters, being the kind of head

quarters, it has to be counted. It is all there, but it is 

paid for in a different way. 

MR. DUDGEON: Where are we going to end if 

we investigate every possible project of library activity 

separately. Aren't we in danger of getting more and more 

communications as to Whether or not it is worthwhile? You 

are not clear that they want it passed on at this time • 

SECRETARY MILAM: I should think that this 

Board would expect and she would expect the War Service 
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Committee to act on it first. This communication has pre

sumably been sent to the War Service Committee in the same 

mail in which this was sent to me. 

MR. DUDGEON: When did that get to you? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is dated December 5· 

It reached us shortly after that, followed by a letter of 

December 16. 

MR. DUDGEON: Is there any legal question or 

question of moral right to use those funds for a general 

purpose? 

MR. WALTER: It seems to me in any case war· 

funds ought to be subjected to pretty -carefully scrutiny, 

whether it could be used just as we did last year. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I suppose the theory is 

in the hospital work there is more or less service rendered 

to ~eterans. 

MR. WALTER: But I meari it should be done in 

such a way there should be no question of legality. I rather 

think her desire is to get this before the Board for action 

and get things started rather than have final action now. 

MISS SMITH: Shouldn't we have the recommenda

tion of the .. War Service Board first? Couldn't this be 

referred to the War Service Committee for recommendation? 

MR. DUDGEON: I move that the matter be 

passed until we get some recommendation from the War Service 
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Committee, particularly in view of the fact that she has not 

seemed directly to ask for action at this time • 

• •• The motion was seconded ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: While it is before you, I 

wonder if the Board would be willing informally to express 

any opinion with regard to this project. The War Service 

Committee if it finds it has ·been before this Board would 

probably welcome some indication as to .whether the Board would 

like to do this if the Commi tt·ee finds it feasible and thinks 

it appropriate. 

You ought to know, of course, that there is 

very little money left in the war funds since we appropriated 

the $15,000 for underwriting the Paris Library School. The 

estimated balance is a little less than $6,000, after taking 

out the $15,000 for that purpose. 

MISS TOBITT:. Mr. Chairman, does this have 

to come before ·the Oouncil? Someone wrote to me about 

bringing it up at the Council meeting and I wondered. 

PRESIDE1~ RODEN: Not unless it is considered 

a matter of policy. 

MISS TOBITT: If you transfer the policy,-

PRESIDENT RODEN (Interrupting): The creation. 

of a position like this isn't policy • 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is simply an appropriation 

to a committee. 
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MR. WALTER: Before that other motion is 

passed, I think it would b·e well to change it to say that 

this Board refer this correspondence to the War Service 

Committee because it would show it has been received and con

sidered worthy of consi~eration, and even. if they have 

another letter, the Board can send a letter back that they 

considered it worthy of consi-deration. 

There is this to be said about the hospital 

work. It counts in a way and the people are mighty grateful 

and stay grateful. It is service that you have to bring to 

them; they can't come to it. It is following up with war 

library work. 

MR. COMPTON: I should like to know the 

article as now drawn up. 

SECRET~~y .MILAM: I think it is now a pretty 

good project based on the conventional practice of the A. L. A. 

in such matters. For my part I think the Executive Board 

ought to scrutinize every project that comes to make certain 

that we are not simply followi ng in our own trails when a 

new problem confronts us. 

We investigated education for librarianship 

and then we established a board. We made a study of adult 

education. We made a study of library extension. We propose 

to make a study of school libraries. There are those amongst 

us that believe the same amount of money used in promoting or 
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in disseminating information which we already possess when 

the money is in it, would get greater results. I don 1t know • 

MR. DUDGEON: Say that again. 

SECFXTARY MILAM: There are those who think 

that the disseminating of information which we already possess, 

for example, about hospital libraries, would probably produce 

greater ·results than another investigation or than investiga.tior 

of hospital libraries. I am not at all sure that they are 

right. I only say that whenever a project comes before us or 

a problem comes before us, we ought to scrutinize it critically 

with the thought in mind that the easiest thing in the world 

for this Board to do is to follow the precedent and do with 

this problem what is done with all the others, but let's look 

at each one and see if we can't improve on the method or get 

more results out of a given dollar. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: . This commun~cation says 

exclusively that not less than $6,500 a year for three years 

should be in sight if it is to be undertaken with any success. 

On the precedent established by the o"ther investigations, each 

of which canmi tted the A. L. A. to a large financial program 

which it is unable to carry out without help that is still 

very in efinite, I think that Mr. Milam's suggestion that these ~ 

projects be scrutinized very carefully before we get into any 

more, is very much to the point. -

MR. WALTER: That is why I said tha.t we refer 
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them this has been considered •. 
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MR. DUDGEON: If that doesn •t carry approval, 

I am willing to adopt it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN : I think it does carry approval. 

MR. DUDGEON: This is the first impression, 

but I think it is probably what the other two have in mind. 

I have some questions as to moral ~nd legal .right to use the 

funds for this project . Second is the advisability of entering 

into a new project. I don't want to feel that we have an 

epidemic of investigations that has attacked all of us, that 

we are investigating everything in sight on the slightest 

provocation. I haven't had enough provocation to want to go 

into this investigation yet. 

MR. WALTER: I have no desire to have any 

idea of the approving of the survey. If you think it carries 

approval, we ought to let the thing go. The only idea was to 

put off any final action until the thing had been considered 

by the War Service Committee. 

MR. DUDGEON: My ·first motion was that we 

pass this by.until we receive the recownendation from them 

and then pass on it w.ithout prejudice. 

MR. COMPTON: What can the War Finance Committee 

do but pass on the judgement of whether we are justified in 

passing the funds. That Committee has no more to do with the 
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hospital work than any of the o~her committees. We haven't 

the funds to carry that project through as they recommend. Tha 

is quite evident. I don't quite see why it should be referred 

to the Library War Service Committee as long as we haven't 

the funds to do it. It seems to me we might write to the 

chairman of this committee and state that we are in sympathy 

with the project of the investigation of hospital libraries 

but the funds are not available at the present time to carry 

the project through. · 

I think, as has been expressed, we ought to go 

rather slowly on new projects at the present time. 

MR. WALTER: If they require $6,500 for three 

years, it is like Samue1 Blythe said in speaking of operations; 

he said the doctor charged him fifteen dollars and he was 

a diagno~ian or he wouldn't have found he had only fifteen 

dollars, and that's the way with this thing. (Laughter) 

SECRETARY MILAM: There is one other aspect 

in the case that I think we might bring into it. There is 

this small balance left in the war funds. Assuming that for 

the moment we do not get money for the Paris Library School 

which will return $15,000 to this fund, we are drawing-very 

near to the end of any profitable war service activities because 

of the smallness of the amount left in the fund • 

Whether we refer this matter to the War Service 

Commi t _tee or not, as a matter of fact · I think it is already 
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before the War Service Committee, and it might be discourteous 

to pass on it until they have reported, but whether we refer 

this to the committee or not, would it not be well for this 

Board to invite from the committee recommendations as to how 

the war service balance could and should be used in order to 

close that fund and with appropriate expenditures, and not let 

1 t simply drag along and with a tendency always to appropriate 

it for something that is unappropriate? There is always that 

temptation as long as it exists. 

Now if the War Service Committee would make 

· a definite proposa~ and say that the best way to use that 

last $5,000 is so and so, it might be a good way to clean up 

the job; not that I am particularly anxious to get rid of it. 

MR. DUDGEON: Of course, the consideration of 

this by that committee will constitute more or less a 

determination of that question. If they recommend that we do 

not do it, or do do it. 

MR. COMPTON: Will you repeat your motion? 

MR. DUDGEON: That we pass this for the 

present until we have a further and more definite recommenda

tion from the committee. 

MR. COMPTON: That doe an 1t ca:rry with it the 

recommendation of this committee? 

MR. DUDGEON: We pass it beoause we a.re not 

ready to act. 
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MR. WALTER: Is it necessary to ~ass on it? 

Why not simply have in the minutes that no action was taken? 

SECRETARY MILAM.: If you wish, I will enter 

in the minutes that the matter was presented but no action 

was taken pending the receipt of the report from the War 

Service Committee. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If that is satisfactory, it 

is taken as such. 

MR. DUDGEON: That indicates that's the only 

thing that stands between us and the action. I don't want 

that implication to stand. 

MR. WALTER: You will have to either accept it 

or object to it. It doesn't commit you to anything. 

SECRETARY MILAM: As I will answer the corre-

spondence, I won't be overenthusiastic about the Executive 

Board's attitude toward it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, Item 10. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Don 1 t you want to go back 

to eight while we are still fresh? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we go back to eight? 

MISS KRAUSE: We haven't finished four. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Mee~ing Places for 192S. 

Is there a motion before the house that we proceed to select 

the meeting place? We had three separated by the process of 

elimination-- Memphis, West Baden and Chicago --with votes 
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MR. DUDGEON: I was telling Roden that I had 

about decided not to have a convention because there were 

objections to all places as far as I could see. (Laughter) 

MISS KRAUSE: My only objection to Memphis 

was that it as too far south if we decided to go to Baton 

Rouge. If we · aren 1t going to Baton Rouge, I think that 

changes the complexion of the thing. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Oan we decide on the 

Baton Rcuge thing first? Let's take that up and decide on it. 

SECRETARY MILAM: All right. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Let's take up Item 11. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move that it is the sense of 

this Board that in so far as the other boards referred to, 

and do so, it be recommended to them that they have a meeting 

with the Southwestern Association April 12 to 14. 

Executive Board? 

MISS KRAUSE: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Does that include the 

MR. DUDGEON: I made that a double barrel 

motion. It is the sense of this Board that the other boards 

have meetings. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That involves the payment 

of expenses where the boards do meet. 

MR. DUDGEON: We don't care to dictate to 
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them that they shall have a meeting. That is for them to 

decide • 

SECRETARY MILAM: They hav.e the decision of 

that. Of course they would be influenced by the act of the 

Executive Board. 

MISS TOBITT: This means really if they are 

having meetings before the regular meeting this summer, they 

be urged to go to Baton Rouge. 

MR. DUDGEON: That they be advised to have it 

there. 

MISS S~ITH: But it is left for the individual 

board to decide. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

MR. HOPPER: Does this Board need a meeting 

that soon? 

SECRETARY MILAM: It is never possible to 

indicate just what will be on the docket by that time. I 

think it is reasonably safe to say that this Board would 

always find enough to occupy its time profitably for the 

A. L. A. once in three months. 

MR. DUDGEON: If these other boards go there, 

there would be three including my own. 

SECRETARY MILAM: There would be three there 

anyhow. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, the whole thing of 
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having the committees and the boardsmeeting in different parts 

of the country has a sort of quaint aspect to me. I don't 

see any thought except let's cut down ourselves and perform 

for them. They wrote to.me asking if I would come down, and 

I considered it a personal invitation. I considered it one 

of the requisites of the job to patronize the one-night stands, 

but it was addressed to the president ~d the executive 

board and I can't speak for the Executive Board, and so far as 

I can see, the Executive Board ougnt to meet in the city Where 

the headquarters are, where the records are, and where the 

staff is because the Executive Board meetings are for the 

transaction of necessary business. 

I didn't say, as I will say now, that we don't 

run around the country and perform simply to edify a particular 

group or section of the country. That isn 1 t the function of 

the Executive Board. 

MR. DUDGEON: Probably less the function of 

the Executive Board than it is the other boards, because that 

is a part of. their p~omotion. It may be considered a part 

of their promotion work. 

SECRETARY MILAM: On the other hand there is 

an aspect to the situation which is perhaps of greater signifi

cance than most of us realize. Those sections of the country 

which are further removed from A. L. A. headquarters often 

feel a separation which is very impressive to them, and the 
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more oonta.ct that can be made between the headquarters office 

or the office of the Association and such a section produces 

results in membership, in the satisfaction of members that is 

beyond .computati.on in keeping up the morale of the Association 

as a whole. 

California was feeling that way tremendously 

a few years ago. Every few days we would get a letter from 

our closer personal and association friends . telling us that 

there was a growing feeling that the A. L. A. represented the 

Middle We st and the East, and California was out of it. 

As Mr. Boeker pointed out we have never had 

a meeting in the state of Texas or in Louisiana. He pointed 

out Texas. Arkans as is the nearest approach to a meeting 

in that section of the country. They don't feel as if they 

know what is going on. If the members of the council who 

can .and the people who have talked with some of the members 

of the board feel a.s if they don't know wha. t is going on at 

A. L. A. headquarters or the Executive Board, how much more 

these people in that section of the country feel that way. 

I know that is true in New England and perhaps 

to some extent in New York state now -- there is growing up 

a sort of feeling that A. L. A. headquarters is Middle West 

and West, and I believe that an association as large as ours, 

doing as much important work ae we are now doing, which after 

all rests only on the support of the membership through out the 
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country, will be greatly enhanced by an occasional visitation 

of the Executive Board and of the other important boards 

and committees to those sections. 

It is a serious question as to whether it is 

worth what it costs in this particular instance. That is 

always a question. 

MISS SMITH: If we do not do this, attend 

the Southwestern Association meeting, and go to Memphis say 

in May for the A. L. ·A. meeting, would that meet the require

ment? 

It seems impossible to do the two things. -

That would take all the boards and the committees. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Oh yes. 

MISS KRAUSE: I don't think they are suffi

ciently awake to the meaning of the A. L. A. or their needs 

in Texas and Louisiana to go as far as Memphis. I lived down 

there a long, long time. I think, although I wm very loyal 

and fond of them, that it is the most backward part of our 

country in library development. I think Louisiana, in all 

loyalty to it, is our most backward state. I think the 

_ douthwestern Library Association -is particularly weak. There 

are a few people trying to ·carry· the whole worry. 

MR. WALTER: I remember when I first went 

into the work they also had a meeting of the New York ·state 

Association. It is nothing new, but a question that ought to 
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be considered. 

SECRETARY MILAM: We used to meet · at 

Atlantic City. It is partly because of that that the A. L. At 

is a Middle West proposition. 

MR. DUDGEON: Is there any vote to take on 

the proposition? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is the motion? 

MR. DUDGEON: The motion would be that we 

recommend to the board if it is consistent with their plans, 

that they hold a meeting at the Southwestern Library 

Association meeting April 12 to 14. 

MR· WALTER: Wouldn't it sound a little better . 

if they would consider holding a meeting at the time of the 

conference, that this meeting should be held. 

MISS SMITH: We could say that we suggest 

they consider it. ~e would suggest they consider the advis

ability of meeting at this time. 

MISS KRAUSE: Does that imply that the 

Executive Board will go there? 

Is 1 t seconded? 

carried ... 

MR. WALTER: These are two separate motions. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You have heard the motion. 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion • 

. ••• The question was put to a vote and 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: ;Vell, we are- now through 

with 11 • 

SECRETARY MILAM: No, Mr. Dudgeon has the 

other half. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move you that if,--. I was 

proposing to make this motion, that the Secretary and President 

if they find it wise to have ·a meeting at about that time, be 

authorized to call a meeting at that time of the Executive 

Board. 

MR. OO!PTON: I should like to ask about the 

conditions and the expense of that meeting. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I must confess I haven't 

figured that. I intended to but it simply slipped my mind. 

Have you made any computations on that? 

MISS BOGLE: We did, but I cannot recall them 

and I didn't bring that with me. 

SECRETARY MILAM: What is the fair from here 

to New Orleans? 

MISS KRAUSE: You can get a special trip for 

about $62.50 a round trip. You can go on the Panama Limited 

at five dollars extra each way. · A lower berth is ten dollars 

and something. You go to New Orleans and the fair from 

New Orleans to Baton Rouge is about three dollars. I am 

figuring the best way from Chicago, and hotel expenses in 

Baton Rouge is $2.50. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: Probably less than hotel 

expense in Chicago • 

MISS KRAUSE: Considerably less. I should 

think $2.50 a day. I think $100 would just about cover it. 

That wouldn't give you any extras for tips and incidentals, 

but I should think it would cover the bare transportation. 

MISS TOBITT: . Twelve members. 

MISS KRAUSE: You can count .me out because my 

firm always insists on paying my expenses. 

175 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Mr. Dudgeon's motion is that 

if it is found necessary to hold an Executive Board meeting 

between now and the conference, the President and Secretary 

are authorized to call such a meeting for the Southwestern 

Library .A:ssociation meeting April 12 to 14. All in favor. say 

aye. 

• •• The mot ion was carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Now are we ready for Item 4? 

MISS KRAUSE: If it is in order, I should 

like to ask why it is board members's expenses are paid for 

special meetings but not when held in connection with the 

- A. L.A. meeting. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It is a very curious dis

tinction, it seems to me, that the Executive Board members 

get their expenses paid to special meetings and not to this 

meeting. This is the most important and essential meeting of 
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. the whole year and those who are absent, if any of them are 

absent because they are unable to pay their own expenses, 

are simply depriving the Association of their advice which 

is presumably valuable or they wouldn't be elected to this 

Board. I don 1 t get that at all. 

MR. WALTER: I suppose one of the reasons is 

that if people had expense at · all, they get it at the annual 

meeting. I know if I don't have too much expense, I can 

occasionally get my t ·raveling expense. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: And the resolution, when was 

that passed, that was quoted, of the boards having large funds 

at their disposal should not pay expenses of meetings if held 

in connection with the A. L. A. meeting. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Annual or Mid-winter confer-

ences. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is a direct invitation 

to such boards and committees not to hold their meetings with 

the annual conference but to go off scmewhere when they can 

get their expenses paid. 

SECRETARY MILAM: It hasn't worked that way. 

I think all the boards have held me.etings at the annual and 

mid-winter conferences. 

MR. WALTER: There have been extra meetings • 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, there have been extra 

meetings because they seemed to be necessary. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: That same resolution does 

not apply in its wording to the Executive Board, that I can 

see, because the Executive Board certainly has no large funds 

at 1 ts disposal. 

MR. WALTER: They don't have individu~ funds 

at their disposal. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, where are we now, 

on Item 4? A motion is in order. 

MISS -TOBITT: I move, Mr. President, that the 

regular meeting of the American Library Association for 1928 

be held in Chicago at the Stevens Hotel. 

MR. HOPPER: I second the motion. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You have heard the motion. 

Is there discussion? 

MR. DUDGEON: I would have voted more readily 

before than now. 

MR. HOPPER: Tell us your impression. 

MR. DUDGEON: It is a fine hotel. It has about 

every possible equipment, but on the · ether hand it is preemi

nently a big city hotel with all the diversity of interest. 

I would hate to come to a meeting and go to the Stevens Hotel 

in Chicago. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Does anybody else have any 

ideas on the subject? 

SECRETARY MILAM: How about taking a little 
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ballot? 

MR. HOPPERL ~efore we do that ·, before we vote 

on the resolution, is it proper to raise this question? I have 

wondered if it was feasible to meet in Memphis in May. Then 

you wouldn't have to have a spring meeting of these different 

boards and save the expenses of that meeting. A lot of us 

might go to Louis.iana, might stage a trip down there after 

Memphis or before. Is that worth consideration? 

MR. RUSH: Would it be likely that there will 

be a call for an early meeting in New Orleans in a year or 

two? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think the application 

would be renewed. 

MR. RUSH: I don't mean from the same source. 

{Laughter) I am really serious about that. 

MISS KRAUSE: If you go down there this spring 

amd let them see the demonstration of a real librarian, it 

might be possible that it would be enough happen in two or 

three years to get something doing down there. They need you 

badly right now. 

' 

MR. RUSH: The reason I asked the question ~ ~ 

whether we should go to Memphis; it would be several years 

before we will have favorable consideration of New Orleans • 

MR. DUDGEON: We normally wouldn't go south 

again for three or four years, possibly. 
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MR. RUSH: I was saying if we really ought to 

go to New Orleans within a couple of years, I wouldn't want 

to vote for Memphis. If that is not true, then I would like 

to see some section of the South favored. 

MISS KRAUSE: I suppose we are up against 

deciding which is the least of all evils. It is just a questiol~ 

of elimination. There is going to be something wrong with 

every place. I mean it is either a city meetin·g or it is 

inconvenient or it is possibly an annoyance, or the climate 

in some of the places, and it is just simply eliminating. Ther~ 

is no ideal place. We are going to have something that won't 

be right in some particular. 

MR. HOPPER: I don't think any of us want to 

go to Chicago, Memphis or French Lick. That 1 s a fact. 

SECRETARY MIL~: In the last eight years we 

have held four meetings in the East, counting Toronto east. 

We have held one meeting in the Far West, Seattle, one in the 

Middle West at Detroit, one in the Rooky Mountains, at 

Colorado Springs, and one in the Southwest, at Hot Springs. 

MISS SMITH: Ashville, North Carolina. 

MR . HOPPER: Is Ashville too far east? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think so for this meeting . 

MISS SMITH: Either for the southwestern 

meeting or any meetings you mention? You haven't been in that 

section for a good many years. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: Not since Louisville in 1917. 

MISS SMITH: Ashville would be rather a nice 

place, rather an interesting place. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I am not sure they have 

room for such a big crowd. 

MISS TOBITT: How about the other direction, 

Albuquerque. That is a very ·desirable place to go. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Have they hotel accommoda-

tiona at Albuquerque? · 

place. 

MISS TOBITT: I don't know, Mr. Roden. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't think so. 

SECRETARY MILAM : We haven't investigated the 

MR. COMPTON: I suppose it is out of the 

question to consider having the A. L. A. Association meeting 

with the Southwestern Library Association. 

MISS KRAUSE: They couldn't handle it. They 

have two good hotels. They can handle a small crowd. They 

couldn •t anything like handle even a ·small A. L. A. and 

make them comfortable. There is no hall big enough. You would 

have to go way up the avenue unless you would get the use of 

the Tulane Theater. If you got the use of one of the two 

theaters, it would be possible, but I can't see that. I know 

that situation so well. I think it would be a great mistake. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, there is a motion 
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before the house that ha~ been seconded. Are you ready for 

the question? 

lSl: 

• •• The question was put to a vote and lost ••• 

MR. RUSH: As a matter of courtesy, I move 

the invitation to West Baden be accepted. 

seconded. 

vote. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That has been moved .and 

• •• The question was put to . a vote and lost ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: I want a division on that. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That certainly is a tie 

SECRETARY MILAM: That puts 1 t up to the 

President, where it belongs. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Will you please rise. Those 

in favor of West Baden. (Four) Those opposed to West Baden. 

(Five) 

SECRETARY MILAM : Now you understand Why the 

Board likes a full board of eleven. (Laughter) 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well , what are· we going to 

do about it? Do you think we could have a fairly decent 

meeting down there? You would get a crowd of 2, 000 easily in. 

that part of the country. 

MR. RUSH: Everybody will want to come. _They 

have heard about Tom Taggart and West Baden. 

SEORETA-'R.Y MILAM : Mr. Dudgeon is a parlia.mentar· 

~ -
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ian. Supposing you ask _him whether in the absence of a 

majority vote, you could take into account there were fewer 

negative votes for West Baden than Chicago. (Laughter) 

MR. COMPTON: I would like to move that we 

meet in Memphis. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Where do we stand? 

MR. DUDGEON: . There is a question before the 

house. Would this help any, Mr. Chairman, if we should pass 

a motion that we meet, if we meet, in May instead of June? 

Would that make it any more comfortable? 

MR. RUSH: Do you know about that? 

SEORET~~y MILAM: I don't know whether they 

would be ready for us. Do you know,- Mrs. White? 

MRS. WHITE: It doesn't state in the corre-

spondence. 

MR. DUDGEON: I thought that would help you 

a little. 

MISS KRAUSE: I hawe a notion that if· we 

meet in West Baden, if there are no other attractions, we 

will have a rousing A. L. A. meeting. We will all be rubbing 

shoulders with A. L. A. and we won't be doing anything else. 

We will have a real A. L. A. meeting without a lot of 

A. L. A. diversion and yet everybody will have a good time and 

will be out-of-doors. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: They have held a number of 
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conventions there, from 1,500 up, a number of them. 

SECRETARY MILAM : The United States Chamber of 

Commerce, furniture men, bakers, all sorts of people go there. 

MR. DUDGEON: Couldn't we find out by long 

distance phone whether or not some suitable date could be made 

and have a meeting tomorrow? 

MR. RUSH: I think I can find out from Mr. 

Bailey.. (Laughter) 

PRESIDENT RODEN: All right, we will pass 

question 4 and consider question 8. A motion is in order on 

question 8. 

MISS SMITH: I move that the Board pay the 

expense of the trip to Edinburgh and ' back and the exp~nse at 

Edinburgh for Mr. Locke. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Does that mean the expenses 

as itemized by him or a round sum? I suppose it would come 

out the same way, wouldn 1t it? 

MR. DUDGEON: He didn't go with your board? 

PRESIDE T RODEN: No, he left the day or two 

after the Toronto conference and spent the time in traveling 

in Europe on the continent. He arrived in time to join the 

party that went to Edinburgh by automobile. 

MISS SMITH: As I understand there was no 

expense for that trip. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There was no expense from 
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that from the time we left London until we arrived in 

Edinburgh • 

1S4 · 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion. I really 

should have asked to change the motion. I don't know qui~e 

how to do this. I think I second the motion of Miss Smith 

less the amount of touring abroad. That may be a little sma~l 

on my part but it seems fair •. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Do you accept that amendment? 

MR. DUDGEON: There is a little item we would 

want to consider, that is this, if this Board gave an allow

ance and they gave it to hfm for extended travel,--

MR. COMPTON (Interrupting): I doubt if it is 

policy to word it that way. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think we have gone about as 

far as we can if we adopt Miss Smith's motion. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You see Dr. Locke left 

early in July, I thinlc 1 t was the second, which means two 

months' travel, ten weeks 1 travel before the English trip. 

It began on the twentieth of September. 

MISS SMITH: I wouldn't want, I didn't intend 

the motion to include the travel on the continent, but what 

would be the fare from Edinburgh. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any funds his own board 

might have given him were for a general European trip. 

MISS TOBITT: Then I withdraw my comment on 
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that. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The motion is that Dr. Locke'~ 

expenses to and from Edinburgh and in Edinburgh be paid~· Is 

that the motion? 

~ISS SMITH: Yes sir. 

MR. WALTER: Supposing it is over $1,000? 

MISS KRAUSE: · Where did you sail from, Montreal~ 

He couldn't have had a terribly expensive cabin from Montreal • . 

MISS ·SMITH: Suppose we say not to exceed a 

certain amount; then that would be the amount. 

PRESIDENTRODEN: Would it be possible to ask 

him to be as reasonable or as fair as possible or something 

like that, itemize the expenses as closely as possible, some

thing like that? 

MR. COMPTON: Would this be practicable, to 

authorize the Treasurer to write to Mr. Locke asking him to 

forward the expenses to and from Edinburgh and in Edinburgh 

and then authorize the Treasurer to pay that expense, but 

first to get the statement of actual -expenses. 

MR. IIJDGEON: Would this be a perfectly 

respectful w~y, would this be a diplomatic way of stating it, 

that we authorize the audit and payment by the Executive 

Board of his expense account to Edinburg and at Edinburgh and 

return? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes, that is fine. Do you 
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. accept? 

MISS SMITH: I accept that • 

MISS TOBITT: I second Miss Smith's motion. 

I should like to ask a question. It seems to me that a person 

who would ask for a sum of $1,000 for that trip wouldn't send 

you a statement unless you asked for it. 

MR. WALTER: You can 1t audit a thing until 

you see it. 

MR. DUDGEON: I think that is a businesslike 

way of doing it anyhow. 

MISS TOBITT: Then I accept that and I second 

the motion. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The motion is that the 

expense account of Dr. Locke to Edinburgh, in Edinburgh and 

return,--

MR. DUDGEON (Interrupting): That we authorize 

the audit and payment by the Secretary. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes. 

You have heard the motion. All in favor say 

aye. 

• •• The motion was carried ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: I am not very enthusiastic 

about the idea • 

MR. DUDGEON: My "thought is this. I don 1t 

want to embarrass Mr • . Milam to do anything I wouldn't want 
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to do. Would it .embarrass you at all to notify him of th~ 

action , which would require some statement of account? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I would rather you didn 1t 

put it on the Secretary to audit his expense account. I know 

he will resent that. 

MR. HOPPER: I don 1t think he ought to be 

asked to do that. 

MR. DUDGEON: The expense ac-count comes through 

the office. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I am not sure that you are 

softening that by putting in the world audit. That • s a pretty 

strong word for a personal expense account. 

MR . DUDGEON: That implies criticism in our 

scanning of it. Can you t nink of any other word than audit? 

MISS TOBITT: When we use other people 's money 

Shouldn't it be audited? We are using the money of the 

Association. Do you think we can be too particular, and do 

you think· those receiving the money should be disturbed by 

such a comment? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I am not sure that we aren't 

going pretty far iR that. I know of one man who was sent to 

Europe for the Association a couple of years ago and given 

a lump sum. The appropriating authority said to him, "If you 

want to travel tour.ist, you can take your wife along so long 

as you keep within the total amount. • We don t care how you 
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spend it. 1 We think that is a reasonable trip for this 

Association. 11 

I don't know whether that is customary or not. 

Certainly -it isn't the way that Miss Bogle and I present 

bills When we go to Europe for the A. L. A. On the other 

hand I don't want the Secretary or Treasurer to be put in a 

position that would 9e embarrassing to either Mr. Locke or 

ourselves. I think if we are going to do this, we had better 

do this with a fairly generous gesture rather than with too 

much restraint. 

What we want is this, I take it, to conclude 

this thing in a reasonably dignified way Which will be obvious

ly sensible and decent under the circumstances. I am not 

sure that this motion will conclude it in a way that will be 

quite to our satisfaction. 

MR. DUDGEON: Your thought is that it is 

rather insulting and belittling him. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think unquestionably it 

would. 

MR. DUDGEON: If we are going to do it, there 

is no use in doing it in an offensive way. 

MR. COMPTON: I wmder if it would be desirable 

to make two motions, to discuss· the original motion and then 

a. motion authorizing the Treasurer to that effect, that the 

Treasurer and Mr. Locke handle the proposition. 
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MR. DUDGEON: I guess Milam is right. We 

might save $75 or $100 and be no better off than we are if we 

paid the whole thing. That is rather your feeling. We make 

him just as unhappy and leave a rather undignified situation. 

Of course, I think there is a good deal of difference in 

what you mention. 

If this Board. wanted to say, "We will pay 

$1,000 towards the expenses of a man to Europe," in advance, 

that is all right, but when a man says he has incurred expenses 

at our invitation that is a different thought. I have no 

objection to it. 

MR. COMPTON: I think the Association ought to 

expect a statement of expenses from Mr . Locke for expenses. 

I don't think we should pay $1,000 without a statement. 

SECRETARY MILAM : You could authorize the 

Treasurer that it is your wish to communicate to Mr. Locke 

that the Executive Board will be glad to reimburse him for his 

expenses or would be glad to receive from him a statement of 

his expenses from Toronto to Ed in burg)l and including expenses 

in Edinburgh and hopes that it will find it possible to 

reimburse him for that amount; simply asking him for a statement 

before the Board comes to a conclusion as to whether the Board 

will reimburse him for that amount because it doesn't know 
I 

what it is and of c curse can't say. 

MR. DUDGEON: Pretty near the same thing. 
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MR. RUSH:. I think that • s the best ~bing. 

MR. DUDGEON: How would this be? The Library 

Board recognizes the obligation of reimbursing him for expenses 

to Edinburgh and return and asks for a statement of his account. 

MR •. RUSH: I would put it the other way. 

MR. DUDGEON: I am not at all sure but that 

we ought to go back to Miss Smith's original motion. 

MR. HOPPER: Who would communicate that? 

MR. COMPTON: I make that motion authorizing 

the Treasurer,--. 

PRESIDENT RODEN (Interrupting): This is a 

draft of a motion: 

"The Board requests a statement of your expense~ 

from Toronto to Edinburgh and return and in Edinburgh, and 

hopes it will be found possible to reimburse you for that 

amount." 

Will we take that as a motion, adding that the 

Treasurer be authorized to communicate with Mr. Locke to this 

effect? 

MR. HOPPER: We can vote on that afterward. 

I would make it pretty formal. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that accepted as a motion? 

••• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Where do we stand now? No. 4 
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Is anybody disposed to change· his vote 

on the latest reports over the long distance telephone for 

a meeting· in May? 

191: 

SECRETARY MILAM: The assistant manager sai.d: 

11 We will give you some $6 rooms and some $9 rooms if you 

attend." 

MR. RUSH: The rates at French Lick would.be 

the same approximately. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They would be just about the 

same. 

MR. DUDGEON: That is something like those 

old Sherman rooms w.ith the bath. I never heard of anyone 

who got one. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They had one. 

MR. WALTER: You go to the clerk and simply 

say, tt I want that $2 ro om with the bath, n and it works every 

time. If you write you will never get it, but if you walk 

up to the desk and ask for it, you will get it. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't see how to make this 

decision except give them a ballot and let them vote first 

and second choice and give the second ballot some weight. 

MI SS KRAUSE: Doesn't the President want to 

cast the deciding vote? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If I cast the deciding vote, 

it will be . against West Baden. 
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MR. DUDGEON: What is the al ·ternative? How 

would you rule if those who voted against West Baden would 

vote for Memphis? Well, take another vote like they do in 

a jury when they are hanging a man. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Do you want to take this 

verbally or by ballot? 

••• A ballot was taken ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: Total vote for West Baden 

eight, total vote for Chicago five, total vote for Memphis 

five. 

MR. RUSH: Memphis had four first votes and 

two second. 

MR. DUDGEON: Where would we land if you 

gave the second choice half weight? 

all together? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Memphis got two secon~s • . 

MISS TOBITT: How many did Memphis get 

SECRETARY MILAM: Six. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: West Baden eight, Chicago 

five, Memphis six. 

MR. DUDGEON: The one who would get the 

lowest number would win, reversing. 

SECRETARY MILAM: How do you figure? 

MR. DUDGEON: Counting the fir·st choice two 

and the second choice one. 

192 
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MISS TOBITT: Let's take out Chicago and vote 

on it again • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Vote on two. 

MR. DUDGEON: Wouldn't this be all right, 

to give first choice a weight of two and second choice a 

weight of one? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: All we are trying to do is 

get our preference. 

four. 

MR. DUDGEON: What do we want to do? 

MR. HOPPER: Let's vote for one. 

• • • A baJ.lot was taken ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: Memphis five, West Baden 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, do we accept the ballot 

and declare Memphis the choice of the convention? 

SECRETARY MILAM: How about the time? Don't 

get too close to Baton Rouge. 

MR. HOPPER: If we get too close, perhaps they 

will not hold their meeting. 

SECRETARY MILAM: They have a Southwestern 

meeting scheduled. They waited as long as they could to hear 

what the A. L. A. wae going to do and then finelly had to 

set their time and place • 

PRESIDENT RODEN' : The end of May wouldn 1 t be 

too close to the middle of April, the twelfth of April? 
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MR. HOPPER: Would they change and come to 

Memphis in May? 

MISS KRAUSE: No, because they are very 

anxious to move in their own territory. They must meet in one 

of the states that ~ompose their group and they had an awful 

time to decide where they were going to meet. I don't 

consider there is any conflict. They consider Memphis north 

down there. It is very north to them. 

MISS SMITH: It probably should be in May. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It isn't like a city 

meeting where you went to a town and split up between two 

or three hotels. 

SECR'f£TARY MILAM: Convention bureau and hotel 

managers say we would be safe in coming as late as the first 

of July. Mr. Cunningham felt we would be taking no more 

chance during the last two weeks of June. The convention 

bureau suggested the week of May 14 and June first. They 

also suggested the weeks of June 25 ~d July 2, which seems 

to indicate the month of June is pretty well spoken for. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, the month of June 

being pretty well spoken for puts another aspect on the 

question. They don't say anything about being able to take 

care of us • 

SECRETARY MILA¥: The week of May 21 is the 

last week they suggest, that is the third week in May. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: That is too early. 

MR. DUDGEON: the twenty-first to twenty

seventh. Is the twenty-first Monday? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes. 

MISS KRAUSE: You won't get any different 

weather on the fifth of June than on the fifteenth of May. 

195 · 

It begins to get warm about the first of April. The weather 

will be about the same from the middle of May to the middle of 

June. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move that the President and 

Secretary be authorized to fix a date from the fifteen of 

May on, as the situation may develop • 

••• The motion was seconded ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Did you say they couldn't 

take care of us before the twenty-first of May? 

SECRETARY MILAM: They suggest the week of 

May 14 or May 21 or June 25 or July 2. We haven't asked for 

any dates. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, I should say that the 

second half of June will be absolutely impossible. There is 

no use of talking about it down in Memphis. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don't think you can get people 

to go there and take a chance • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 

MR. DUDGEON: I would hate to take a chance 
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after the first of June down there. 

MR. COMPTON: How about a fall meeting? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That has nev.er been taken 

up. I don't know what the feeling would be on that. Of. 

course we can have fall meetings. I supnose i~ is up to 

the Board to fix the time as they did in Atlantic City. 

MR. COMPTON: . It will be a longer time from 

the Southwestern meeting. We have state meetings in the 

fall all the time. 

MR. WALTER : That is jus~ the trouble. 

MR. DUDGEON: It wouldn't be any safer until 

the first of October. A September meeting. would be just as 

bad. 

MISS KRAUSE: It doesn't cool off until quite 

late. Sometimes it is way up in the end of November. 

MR. HOPPER: How about the twenty-first of 

May? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I suppose it is the only 

chance. I think the last week in May would be the proper time, 

That is the twenty-eighth. 

MR. DUDGEON: Why not leave that to c orre- - r 

spondence. If you find by correspondence it can be done, do it 

I make a motion, Mr. Secretary, that the President and 

Secretary be authorized to set the date any time after the 

fourteenth. I put in the fourteenth of May because I 
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showed our willingness to go earlier than our usual May 

meeting • 

• •• The motion was seconded ••• 

197 

SECRETARY MILAM: There is the question whether 

you want to insist upon any date as late as Mr. Roden has in 

mind and if you can 1 t get that, choose the second choice. 

MR. DUDGEON: -I am perfectly willing for you 

people to choose. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't mean second choice 

as to time. If you can't get the dates you want, you might 

prefer to go to some second choice place. 

MISS SMITH: I should say as a second choice 

we had better go to West Baden. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Seriously that was what I 

had in mind, that you might authorize the President and 

Secretary to complete the plans for the last week in May or 

first week in June and if not, go to West Baden as a second 

choice. 

MR. DUDGEON: Do you -feel that is a solution 

to the suggestion? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I would rather go to 

West Baden the twenty-eighthof May than Memphis earlier. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move, then, that we have our 

meeting the week of the twenty-eighth of May if possible, 

and if not, we then hold our meeting on the twenty-eighth of 
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May in West Baden. 

carried 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that motion seconded? 

MR. RUSH: I will second. 

. . . The question was put to a vote and 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 10, the matter of the 

Paris Library School. A memorandum is before you. Who will 

discuss that, Milam? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Perhaps Miss Bogle • 

••• Miss Bogle read the memorandum on the 

· Paris Library School ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The statement is before 

the Executive Board for approval to be issued under the 

authority of the A. L. A. in an effort to secure funds or 

make other disposition to secure the future of the school 

according to the recommendations on pages twelve and thirteen, 

just read. What is your pleasure? 

MR. DUDGEON: An adept ion of this would mecn 

that so far as the Board is concerned, a failure to accom

plish anything before April 15 means the end of the school. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes. 

MR. COMPTON: That doesn't mean finances or 

not. You don't make a definite statement of that kind • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, it is a statement 

of absolute fact that can't be avoided. 
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MR. COMPTON: That is the dead line. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes, it is in justice to 

the present staff in Paris and to future students. Any 

further discussion on that matter? 

199• 

MISS TOBITT: Is any university in mind which 

may take this over? 

MISS BOGLE: . At the meeting the other day 

there were three universities whose names were mentioned. 

Representatives of all of them were present, from Michigan and 

the University of Chicago, but no one university was agreed 

upon. It was left open. 

MR. DUDGEON: Has there been a motion made? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No motion has been made. 

MR. WALTER: Any definite i~come in sight? 

SECRETARY MI LAM: No . 

MISS TOBITT: It would cease April 15, or 

is the money carried on just up until the end7 

PRESIDENT RODEN: This year would be ended 

in July. 

MR . WALTER: You would withdraw support on 

the fifteenth of April? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: For future years. 

MR. WALTER: You would officially cease to 

assume responsibility. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Yes. 
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MISS KRAUSE: I move the acceptance and 

approval of this report. 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion • 

••• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM: The document will presumably 

be carried.in the future, not only the names of these men 

and women, but the members of the Executiv~ Board. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 11 has been passed on. 

No. 12 is next. 

SECRETARY MIL · : There has been a good deal 

of discussion in recent months about a possibility of friend

ship with the .Latin American countries. Our political mis

understandings with Latin America perhaps suggested this in 

some measure, the growing interest in the North American 

library movement on the part of the Latin American librarians 

and educators generB.lly ,. the fact that we have been in rather 

close contact during the past few years with European 

colleagues all suggest a closer contact with · our next ·door 

neighbors. 

I have discussed this thought with the ·t 

President and with others outside the profession primarily, 

but including Dr. Putnam and Mr. Boeker and all have seemed 

to feel that the time is ripe for some gesture · of friendly 

attitude toward Latin America. 

. 

I·· 
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I took · the matter up with Mr. Moe, the 

representative of the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation which has 

established a series of scholarships for rel ti ona between 

Europe and America for sending Americans to Europe and which 

is now investigating some arrangement with regard to Latin 

America. They had a representative in Mexico last summer who 

was instructed to find out especially about the possibilities 

of library cooperation. The same man will go to Chile and 

other South American countries next summer with the same 

instructions. 

His report is not yet in from Mexico and the 

Foundation, the Guggenheim Foundatio~has not yet made any 

decision and probably will not make any decision for a consider· 

able length of time. In response to a question, however, 

Mr. Moe agreed tha t he would undertake to find the money for 

a scholarship for some Latin American librarian if we could 

find for him a · librarian who wanted to go, who would profit 

from the trip, study in a library school or visit the library, 

and who is in a position which would enable him to influence 

the library movement of his country when he returned. 

When I reported this to Dr. Putnam, I suggested 

that Mr. Vance, who had been suggested as the chairman of our 

committee on relati ons, might be useful to the A. L. A. in 

that capacity and others if ·he should go to the Pan-American 

Congress in Havana in January. 
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It has since been decided that he will go to 

the congress, not wholly as the result of this suggestion and 

he has been made chairman of that committee . We have asked 

him to be on the lookout for information which will be useful 

to us in this connection. 

Then Dr. Koeppel asked a few weeks ago whether 

there was anything we might be doing for Mexico in a library 

way and I have sent him certain information .about recent 

evidences of interest· in Mexico in the library movement and 

have suggested tentatively thatit might be desirable to have 

four, five or six Mexican librarians invited at the expense 

of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace to attend 

the Baton Rouge meeting as the guests of the American Library 

Association, and that territory members of the Association 

be designated to meet them there and to hold a conference 

with them ,about future cooperation. 

There are numerous requests from Mexico and 

other Latin American countries for information about 

American libraries and American library methods, as has been 

reported to you during one year and another as reported to 

you and as particularly commented on at the talk I made at 

our first dinner meeting, the minutes of which you have . 

I don't think there is anything that the 

Executive Board needs to do at this time except to approve or 

disapprove my suggestion to Dr. Koeppel, which is the first 
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definite.step that has been taken and tell me and the rest 

of us whether you think there are other things that we ought 

to do. 

MR. DUDGEON: That would mean approve the 

proposition to invite them? 

SECRETARY MILAM : Yes. It might be left open 

if you care to improve it as ·to whether they should be invited 

to come to the conference at Baton Rouge. Mexico is a 

constituent member of the Southwestern Association. Remember· 

two members of the department of education -attended the 

Southwestern meeti'ng when it was organized in connection with 

the Hot Springs conference. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is your pleasure? 

MR. DUDGEON: 

approval of the plan • 

I move the endorsement and 

••• The motion was seconded, was put to a 

vote and carr~ed ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 13. Shall the A. L. 

A. affiliate with the American Association for the Advancement 

of Science? 

SECRETARY MILAM : A letter from 

Burton E. Livingston, Permanent Secretary of the American 

Association for the Advancement of Science to Mr. Joseph L • 

Wheeler. 

• .• Secretary Milam read the letter ••• 
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SECRETARY MILAM: The committee he refers to 

is the sub-committee of the board on adult education which 

is concerned with ~he question of readable books. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That doesn't change the 

respon~ibility apparently or hold prospects of some usefulness. 

MR. HOPPER: What does it cost? 

SECRETARY MILAM: So far as we can find out, 

it doesn't cost anything. I asked him for _supplementary 

material and it has just come. I haven•~ had a chance to 

examine it in detail. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Will somebody make a motion 

about this, or will there be further discussion? 

MR. HOPPER: What is the procedure? That 

we request further information? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think so. 

MISS TOBITT: Have they requested us to 

affiliate? I move we request affiliation if it is desirable. 

Everything will be gained and nothing lost • 

••• The motion was seconded • • • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Those in favor of the 

. request for affiliation say aye. 

SECRETARY MILAM: If it involves any consider

able expense, I will find that out first • 

• •• The question was put to a vote and 

carried .. •· 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: No. 14. Should the A. L. A. 

as a holding institution, receive fellowship foundations, and 

if so, should the selection of applicants for such fellowships 

be made through the Board of Education for Librarianship 

and approved by the Executive Board? 

Is there any prospect of being asked to hold 

anything? 

MISS BOGLE: That question .came to the Board 

of Education when we were investigating possibilities of 

fellowships and scholarships, and you will recall that one 

of the things brought to consideration of the Board by 

Dr. Koeppel was fellowships, and that the one thing which has 

not been acted upon by the Carnegie Corporation for .the 

A. L • . A. is the recommendation in regard to fellowships. 

· There seems to be a general stirring all over the country 

in women's clubs and national associations and even private 

donors as to fellowships, and when this question of power 

to hold and Where the right to bestow should be located, it 

seemed well to refer it to the Executive Board. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is a fellowship? What 

is meant by that in this connection? Fellowship in what? 

In a library school? 

MISS BOGLE: In library subjects. It may . 

be for foreign travel .abroad, as in the Guggenheim fellowship 

for a study of any subject. It may be for attendance of a 
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library school. It may be a scholarship, but at the University 

of Chicago it is hoped there will be fellowships available 

so the majority 9f people who come there will be, drawn from 

the library field, the desirable people who could afford to 

come without fellowships. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What seems to be the merits 

of this? 

MR. DUDGEON: Would that seem to involve a 

change in our charter? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I think the action of the 

Board on the Overland Memorial, which is comparable to this,--. 

I wouldn't -be sure about that without running it back. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I remember that because it 

was referred to the Finance Committee and we reported its 

acceptanqe to the Executive Board and it was then accepted. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't recall it ever went 

to the Council. 

MISS BOGLE: No, it didn't. 

MR.· DUDGEON: The idea is that it has to be 

acted on in advance befo!e any effort is made to secure it. 

SECRET~~Y MILAM: Or would presumably be 

accepted by the Executive Board before accepted, but it needs · 

to. hav·e ·some statement from the Executive Board as to the 

probable attitude before carrying on a correspondence. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Then an expression of being 
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is necessary? 

MISS BOGLE: Yes. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: You have a statement there. 

MISS BOGLE: Does the Executive Board see 

any objection to the A. L. A. receiving money for fellowships 

and scholarships to be allowed the Board for librarianships? 

Any fellowship offered will involve specific consideration. 

The Executive Board sees no objection to the A. L. A. receiving 

scholarships and fellowships to be awarded to the A. L. A. 

for librarianships? 

MR. DUDGEON: I so move. 

MISS KRAUSE: I second it. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You have heard the statement 

that the policy be accepted. 

MR. WALTER: Before you put the question,--. 

I don't know, I have my doubts. It is going to lead to 

personal grants of money to be distributed among a lot of 

institutions J.nd among a lot of people, and I am pretty sure 

it is a new project. I t hink you ought to investigate it 

pretty carefully. I may be suspicious. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I can't see, myself, why 

the Board of Education comes in here • 

MISS TOBITT: Why not the Executive Board? 

MR. DUDGEON: There are two distinct questions 
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there. One is if we see any objection to it. The other is 

who shall function for the A. L. A. there • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: _Mr. Walter, do you see 

objection in functioning in that capacity at all there? 

20S. 

MR. WALTER: I simply don't know. The reason 

I am in doubt is because I have heard so much discussion in 
• connection with fellowships and scholarships grante~ in 

universities. They get all tangled up before they are through. 

MR. COMPTON: May I ask Miss Bogle what would 

be the a dvantage for the Board of Education handling the 

scholarships r ather than the institutions themselves? Can . 

you answer that q~estion? 

MISS BOGLE: They would be absolutely assigned 

for this subject and they might be given to a student to go 

to any institution whereas the one for the institution itself 

would · take the student there. 

MR. WALTER: They are utteriy different things. 

The scholarships of the university of Chicago are given by 

the school. 

MISS BOGLE: But it is conceivable a fellowship 

might be bestowed upon someone who would go to the school. 

MR. WALTER: You carrr- it personaJ.ly and have 

the scholarships • 

MR. COMPTON: I think it is the logical body 

to do it. I don't see anybody else who could do it. We 
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certainly need fellowships and scholarships. 

MR. WALTER : I am not a skeptic. I don't 

know. I haven't had time to think it out and I am not 

certain. Maybe after getting my slow German mind to work, 

I may come around and approve the thing. 

MR. COMPTON: As this is worded does it mean 

the Board should pass on the selection of applicants? 

MR. DUDGEON: I suppose the donor would pass 

finally upon whether the applicant was the successful appli

cant or not. 

SECRETARY MILAM : No, Mr. Dudgeon, you are 

wrong about that. I think the conception here is, suppose 

somebody in Denver, Colorado wanted to establish a fellowship 

for . somebody from Colorado to go to a library school every 

second year and they wanted some place to deposit that money 

and to arrane-e for the handling of the income of the fund. 

The question is, would the A. L. A. be willing to accept that, 

first to accept it and administer it? Second, would it be 

willing to have the Board of Education consider and pass on 

the applications for scholarships ~plicable in any library 

school or for any kind of library study? 

MR. COMPTON: Does the Board hawe to make . 

this recommendation? 

MISS BOGLE: No, the question was raised. The 

Board of Education has not made the recommendation. There is 
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a committee on scholarships and fellowships in the Board of 

Education. Everything has been done to stimulate fellow~hips 

and scholarships and in the course of that work the question 

arose as to wh -t her the A. L. A. as a holding institution 

should receive fellowship foundations, and Mr. Lewis Wilson 

is the c·hairman and he asked to have that question cleared. 

Then we have also met the question in arousing interest in 

fellowships as to who would hold them if there were general 

fellowships; had the ·A. L. A. the power to? But the Board· of 

Education made no recommendation. It is merely asking for a 

clearing. 

MR. RUSH: What difficulties do you see, Mr. 

Walter? That the money might continue much longer than the 

Board of Education might continue? 

MR. WALTER : I am not quite sure. I want to 

·understand it. 

MR. DUDGEON: Do you see objection to the 

issues. 

MR. WALTER: I think it carries two issues. 

I can't see any objection to the A. L. A. holding the money. 

MR . DUDGEON: Would the President consent 

giving me the honor of making a motion covering the first 

issue of the A. L. A. becoming a holding institution; if it 

is within our corporate powers, I so move. 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion. 

210 
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. . . The question was put to a vote and 

carried . . . 
PRESIDEIIT RODEN: Now a second motion. 

MR. DUDGEON: I move we go on to Item 15. It 

seems to me it is rather foolish for us at eleven or twelve 

o 1 clock at night .to argue out whether I should marry and 

if~ I had a daughter and she should die, would I feel badly 

about it. 

MR. WALTER : On the other hanq I think it is 

foolish to talk about my daughter marrying before I have a 

daughter to marry. 

I think it is foolish to tie ourselves up to 

a hypothetical situation which-we can't see implications of, 

either favorable or unfavorable. 

MISS TOBITT:· Which 'we will never reoei ve 

unless t be donor knows how it wi 11 be handled. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: It is the sense of the 

Board to omit consideration of the second part of that recom

mendat~on. 

All . right, No. 15, International Press 

Exhibition. This originated in a telegram that was sent to 

the A. L. A. at Toronto, I think, signed by a Dr. Ashe, asking 

the A. L. A. to participate in an international exhibition of 

the press to be held in Cologne next year. 

At the Executive Board meeting in Toronto 
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I said that since I was going to Cologne, I would look into 

it. In Berlin at a dinner where a number of librarians were 

present, among them, Dr. Criss and several others, I inquired 

about this and they told me, several of them knew about it, 

that that was a purely journalism proposition and they didn't 

see what the libraries had to do with it. 

It never occurred to them. They didn 1t think 

there was any room for a library exhibit of .. any sort, except 

perhaps it· was an exhibit of printed cards, and they were so 

positive on the matter that when I got to Cologne, I was 

there twice but only over night each ~ime, I didn't go into 

it any further, and I have nothing to report except that on 

the basis of the opinions of those men who were apparently 

familiar with the project, it is not worth considering. Those 

exhibitions are a famous device over there fQr attracting 

the tourists. Every to\Vn in Germany puts on some sort of 

exhibition every summer. They have posters up to attract 

tourists to that particular town. I don't think there is 

anything to be gained by having an exhibition at Cologne. 

Have you any other .information? 

SEORET~~y MILA : No action. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I think we can pass that. 

No. 16. There are some communications • 

SECRETARY MILAM: May I interpolate here some 

recommendations from the Editorial Committee? 
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••• Secretary Milam read the recommendations 

of the Editorial Committee •.• 

approved. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is your pleasure? 

MR. COMPTON: I move the recommendationebe 

• •• The motion was seconded and carried ••• 

SECRETARY MILAM : As a matter of information 

the Board may be interested in a plan for a new supplement 

of general information on general literature and the clerks 

will abandon their intention to compile a list if we are to 

go ahead with our general index. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: That is still before the 

Publishing Committee for decision. 

Now the communication from MiEEEastman. 

. . . Secretary Milam read the letter from. 

Miss Eastman .... 
PRESIDENT RODEN: Any discussion of that? 

No action has been suggested by it? 

SECRETARY MILAM : No specific proposal but 

a suggestion that some action be taken, but in conversation 

with Miss Dickerson she feels something ought to be done in 

order to prevent the assumption on the part of library 

trustees throughout the country that Mayor Thompson will be 

allowed to get away with his condemnation of the distribution 

of certain kinds of historical material. She believes, and 
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many others do, I believe that there are trustees who take 

this matter very seriously and believe that the mayor is 

right and some sort of statement from us or some sort of 

quiet, perhaps confidential action or scret action might be 

taken which would put the A. L. A. I don't know whether to 

say resources or influence behind the librarian and the 

library board if the mayor spould at a later time decide to 

press the issue. I certainly have no recommendation to make. 

It probably is embarrassing to Mr. Roden to have this matter 

come up when h~ is both President of the A. L. A. an~ 

President of the Obicago Li~rary, but inasmuch as it is 

Miss Eastman who made the suggestion, I think it ought to be 

brought to your attention. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't think any action 

either secret or open is necessary, .because in the first 

place the inclusion of the library in the discussions tha.t 

arose here on the kind of textbooks introduced into the 

public schools, was accidental and largely injected from the 

outside, partly through malice and partly through flippancy. 

Our own discussions with the mayor were considered closed 

a long time ago. It was intimated from the city hall that 

Mayor · Thompson was not only willing but anxious to let go 

of the library end of it. There is no possibility in my 

mind that it will ever be raised again. 

In any event, I think Chicago will be able 
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to take care of itself without any help, but that is not the 

purpose of Miss Eastman's letter, not to help Chicago but 

to set the library profession right on the subject, or other 

cities from going off on the same tangent. 

It would be most impolitic for any expression 

to emanate from this body this year. That I can say very 

candidly. I don't think it is necessary from any angle, 

from my point of view • 

. MR. DUDGEON: What is the use of stirring it 

up? His attack on libraries has been abBndoned. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There is no use in stirring 

it up except as Milam or Miss Eastman suggested, that other 

library trustees elsewhere have become anxious to follow the 

same trail. 

MISS KRAUSE: Have we any trail that such 

are the condi tiona that could. exist in any other locality? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Well, I think there are 

some librarians who are apprehensive about it. I got one 

letter from a librarian saying, "We inay be next. 11 

MR. DUDGEON: Anything we do we are more apt 

to m~e them next. 

MISS KRAUSE: I t nink the psychology of the 

situation is such that I agree perfectly with Mr. Roden, · 

speaking as a resident of Chicago. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Shall we pass that le·tter 
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and go to the next item, the letter from Mr. Dana? 

SECRETARY MILAM: You have all had copies of 

the letter from Mr. Dana. 

MR. DUDGEON: Then there is a later letter 

that I got December 20, which is quite a different thing in 

a way, quite a different spirit, attitude. 

PRESIDENT RODEN : That is the letter that he 

asked to have read to the Council. 

MISS TOBITT: Mr. Chairman, it seems to me 

that in sending that letter tocach individual, he was not 

sending it to the Executive Board. Then it doesn't seem to 

me that is a matter that should be presented to the Council. 

I am quite at sea about it. In my judgment Mr. Dana 4as 

given us nothing to work on. We can •t present his letter to 

the Council. It doesn't present anything to the Council 

and besides that there is nothing to present. I don't know 

if the others are as confused by it, but that's the way it 

appeals to me. 
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MR. WALTER: This is -the question of psychology 

again. If any attempt is made to suppress it, Mr. Dana has 

many avenues to publish it. You will remember what happened 

to his proposal at Toronto, that pamphlet, and I am sure that 

if this were presented to the Council, the Council would 

dispose of the matter. If we attempt to suppress it, it will 

be looked upon as persecution, and the fact of the matter is 
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there is some half truth in it. 

MR. DUDGEON: A lot of truth in it. 

that this be read to the Council. 

He asks 

PRESIDENT RODEN: This is to the members of 

the Executive Board of the A. L. A. Everyone got a copy for 

information but still it is a communication to the Executive 

Board. Mr. Dana is a member -of the Council. Why didn't he 

address the Council? 

MR. WALTER: I think he has done it in order 

to go t ·hrough all the machinery of the constitution. He 

has presented it to the Executive Board. Now if it isn't 

presented to the Council, he will say that is the way it is 

suppressed. 

I used to be very much afraid to discuss 

things I didn't agree with, but now I am anxious to have dis

cussion when I think the other fellow is wrong • . 

MR. DUDGEON: I think on the whole that attack 

on us, challenge to us to know whether or not we are getting 

result~ is a pretty wholesome thing. · Whether this thing 

goes befor_e the Council is an other thing. 

MR. WALTER: If it doesn't go before the 

Council, he will get . publicity, and if it goes b.efore the 

Council the Council can take action on it and Mr. Dana can 

then act as an individual. ·He has no further recourse. 

MISS SMITH: There is no reason why it should 
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not be presented to the Council. 

MR. WALTER: I would rather have it presented 

to the Council than in an open meeting, wnich is the next 

step to take. We won't get anywhere by refusing Mr. Dana. 

MISS KRAUSE: How about recommending that he 

be present in person to present this. He ought to present 

these things in person. 

MR. WALTER: Yet you can 1 t ask that. 

MR. DUDGEON: I can't see any objection to 

anybody on earth including the Council having this under 

consideration. 

MR. WALTER: I really think that· the reaction 

will be about what we want. I was astounded at the way in 

which the Council literally laughed down his pamphlet at 

Toronto, which looked as if Mr. Dana has lost all of his old 

friends. 

MR. HOPPER: He has gone too far. 

MR. DUDGEON: That is a different and more 

modern position to take than his previous correspondence. I 

don 1 t know why he switched. 

SECRETARY MILAM: One of his friends told 

Mr. Roden that the first communication was meant to be a joke 

and that we had made a mistake in taking it seriously • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The one in which he asked 

to be employed by the A. L. A. 
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· MISS TOBITT: I can't see what the Council 

can do with a thing like this. I have gone over it and I 

can't see what it is. It could be handed out to the Council, 

but wbat action can they take? 
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MR. WALTER: If they refuse to take action,--. 

MISS TOBITT (Interrupting): What action can 

they take? 

MR. WALTER: If it isn't presented he Will 

say the Executive Board refused to present it. 

MISS KRAUSE: Could we move to have the 

Secretary read this communication to the Council and then 

quit there, unlees somebody in the Council decides to make a 

motion about it? 

MR. WALTER: Yes, leave it up to the Council. 

Really, I thi~k the. only way to meet Mr. Dana is to meet him 

with his own weapons, pitiless pUblicity. 

MR. HOP?ER: I think the best way to make 

him ridiculous is to read .this. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don't think this is ridiculous. 

MR. HOPPER: I do. He has overshot tbe mark. 

MR. WALTER: This is exactly what the nublic 

press would take up, particularly if you say the A. L. A. 

refuses to accept criticism of a leading member of the pro

fession. 

MR. COMPTON: It is possible to extend this 
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to the members of the Council. I think that would be the 

best thing to do if it is possible to send it to the members 

of the Council. 
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MR. DUDGEON: When you get them, you consider 

them. 

MISS TCBITT: I examined them. I gave myself 

a bit of self-examination. 

MR. WALTEH.: On the other hand Mr. Dana 

is a live member of the Council and technically he is in an 

impregnable position unless we meet him on his own ground. 

He would be the most surprised man in the Council if he knew 

this was read before it, and he would immediately leave. 

MISS KRAUSE: It seems to me it would be a 

waste of time. 

MR. ALTER: On the other hand we will waste 

more time by not reading it • . 

SECRETARY MILAM : If it is presented tot he 

Council as I. am inclined to . think it should be, I sh_ould like 

for you to consider presenting at the same time, having some 

member of the Executive Board present at the same time a 

statement not of argument but of fact such as I have prepared 

here and which has just been distriruted to you, that one page. 

MR. DUDGEON: I don 1 t know. He hasn't gone 

any further than ask that this be given to the Council for 

consider~tion. I don't know that we should let ourselves be 
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· put on the defensive and try to answer it. 

SECRETARY .MILAM: This is not an answer. If 

you will read it, you will agree. 

MR • .DUDGEON: But if we read l t in that 

connection it will be construed as a defense or answer. 
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MISS KRAUSE: No, I think Mr. Milam is endeavor~ 

ing in that communication to .simply make a statement that every 

inquiry which Mr. Dana ha.s addressed to headquarters, the 

headquarters has endeavored to answer as fully and carefully 

as it could. 

MR. DUDGEON: This is something we haven't-

seen. 

SECRETARY MILAM: No. 

MR. DUDGEON: Read it, Mr. Milam. 

. . . Secretary Milam read the statement entitled 

"The Origin and Status of the A. L. A. Special Activities" ••• 

MR. WALTER: I think it is just as well to 

know these things in advance rat her than have them surrepti

tiously. It is far better to have them come out now rather . 

than in the publication of a newspaper article. 

SECRETARY MILAM: This presentation to the 

Council will include it in the bulletin and it seems to me 

that even assuming that the Council will remember all the 

facts stated here, it isn't safe to assume that the members 

of the Associ ation will remember it. 

' 
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Mr. Roden and I have discussed the fact that 

criticisms that come are frequently directed at A. L. A. -

headquarters and a.t the Executive Board, which are not at all 

the responsibility of the headquarters and the Executive 

Board, but the responsibility of the Council, which is the 

much larger legislative body. 

In the briefe.st possible manner I have tried 

to present here the statement of the facts, .the origin and 

constitution, as it were, of these several boards which are 

being criticized, in order that the entire membership of the 

Association may know where the Executive Board gets its 

authority and where the several boards get their authority 

for the appropriations and expenditures and work they are 

doing. 

MR. RUSH: We are raising a questi~n down here 

of who should sign this statement. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: If the statement is sub

mitted to the Council, the meeting, as a comment, not a reply 

but a comment on Mr. Dana's letter, it should come from the 

Executive Board. 

SECRETARY MILAM: As a communication from the 

Executive Board to be considered in connection with the questiolB 

raised by Mr. Dana. This was prepared hurriedly on Christmas 
,. 

without due consideration of its probably effect and without · 

an opportunity to submit it to anybody. I have no brief for 
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it. I simply explained why it came into existence and how. 

MISS TOBITT: Will this be printed in the 

bulletin? 

SECRETARY MILAM: If it goes to the Council, 

it presumably will be printed in the bullet. in. The Council 

doesn't have to direct that. That is the Secretary's responsi

bility. Any important communication presented to the Council 

would be printed in full or carefully summarized in the 

bulletin. In a case of this kind, I t~ink it should be 

summarized in full. 

MR. DUDGEON: I would like to see this action 

taken, simply draft a communication something li~e the 

following, addressed to the Council: 

11 The Executive Board .has received a communica

tion from John Cotton Dana with the request that the Executive 

Board cause the communication to be read at a meeting of the 

Council. (That is quoting his words) 

11 In compliance with the request, the communica

tion is herewith transmitted for such consideration as the 

Counci 1 may c are to best ow upon it. " 

statement? 

I don't see any need of anything further. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: You mean to omit this 

MR. DUDGEON: I don 1 t like what might appear 

to be a controversy. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: An attempt to answer, which 

he would immediately say does not answer • 

MR. WALTER: On the other hand, I think it 

is an excellent statement. I wish it could be printed in 

the bulletin without comment and not appear contemporaneously 

with the statement. 

MR. DUDGEON: . I think that would be a little 

stronger. I don't see anything except a s~raight statement 
' 

of facts unless you say appoint a committee of its members. 

I would strike out the word careful; just make it chosen by 

the Executive Board. I would strike out generously. Those 

two or three words out there and there is no claim. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Perhaps we ought to strike 

out "after due consideration. 11 

MR. DUDGEON: I would like to see that 

printed in the bulletin or something like that. I am inclined 

to think that when a member has a communication which he 

asks us to pass on, the least we can do is to transmit it 

and let it stand on its own merits without any action on our 

part. 

MR. COMPTON: Do you mean read it? 

MR. DUDGEON: We have no right to demand the 

Council to read it. We simply t~ansmit it. If they want to 

move to file it, they can; if they want to move to read it, 

they can. 
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SECRETARY MILAM: We can put copies into the 

hands of all the Council members present • 

MR. . DUDGEOI~: If that is necessary. 

I move you that the communication such as 

I have outlined be presented to the Council. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Is that seconded? 

MR . DUDGEON: · We can't cause it to be read. 

We can't require them . to read it. 

MR. WALTER: All we can.do is to transmit it. 

MISS TOBITT: I second the motion. 

SECRETARY MILAM: In considering that you may 

wish to bear in mind the possible responsibility you have to 

the organization and the various boards which are criticized. 

· MR. DUDGEON: As a chairman of one of those 

boards, I feel I would be doing wrong if I tried to suppress 

it. If we are being criticized, let us be criticized and 

hop to tt. 

SECRETARY ·MILAM: I am wondering whether you 

want to transmit at the same time or immediately to the 

members of the several committees and the boards which are 

criticized, this communication. 

MR. WALTER : As amatter of fact no board or 

committee can check criticism. Just as soon as we start to 

check criticism, either just or unjust, we w.ill get into 

trouble. 
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· SECRETARY MILAM: I mean as a supplement. 

MR. WALTER : Transmit it to them as well as 

to the Council. 

SECRETARY MILAM: As this communication was 

addressed to the Executive Board, I have done nothing with it 

except bring it to this Board. I think copies ought to go 

before we leave this buildin~. tonight, to the members of the 

committees. 

MR. DUDGEON: I also include in my motion 

that this be also transmitted to the members of the boards 

and committees. 

This motion reads that, so far as it reads, 

constitutes our message to the Council. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Then there are two motions, 

one that that be adopted as a communication transmitting 

Mr. Dana's letter to the Council. That is moved and seconded. 

MR. RUSH: Does that include the copies being 

distributed to the Council members? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't think it is necessary. 

The Council will undoubtedly have it read. 

MR . WALTER : I am not at all certain that 

a copy in the hands of the people will produce the effect of 

having it read. They are a little bit in doubt as to what 

is being read. 

Technically this is skilfully done. There is 
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a theoretical position that you can 1 t get away from • . 

It seems to me the more widely we distribute 

it and the more we comply with his request, the more we are 

cutting the ground out from under any unjust criticism that 

he makes. You will pardon the word. 

MISS KRAUSE: Do you really think he expects 

us to take it too seriously? 

MR. WALTER : I think it will check a flood of 

similar things. You know sometimes there is nothing so 

embarrassing in the world as doing what a person asks you to. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Then the motion is to 

transmit this to the Council with the communication that Mr. 

Dudgeon has framed and with the added provision that copies 

be placed in the hands of each member of the Council present 

here. 

~ffi. DUDGEON: I don't think that is necessary. 

That is a matter of discretion. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Any further discussion? 

MR. RUSH: I move that as an amendment. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: There seems to be no second 

to · that amendment. 

MR. COMPTON: I second the amendment. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The question is on the 

amendment, that copies be distributed to all members of the 

Council present at the meeting • 

' 
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The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The amendment is adopted. 

Now the original .motion • 

••• The motion was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What are you going to do 

with the first communication asking that we · employ him in 

the A. L. A.? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. Dudgeon has another 

motion to be distributed at once to the various committees 

and boards. 

MR. D!IDGEON: I move also that the Secretary 

be asked to transmit t his to the boar~as mentioned, and to 

the committees mentioned. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The boards and committees 

mentioned in Mr. Danas communication • 

••• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

22S · 

PRESIDENT RODEN: How about the other communi-

cation? 

MR. DUDGEON: Should t his action of the 

Board be transmitted to Mr. Dana? I think it should • 

SECRETARY MILAM: That will be done as a matter 

of course. That w.ill come· to his notice at least. 
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PRESIDENT RODEN: . How about that other 

letter from Mr. Dana? I think that ought to be filed • 

MR. DUDGEON: What is that? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: A letter asking that he be 

employed by the Executive Board to make a study of the 

activities. 

MR. DUDGEON: . I think it ought to be received 

and filed. 

·PRESIDENT RODEN: I think it ought to be 

received and filed. 

MR. RUSH: I don't think he was awfully 

serious about that. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: What will you do with that 

communication from Mr. Dana? 

MISS TOBITT: I move that it be received and 

filed. 

• •• The motion was seconded and carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The summary of the Dana 

matter is only offered for information. 

SECRETARY MILAM: Unless the Board chooses to 

take some action. I sent that letter summarizing the Dana 

correspondence to · the Executive Board and to the various 

boards criticized, the committees criticized in self-defense • 

If Mr. Dana comes out with a communication at any time in 

which he quotes the Secretary as stating so and so about 

' 
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certain activities, I want the boards either to supplement 

that communication if it seems wise ·by giving further facts to 

Mr. Dana and correct me in any interpretation that I have 

made, any incorrect one, or to assume responsibility with.me . 

that that is an adequate answer to his inquiry. 

As amatter of fact, of course, in this communi

cation which you are passing on to the Cottncil there are 

errors of statement which are perfectly obvious to every 

member of the· Executive Board. He implies at least that those 

are based on communications from the Secretary. He has 

absolutely ignored my statement for exam't;)le that the Board 

on Library and Adult Education is not primarily a publishing 

concern, and he insists i't is presumably primarily for the 

purpose of issuing publications. 

I want all the members of this Board particu

larly_ to know what I have said to Mr . Dana and any further 

communications , if it is seen necessary. 

MR. WALTER: Wouldn't it be well to have 

several copies in there and have them take up the cudget7 

They will do it better than you can. 

SECRETARY .MILAM: My point in having the other 

document written was that it might not come in any sense 

upon the Executive Board or the headquarters office to answer 

criticism. 

ffi. DUDGEON: Oan we always consider that this 
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letter will be filed just as with the summary? I think that 

ought to be mentioned • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don't get that. 

MR. DUDGEON : That his other communication 

be received and filed, and that the summary sent out by the 

Secretary be also received and filed. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: . I don't think we need any 

action at all. 

MR . DUDGEON: That is simply acknowledging 

the fact that you have made communication. 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't think that makes 

any communication. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: The last communication is 

from Dr. Bowerman on the salary of congress librarians. 

231" 

SECRETARY MILAM: He thinks we should reappoint 

a committee on the salary of the librarian of congress to 

push the actual legislation which will raise the salary of 

the librarian. He wired us at the Council meeting at .Toronto 

that he had succeeded in raising the -schedule which will 

permit a larger salary of the librarian but the appropriation· 

hadn't been made. Dr. Bowerman has been in conversation with 

Mr . Lude and is of the opinion that the committee should be 

renewed so that additional facts may be presented to Mr • 

Luce bearing on the actual appropriation of the money for 

that salary. 

' , I 
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MR. DUDGEON: Was that original committee 

raised by the board of the council? 

232. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Who is Mr. Luce, the repre

sentative of the Appropriations Committee or the Ways and 

Means Committee? The reason I ask is that some years ago,--. 

SECRETARY MILAM (Interrupting): Chairman 

of the House Committee on Library. 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I don'tthink that is the 

committee to deal with.. Some years ago when Dr. Bowerman 

asked me to write various members of Congress, I wrote to 

Congressman Madden who was Chairman of the Committee on Ways 

and Means and I got an obvious answer which made we feel 

foolish. It is the same statement which Dr. Bowerman advances 

to us, that the thing to do is to get the thing to the 

Appropriations Committee and until that is done, no salary 

can be raised, and that the committee to approach or work on 

is the Committee on Ways and Means when it makes up the 

budget. 

What is it that Dr. Bowerman wants us to do now? 

SECRETARY MILAM: He wants us to appoint a 

committee which will furnish to Mr. Luce information which Mr. 

Luce wants about the salaries of librarians above $7,500 

which will enable him.to present the necessary facts arid argu

ments for an increase in actual appropriation for an increase 

in the salary of librarians. 
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MR. DUDGEON: I move that a board be 

appointed • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Does the Board think it 

necessary to appoint a committee to give Mr. Luce such obvious 

information as that? 

SECRETARY MILAM: In fairness any such letter 

ought to come from you or from the special committee or Mr. 

Compton as Chairman of the Committee on Salaries. 

function? 

continued. 

MR. DUDGEON: Has that committee ceased to 

SECRETARY MILAM: Yes, that committee is dis-

PRESIDENT RODEN: What is your pleasure? 

MR. HOPPER: Mr. Compton might do it. 

MR. COMPTON: 

MR. DUDGEON: 

The Secretary could do it more so. 

I move that · the furnishing of 

suitable facts to the proper federal office be referred to 

the Secretary and to the Committee on Salaries. 

MR. RUSH: I second t ·he motion. 

. . . The motion was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Anything more? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. Bishop recommends that 

Mr. Vance, the Chairman of the Committee on Library Relations 

who is going to the Pan-American Conference at Havana as the 
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official representative of the Library Congress, be appointed 

as the official representative of the Associa.ti on • 

PRESIDENT RODEN: I certainly would put in 

"without expenses" if you use the word official. 

That communication is before you. What is 

your leasure? 

MISS SMITH: Will you read that again? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Mr. Bishop is recommending 

the appointment of Mr. Vance as the official representative 

of the Association. 

MISS TOBITT: I move that Mr. Va~ce be made 

the official representative to the Havana conference and 

expenses not paid. Now it should be worded better than that. 

MR. COMPTON: ·I second the motion • 

•.• The question was put to a vote and 

carried ••• 

·SECRETARY MILAM : I have a document here on 

which I do not ask action tonight, but which to me seems a 

document of spme importance in our endowment campaign~ I 

should like you to t a.ke this and send me your personaJ. comments 

and later perhaps ~e will ask for a vote or perhaps not. This 

statement has been presented to a representative of Mr. 

McCormack in tenta.t i ve form. Tha.t concludes business so far 

as our schedule is concerned. 

PRESIDENT RODENt About the place of meeting, 
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since there is still some doubt ab ~ut the week to be chosen, 

isn't it wise to keep the decision secret until final word 

has been sent out? 

SECRETARY MILAM: Is there any desire f~ 

an Executive Board meeting this week? 

PRESIDENT RODEN: Not at this hour. 

MR. DUDGEON: . Do you think there is any need 

of one? 

SECRETARY MILAM: I don't believe so • 

••• Upon motion regularly made, seconded and 

carried, it was voted to adjourn . at eleven-forty-five o 1 clock •.• 
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